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!. IN'T,RODUCTION
.i..........t the thirby-sixth in a series of informal letters z_eportingThi_ _ --- -, ,
progress of the NERVA engine development program and its associs._,edtasks_
is submitted in partial fulfillment oi'AEC-NASA contract SNP-I, .litcovers
::._u.e_-sri-.dof April through June 1965 - the 3ra quarter of Contract Year
3-965.
T!._ework accomplished is summarized in Section II of this report, in
;
which the overall program is discussed in Paragraph A, the n_jo- end item
systems :'rParagraph B, and conclusions in Pa;'agraph C. Sectio_ III|
r:'e._ents_ discussion of work performed and is organized on a T_[sk, Sub-
iw
Oth__:"_......d quarterly reports iss1_cd under separate covers as supple--
merits:_,_uthis document include the Quality Control and }_foduct _ssurance
" Sw'- ¼ˆReportReport ana ._he _,_ _
In o,cder -_orestrict the amount of material presented to a con_!enient
quantity, the intent is #o include in each report only that di_:cussion
which is required to provide the reader with a concise Slm_mary of the
work performed. In general, detailed technical information, iimgthy
r
theoretical derivat±ons, and extensive data tabulations have been provided
as appropriate in special technical reports. A list of reporJ s published
,._ur_._,g._ £eriod is provided under Subtask 4.3.
This document is the result of combined input from Aerojet-General
Corporation and AMF Atomics, a Division of Americ&n Machine & Foundry
Company, and Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory(which submits its
reForts &s a separate document directly to SNPO-C and to the standard
distribution established b_ SNPO-C for progress letter reports). All
comments relative to the Westinghouse report should be addressed to _EON.
%
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i1.. SUMMARY
A. O_t_J._L PI:_OGI_MACTIVITLES
The summary remarks following, and in Paragraph B; below are intended as
a progress picture of the overall program. Work and accomplishments in
the sub-tasks essential to the end-items, and to component and
system development, are discussed by sub-task in Section III.
In response to the S_?O-C gdideline letter of 26 March, studies were con-
ducted with relation to the program for the balance of Contract Years '65,
ce._ul_.n_ program plan submissions and discussions.'66,and '67,with .. . _ _
Adjustments were made in the overall NERVA schedule to reflect the fuel
decisions, ETS-I anticipated availability for XECF and XE-I testing, and
o!-h_° constraints. The resulting overall program schedule and agencj
budgebs for Contract Years '66 and '67 were submitted in REON Report
":N-A-OOO}_ and _:_e-reintended to be the basis of the definitized Contract
;ear '66 program cost study initiated during the quarter, and due to
S_,_O-C i:; the 4tb quar_-,_rof Contract Year '65. Additional schedular
data were submitted in the Quarterly Subtask Milestone Supplement to
R_r::rti_N-O560-I0-34.'me schedule data of Figure i, NERVA Major Program
Milestone Chart, were submitted in RN-A_C_4 to partially define the
n.o;_]':un £'0_"Contract Years '66 and '67. As presented in Figure I, the
char|: has been upgraded as of 1 July to show latest accomplishments and
"e>.q,_:_'ted"dates,
_].:_.._._ghI;hesubmittal of the above data is largely of a programming and
p:_anning nar.:ire,_t J._emphasized in this summary that many extensive
,nee1.in6s, design reviews, and technical studies were conducted to assure
_.l,ai:the program wolf[d be technically balanced to produce the results
desired ecouom_,:a]Iv a_d within allotted schedule.
During the quarter both REON and WANL became involved in a labor strike
situation, which caused minor perturbations to schedules in affected
areas. At Aerojet during the period of 1 June through 12 July, members
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of Local 9_6, International Association of Machinists, were on strike.
The Im_ct of this strike was minimized by allocating effort to priority
items which iDfluenced immediate schedule requirements. The major por-
tion of the effort was provided by salaried employees.
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Figure i
_RVAMajor Program Milestones
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B. PROGRAM END-ITEMS
1. _IRX-A_
The performance of the NRX-A3 reactor development test series was the
most significant activity during this quarter. Major objectives of
all Experimental Test Plan's (EP's) were met, with the exception that an
early termination _f full-power test run, EP-IV, occurred on 23 April,
because of abnormalities in the facilities systems. The facility turbo-
pump shut-down due to spurious noise in the overspeed trip system, while
a h)d;'ogen leak in the flow control room was simultaneously building up
coucentration which would have probably required an early termination
of test. Excessive tie rod temperatures recorded during the resulting
abnormal shut-down were traced to a GH2 flow which was lower than
planned. Following examination of available test data. the balance of
the EP's were conducted, and over 16-minutes of fall-power operation
were concluded. Disassembly and post-mortem, partially completed during
the quarter, disclosed that (in general) the components of the test
asse_bly were in excellent condition. Data were accumnlatea that will
lead to the reduction of fuel-element corrosion in future assemblies.
2. NRX-EST
Significant progress was made in the Engine System Test Program, NRX-EST
(contractually known as NRX-A4-EST). The quarter was entered with
unresolved technical and programmatic alternatives which were dependent
upon the performance of the NRX-A3 assembly. The generally excellent
condition of the NRX-A3 hardware and fuel elements led to the conclusion
that the NRX-A4=EST would indeed be run as planned, i.e., primarily as an
engine-system test, not devoted exclusively to reactor development test
objectives. To quote the SNPO-C letter of 8 June 1965, ".....the primary
objective (of NS.X-A4-EST) should be achievement of system data under
transient conditions and over the entire power range, including full power,
with a secondary objective of demonstrating full-power reactor operation
up to 30 minutes".
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Work progressed on the NRX-A4-EST nuclear and non nuclear components; the
majority of the components of the propellant feed system were available or
delivered. The EST turbopump (S/N-O15)demonstrated its qualifications
during tests completed on 6-24-65; nine starts were made, utilizing a
total of 22 minutes test time. The EST nozzle, available for delivery,
was held pending demonstration tests on a similar nozzle (S/N 021)
scheduled for early next quarter. The reactor components, except for
fuel clusters, were essentially ready for final assembly. Fuel-element
production for NRX-EST was dependent upon solving problems associated
with the coating improvements. It was planned that those _X-A4 fuel
elements, which would be in excess of reactor needs, would be used for
the XE-I reactor.
3. _RX-A5
As a result of concentrated efforts involving REON-WANL, and SNPO-C_
plans for fuel-element process development were formulated for the
I'_RX-A5reactor. This reactor will have the primary objective of demon-
strating full-power operation in excess of 40 minutes.
4. _RX-A6
It was decided during the period to extend the date previously estab-
lished for the NRX-A6 reactor test to permit achievement of even
greater endurance capability: 40 to 60 minutes at NERVA I power. The
decision was also reached that the NRX-A6 reactor design features would
involve improvements compatible with the requirements of a larger
z.eactor. Schedules and program plans were generated in support of these
dec isions.
5. CFDTS
An important engine system design poirt was demonstrated when the CFDTS
test series (conducted from 15 to 20 April) proved the feasibility of
boot-strapping the engine system with the energies stored in"the engine
1966003836-016
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under ambient conditions. The test program for the second test series
was discussed and approved by SNPO-C.
6. XE Engine
XE Engine work was largely in the design and system analysis category.
Reprogramming of the XE-1 test to 15 February 1967_ was recommended, and
commensurate adjustments were made in the design, analysis, and fabrica-
tion activities. Complementary plans and efforts were made in the engine
design aids program, the MCC-EIV-Engine interface program, and related
GSE and engine components program. Engine cool-down studies related to
the ETS-1 Test Stand resulted in the elimination of the emergency cool-
down system, which had required an 8-in. line external to the engine upper
thrust structure, thus considerably simplifying completion of the facility
systems aspects of the cool-down requirements.
Work on advanced engines included the study of the conceptual design of
various thrust vector control mechanisms. This makes it possible to
initiate tradeoff investigations relating such features as clustering,
exhsust, circulation, and weight.
Controls analyses indicated that the XE-Engine control system_ with gain
adjustments; would be satisfactory for the larger engine. A key investi-
gation was initiated to determine from analysis and test the optimum
hydrodynamic and cavitation performance of a single turbopump assembly
with minimum weight.
7. Support Systems and Programs
Support system work included such items as ; completion of the Sacramento
test effort on the E-MAD, the overhead positioning systems, and the float-
ing head systems, and delivery of these items to NRDS; the delivery of the
OPS mast, trolley, and the inching and leveling frame, to NRDS; the com-
pletion of assembly and installation, and the initiation of acceptance
testing of the Floor Mounted Handling System.
1966003836-017
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Support equipment for NRX-A4-EST was partially delivered_ with the
balance of equipment in good shape to meet the need dates.
Work was initiated on the support equipment design for XE-I. Preliminary
details were completed at Sacramento on a combined development and test
program for the XE-MCC-EIV interface. In support of this, the simulated
ETS-I Engine Stand was completed_ and delivered to the Sacramento check-
out area.
Programmatic reviews in conjunction with the Contract Year '66 program
plan permitted economies in the support equipments required for individual
engines and in the Post Operative Cell Material Transfer System (POCMTS)
design.
8. E-MAD
Work continued in outfitting and activating systems and equipments in the
Engine Maintenance Assembly and Disassembly (E-MAD) Building. The Wall
Mouni:ed Handling System (_'_HS),the Overhead Positioning System (OPS),
and the Floor Mounted Nandling System (FMHS) were received and installed,
and acceptance tests were initiated on the WMHS and the FMHS. Shielding
integrity checks and test reports for Phase II and III were nearly
complete.
9. ETS-I
Initiation of Steam Generator tests represented a major accomplishment in
tlIo ,_c_ , •
. ],To-1 Program Experlmental Plan (EP's) I and II were conducted.
Post-test examinations revealed several anomalies in the condition of the
hardwsme. Evidence of hot-gas leakage at the injector-to-chamber seal
was noted on Steam Generator Unit 3 (injector S/N 0018). Examination of
the injector faces of S/N 003.6and S/N 0019 (a spare) disclosed cracks in
the injecto _.face. The unexpected results triggered an extensive investi-
gatlon a_ to the cause and search for possible corrective actions.
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Other work in the activation and checkout of the ETS-1 Systems included
tes _a on the gaseous and cryogenic systems, and process water systems
simulation tests. Extensive efforts were put forth to devise corrective
actions as required in areas of sygtem or hardware delivery and/or quality
to minimize the effects of difficulties upon the activation schedule.
In the design phase, the ETS-1 Interface system designs were compZeted,
and procurement was initiated. Work on tLe Test Stand Control System
(TSCS) was highlighted by the completion of the final design review with
SNPO-C and the initiation of the TSCS and XE-1 breadboards.
lO. H-Area, Sacramento
This quarter was most significant for the NERVA Sacramento Test
Zone H, since it marked completion of the construction and activation of
this major test facility. This majcr complex comprises stands H-4,
H-4A, H-4B, H-5, and H-6, and is capable of conducting such fundamental
development tests of engine hardware as chemical combustion tests;
liquid-hydrogen turbopump tests with heated hydrogen drive fluid; cold-
flow tests of an engine with non-fueled cores ; and valve, line, and
component development tests.
Position H-5 was activated during the quarter concurrently with the first
CFDTS test series; position H-4A and the hot hydrogen heater concurrently
with the TPCV hot-gas tests. Test position II-6 first employed hot
hydrogen as a turbine drive fluid during March.
The duration of testing turbopump assemblies was limited by a downgrading
of the gaseous hydrogen high-pressure receivers to 3500-psi because of
problems possibly associated with operating at the planned 5000-psi
rating. It is planned to augment the GH2 receivers by relocating 3 h_gh-
pressure receivers to Tes,t Zone H from Test Zone E.
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C. CONCLUSIONS
The NRX-A3 performance and hardware durability was considered excellent.
Data obtained indicate that the NERVA P_ogram must continue to devote
effort to improving the corrosion resistance of the reactor to attain
the desired operating life objective of 40 to 60 minutes.
It was demonstrated, as a result of the CFDTS tests, that the engine
system can boot-strap with the energy stored in the engine at ambient
conditions.
I:_was concluded that reprogramming of the reactor and engine programs
was necessary to bring into balance priority development tasks, expected
facility availability, and certain funding constraints. The recommended
actions are under consideration by SNPO-C.
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1.1 ENGINE SYSTEM
l.l.O ENGINE SYSTEM INTEGRATION, DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION
A. XE-I ENGINE DESIGN
Fluid lines were redesigned to increase reliability by reducing the number
of joints and bellows. Modifications to the shield design to accommodate
the required larger penetrations and some relocations were about _0%
complete.
Design concepts for the pneumatic supply, engine electrical, and emer-
gency cool-down systems, and for brackets and support were revised to be
consistent wi_h the elimination of the remote component reassembiy car-
ability. Design studies and system analyses of the cool-down requirements
were completed, and _ _ a_'" _..-, .._,,,,_•_o_n_Io..o were _de that no further _ be
expended on an emergency cool-down mode requiring an 8-inch line ex%ern: -
to the en4_ine upper thrust structure. This mode provided for immediate
introduction of ambient helium ir.to the dome of the pressure vessel on
receipt of a malfunction signal.
_ t% "_'_:2 :._ -. ! -aA_Al_"A_ _t_ %JAI
Layout draw!ng_ for the experimental Engine (XE-I) were -r_,rised to reflect
recent line size and location changes.
The XE-EST-I InTerface Control Drawing was upgraded and revised T.o reflect
latest engineering design cha.r._eswhich iDclu6ed changes in location for
the pneumatic and propellant i_nes, and the substitution of the flight
type TSOV as a valve at the fixed interface.
z
The preliminary design layout on the XE-I was completed f_'_-the nuclear/
non-nucl_ar interface control drawings. Design reviews were conducted
_" with WANL participa%ion.
&
[
/
i
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Revisions to the XE-1 flow s.:hematlc were studied and will be included
in the r_Ised Engine Design Specification to be issued as AGC 90016A.
The basic and assembly parts lists are being .maintained current; and are
included in assembly and disassembly sequences.
The following _ERVA Design Criteria were revised or prepared and issued
during this quarter:
NDC-107 Shield Assembly, External, _ERVA XE-1 Engine
NDC-110 Line Assembly, Pump Suction, for the XE-1 Engine
NDC-114 Harness, Electrieal, for the kT_-i _-_gine
NDC-115 Turbine Exhaust System for the XE-1 Engine
NDC-1!6 Pressure Vessel Assembly for the XE-1 Engine
NDC-12B XE-1 _ine Components, General Criteria for XE-1
Engine
C. XE-1 ENGINE ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY AND CHECKO[Ff
The previously reported assembly and checkout procedures were revised to
reflect current modifications to engine design concept.
The PrelimiDmry Post-Operati-le Disassembly Sequence and a flow chart
were prepared, covering the step-by-step disassembly operations from
removal of the engine from the test stand after firing to the point where
the engine was completely disassembled.
A preliminary rough detail checkout plan has been prepared and maintained.
"" I
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1.1,2 COLD FLOW DEVELOPMENT TEST SYSTEM :CFDTS;:
The revised CF_S Test Specification_ PITON Report PN-S-Oi91.. :,,,_.sis ued
durip_ the second quarter.
Test planning for the XECF program was continued. _-e first draft, of
the Test Plan w._.llbe issued during the next quarter°
•The preliminary design freeze of the X-Engine has been delayed until
October 1965. XECF-1A activity is being conducted concurrently with the
XE design effort.
The CFDTS Series I Data Summary Report, P_-TM-O196, was issued 6 May 1965.
Copies of the data printout and CalComp plots were distributed.
Fabrication of all upXque hardware was completed during the second
quarter, in addition, a new turbine exhaust manifold system _as 95_
fabricated during the third quarter. _is manifold is to mate _dth the
improved NRX/EST-type TPA to be supplied for use in the CFDYS engine.
Following completion of the installation of the engine in the '---':-5test
stand, the instramentation installation_ leak checkirg, and the instru-
mentation and control systems checkouts on 14 April, the first series of
the CFDPS test program was conducted between 15 and 20 April. [he series
was considered particularly successful since it proved the possibility
of boot-strapping with energy stored in tbe engine at ambient con._:tio._s.
Six _ests were performed: including wet and dry system chill-down tests
and four wet-pump boot-strap start-ups of the system with propellant
supply tank pressures of 90, .70, 60, and 50 psia. All tests were run at
approximately 14-psia back pressure in the nozzle and turbine ejectors,
and at turbine speeds during th_ boot-straps of 5932, 5260, h219., and
2190 rpm.
A photograph of the CFE_S after a test run is Showm in Figure 2. A
heavy coati._ of frost is clearly shown over the pressure _re_sel.
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/
Figure 2
The _ after a Test Run
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1.1.3 ENGINE EXTERNAL SHIELD DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The layout of the shield revised to accommodate fluid line revisions was
continued during this report period. Detail and assembly drawings are
being revised.
Modifications were mmde to the shield design during this period to
facilitate assembly and disassembly procedures and to simplify fluid
line design. The primary change was the increase of the size of the
shield penetration.
1966003836-028
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1.1.4 TESl" CELL A SYSTEMS TEST DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A. _rRX/EST DESIGN
Because of the changes to the engine syszem_ resulting from the rede-
signed TPA, it was necessary to hold a second NRX/r_ST design review on
14 June. Final redesign was completed during this report period.
Engineeri:_ liaison was conducted with WANL/ACFI this report period.
All changes have been brought to the attention of WANL/ACFI on a current
basis, and interfaces have been identified to reflect present NI_X/EST
design configuration.
B. DRAWINGS AND DOC_:_F2ATION
The NRX/EqT Engine AssembLy drawing _ms completed and released on
30 June. Thirteen sheets of the NRX/EST Engine Assembly Interface
Control drawi;_ have been jointly approved for release by PEON and WANL,
and all NRX/EST detail component drawings were released during this
report pel-iod.
The NRX/EST Instrumentation Electrical Schematic Diagram was completed
and released on 17 May and Revision "A" was released on P5 Jane.
The NRX/EST Test Plan was completed and issued in January and the Test
Specification was approved and issued on 22 June. Both documents, and
the NRX/EST Program Plan include provisions for converting from an NRX/EST
test to a reactor test.
NTO Procedure NRX/EST-P2, Non-Nuclear Hardware Receiving Inspection, was
approved on 22 June, and NPX/EST-P3, Engine System Assembly and Checkout
(Mechanical), was approved on 23 June.
The Test Specification and Procedures Review Board (TS and PRB) convened
at NRDS on 8 June and is actively in operation.
Nuclear heating rates and thermal calculations were completed on engine
components in the region of the redesigned WANL privy roof mounted shield
(PRMS), and were redone for the direct component shield for the redesigned
PRMS and its support.
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REON Report RN-_-0219, NRX/EST Redesig.ned Turbine Inlet Line, was
completed, including structural, nuclear, and thermal analyses.
All major malfunction_ identified in the Modes-of-Failure Analysis were
investigated by using the analog and digital analytical models.
The NRX/EST Shield Assembly - Radiation (REON I013810-19E) was delivered
to NRDS on 14 June 1965 and filled with steel balls on 18 June 1965.
/
I
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1.1.5 ENGINE DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY AIDS
Drawings of the TSA/XE-! design-aid final assembly and all previously
unreleased details and the Upper Thrust Structure (bqS) design aid final
assembly were released in April 1965.
During the report period, changes have been made to the design reflecting
component test results and to facilitate fabrication. Fabrication and
assembly of the UTS portion of the [FfSDesign Aid was c6_gleted june 28.
Fabrication of the TSA Design Aid continued in tLis report period.
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1.1.7 ENGINE ADAPTER AND GAGES
The preliminary test plan was completed for the first phase of testing,
and will be finalized during the next report period. The design cri-
teria for the test stand adapter have been revised and reviewed.
Deslgn of the ETS-1 Thrust Ring Engine Adapter Interface Template was
coordinated and completed.
A complete complement of present candidate electrical, fluid> and
structural remote connectors have been selected and incorporated into
the design aid assemblies. Procurement and fabrication of these con-
nectors was authorized on 2 April for the TSA design aid, and on
April 15 for the UTS design aid. Testing of the electrical connectors
was completed on June 30 and a final report is being prepared. Prepara-
tions for conducting the tests on the fluid and structural connectors
have been completed, and testing will be conducted during the next
report period.
Fabrication was completed for two each of the following match-plates:
and delivery was completed in accordance with estimated schedules:
MDF 605472 TSA-UTS (two sets)
MDF 605475 UTS/External Shleld/LTS
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1.2 PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM (PFS)
A major effort during this period was directed toward the evalustion and
qualification of NRX/EST hardware. Significant accomplishments were: ._
Seals, couplings, and propellant inlet line hardware
required for NRX/EST were delivered
Of the 20 calves required for NRX/EST, 16 were
acceptance tested and delivered.
Development tests were conducted ou TPA, S/N 0008,
accumulating 5 starts and 6 minutes at or near NRX/EST
maximum power conditions.
Nine tests were successfully conducted with TPA
S/N 0014, accumulating 29 minutes of hot-gas-drive \
time, including 22 minutes at or near NRX/EST maximum
power conditions. Acceptable EST and work statement
TPA performance was demonstrated.
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1.2,1 LINES AND DISCONNECT
Fabrication of the EST inlet line and associated spool pieces was completed_
and the units were delivered for use.
New turbine exhaust lines for NFuK/EST were designed to be compatible with
the new turbine exhaust collector3 and their fabrication was redirected to
also be compatible with "chenew collector. Completion of the new _iues is
expected in July. Hydrotest tooling for the new turbine exhaust lines is
being fabricated.
All seals and couplings required for the NRX/EST Propellant Feed System
were delivered. Approximately 400 seal_ and 125 disconnects were p_ocured
for the NRX/EST.
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1.2.2 VA4V S
A. H-6 TURBOPUMP 0VERSPEED TRIP (0ST) VALVE (EMERGENCY SHITf-OKF)
TPCV Assembly, S/N 0012, P/N 278100-59, was delivered to the H-6 Turbopump
Test Facility in March. This "On-0ff" valve served as a redundant emer-
gency shutoff of turbine drive gas and was powered by a pneumatic piston-
type actuator. Actuation of the vdlve was accomplished by pilot valves
operating at 500-psig of GN2 pressure, through B/4-in. actuation ports
to the TPCV actuator. Elapsed time to open or close this actuator and
valve combinationunder ambient conditions was 50 milliseconds.
This TPCV successfullyoperated as an "On-Off" valve on Turbopump Test
Series 1.2-13-NNP, during which time the valve accumulated a total of 15.3
minutes of operating time, during 5 hot-gas-drive turbopump tests.
Operating conditions required a gas flow through the TPCV at a temperature
of Ii00 to 1200°R, and a valve inlet pressure of approximately 500 pslg.
The valve was programmed closed at the termination of each test run.
Inlet pressure at the time of closure approximated engine system operating
pressure. Installation of uhe unit is shc_n by Figure 3-
_ol!o_ing this Test Series, these test effects were ....t_d on the TPCV:
Evidence of loading without damage on the valve shaft
roller bearings.
Yielding of the valve disc-to-actuator shaft connecting
pin, which is attributed to off-design operating condi-
tion of this valve application (responsetime of
50 milliseconds results in excessive torsional forces
when the valve dlsc is abruptly decelerated at the end
of the actuator piston stroke.
No other problemswere noted on this valve. The unit was reassembled
usir_ the same parts (except for a new connecting pin) and subjected to
I0 additional minutes of heated H2 flo_ on turbopump t_z+_ 1.2-15-NNP-O01
\-
- -;!
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Figure3
OverspeedTrip Valve•
_l_stalledin H-6 Test Facility
L •
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and 002. Valve inlet conditions were approximately hO0-p:_ig inlet preg-
sure at a gas temperature of approximately 1200°R. Following run 002,
it was noted that the connecting pin from valve disc to actuator had
again yielded. To prevent a turbopump test delay, the TPCV was replaced
_ith TPCV S/N 013 for Test Series !.2-15-NNP-C03 through 009.
'Thetotal accumulated operating time with TPCV S/N 012 was 25.3 minutes
without any failures at design operating conditions. Valve S/N 013 has
0een subjected to 17 minutes accumulated operating time, du_ng which the
valve inlet conditions were approximately &20-psig inlet pressure and
1200°R inlet temperature. The valve has been cycle_ closed seven times,
with the inlet pressure near the design operating pressure.
B. H-6 TURBOPUMP TEST TURBINE POWER COntROL VALVE (TPCV)
TPCV S/N 013 was assembled and mated to a servo controlled hydraulic
actuator, and used for turbine power control during hurbopu_p operation.
It was used in lieu of a facility pressure control valve used during the
previous tuzbopump tests, for turbopump .tests 1.2-13-NNP-OlO, -Oll_ and
-012, (reported last quarter) and during tests 1.2-13-NNP-O13 through -016.
The TPCV operated as a control-,valve for a total accumnlated duration of
7.9 minutes at nominal inlet conditions of 450-psia pressure and ll00°R
temperature. The valve functioned in asatisfactory manner; however,
gate travel to positions less tha_ I0° from the fully depressed _eal ring
position was not achieved. Full-pressure shut-off was essentially
achieved at positions below 15° from full ring depression.
Post-test disassembly revealed t_hat the actuation and axle shaft roller
bearings failed during the test series. An" investigation was conducted,
and the failures were attributed to excessive flange loading beyond
design limits. This loading was imposed in _he valve body by thermal
expansion and distortion of the facility plumbing, dead-weight flange
and line loads of the test set-up plumbSng, and differential pressures.
The investigation is reported in REON Report RN-TM-0226.
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Subsequently, 4 valve tests (l.._-"-1__q-)_j-nn].._.._ through O0h, simulat_ ng
NRX/EST engine plumbing with the TP.CV as the test specimen a_ _nother
TPCV as the bypass valve in the fi_.._ 3 tests) did not produce bearing
failures.
C. DISCHARGE SHUT-OFF VALVE
Acceptance testing of the discharge shut-off valve (Rocketdyne OBV 86,
P/N 99-40538h, S/N 2527423) for NRX/EST was completed at both ambient and
cryogenic temperatures (see Figure 4).
The valve body and actuator were proof tested at ambient temperature, and
leakage was measured with GN2. Butterfly disc seal leakage was 16.6
scc/sec at a differential pressure of 30 psi, and the shaft seal leakage
was ..9_6.8scc/sec with 780 psig in the valve, (both as compared w-ith cri-
teria of lh scc/see).
O. UfSCHARGE CHECK VALVE (DCKV)
The flapper damper installed in the DCKV, P/N 285994, S/N 003, (discussed
in the previous quarterly report) was modified to pro_-ide a positive
lock on the assembly. This _as accomplished by match drilling the rod and
the screw wlth the screw properly adjusted, inserting an Inconel X pin
into the hole, and staking the hole. Ambient and cryogenic acceptance
testing of the DCKV for NRX/EST was completed. The valve was subjected to
proof and leak testing at ambient temperature. The valve showed no bubble
external leakage and an internal leak rate of Less than 0.05 scc/sec using
1000-psig GHe at the discharge port. The valve was tested at LH2 temper-
ature to determine leakage rates and unseat and reseat pressures (I.0 psi
dlfferential_). The external Joint was bubble tight at 500 psi using GHe-
Internal leakage was 108 scc/sec of H with I000 psig st the discharge
e
port (as compared to criteria of 25 _cc/sec maximum leakage). The valve
operation requirements as related to the system were reviewed and it was
- determined that the valve is acceptable for NRX/EST usage.
i
* unseating pressure
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Figure
Discharge Shut-off Valve
Rocketdyne OBV 86
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E. PROPELLA_T SHUT-OFF VALVE (PSOV)
NRX/EST acceptance tests were .sue"ce_:_"'1___'--conducted on the PCOV in
accordance __th the test plan. All the acceptance cr'.eria stated for
the tests were met.
F. TURBINE POWER COI_TROL VALVE (TPCV)
Four hot hydrogen flow tests were conducted on one _?CV assemb]y at
ten[peratures of approximately 1200°R. The test assembl.y (P/N 1013762-9,
S/N o]O) consisted of' a valve, torque meter, and serve-controLled
hydrau1.ic set:rotor, as illustrated by the photograph of Figure 5. A
second TPCV powered by a Bendix Actuator (P/N 2848_0-59) was used in the
test pr,.,g.ram8:_ a hot-gas bypass valve; a necessary requirement to provide
a ,netl:oa,)C ,][s_nsing of the higb-temperature supply gas _%en the re, .
sDer'[m_n TPCV was rlnsed
") -. ]T]'CV '.I',._%I.._-I _-NNV-O0, was completed on 28 April_ ].965..During the
,.._'..... .,h1_-;,|jo_, ,,I";."_0seco1_d_:the TPCV was programmed to cycle open and
,:1.ose(]. '_,:%u.a+io._1to_que va1_,,esin excess of 800 in.-Ib were encountered
when _][ffr,_:_niL',].pressure across th9 butterfly exceeded _00 psi.
A l;teumts Io f;lil_!close the vaj.ve resulted in torque values greater than
1200 in.-l.},aT va].ve b,d.torf].N (I.|sc positions of approximately 18 ° from
- _" " (the valve fully depressed at 0°).%h_ fully de])res:..'odnea L pco3t] on, was
][,,me,][a%e].yfo].iowJn 6 %he test (which included an inlet pressure of zero,
and :, v._].vemetnl tcmp_'rature a% apprcximsteiy 700°R) the TPCV S/N 0010
was programmed clo:-.ed,which aga_._1resulted _n to_'que requirements
greater than 1200 i,;.-Jb at a but±erfl_, disc position of approximately
I;_°. Subseql[ent |.nves%.igat_on revealed mino_" ga]1.ing of %.he seal ring
oi_ %he surface adjacent t,)%he disc groove _idewa.[]..
A Lh] [_d restraining pin was incorporate_ into %he disc and seal ring
assembly to further restrict seal ring side motion when The disc is
rotatLng, Test 1.2-13-NNV-002 was conducted lO May L965. Test duration
was 5_3 seconds, during which time TPCV S/N OOlO was cycled (full open
to full closed).
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Figure 5
T_CT Hot-gas Test Assembly
Valve, Torque Meter, and Hydraulic Actuator
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Post-test inspection of this TPCV, again revealed excessive axial loading
of the disc seal rings, which caused galling. Valve bui!d_up S/N 003
included seal rings with rounded edges ard with Mo.% applied. MoS 2 was
also applied to the disc groove and to the roller bearing elements.
The third test (I.2-13-NNV-O03) of the TPCV development program was
completed on 3 June. Test duration was 350 seconds, during which tinle the
TPCV was cycled i0 times between disc positions of fully closed and fully
open. The required torque to close the valve was a maximum of 400 in.-ib
at a disc position of 8°; the corresponding differential pressure was
.,..vpsl, and the valve inlet pressure, approximately 300 psi_.
Test r.,,-,: nhwss conducted h June for a duratio_ of 387 seconds. The
mPCV :_/N0OlO was cycled once between f1111y open and fully closed; there-
after cycling was limited to disc positions of 60° to fully closed. A
*.._ta]__,c1.5cycles betweeD 60° and 0° was accomplished.
V-br[ention of the ten TPCV's reported last quarter was completed, and
TPCV's .q/N CO].t':,nOnO13 were reassembled to support TPA testing.
a. DILUENT CONTROL VALVE (DCV)
A liquid hydrogen flow and functional test (I.2-12-NNV-OII) was success-
fully cond.tcte_ _n'#h:,TPCV used as a Diluent Control Valve. An obsolete
".B"zeries BendJ z Actuator was used te position the valve during this test.
An ambient pretes± ._ettmtor control, system functional check wqs conducted
with nt,flow or ],r,_s-_ut'c.The butterfly disc was rotated from 30 to 55°
For 21 osctllst_ons (30° to 55° = 1 oscillation, 0e = closed). Test
o.ond[tions: approximating engine conditions, were 650-psig valve inlet
pressure ,_ . spproximately 2.5 lb./see of 35°R hydrogen flow. The value
b11tterfly @ise _s positioned at i0, 20_ 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 degrees, and
the pressure drop across the valve disc measured at each increment to
obtain data of flow factor as a function of disc position.
The valve disc was subjected to l0 oscillations (30° through 55° =
1 oscillation) simulating NBX/EST functional performance. The test was
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,oncluded after 15 cycles (valve disc closed-to-open : i cycie' 'o
•. -abli-_=hopen-chose capability in LH 2 at 650-psig inlet pres_=_re,
_ost-test disassembly revealed the valve components Lo be in excel Leui
condition.
inis test, the DCV LN 2 functional test, and the DCV design report.
repozted in _ON Reports RN_TM-0210, 0137, and 0141, respectively)
_'o_zlete the development tests and analyses required to qualify the.
_aive for DCV service with the NRX/EST.
-:'heDCV for NRX/EST was assembled, and ambient acceptance tests vere
completed.
_Jote - Items H, J_ K, L: M_ N_ P_ fol±owing are adde_ scope for NBX/ES:I.
H. TURBINE ]_LOCK VALVE
Acceptance tests on a TPCV to be used as the NRX/EST Turbine Block Valve
.'!BV)were completed on o_pJune. Included in the acceptance testing was
proof; leak, and functional testing under ambient conditions. Subsequently,
a heated hydrogen flow test of the valve was conducted at llO0°R: in which
the valve was cycled open and closed three times, inlet pressure to the
valve was maintained at 525 psig. The "fail open" feature of the valve
design was demonstrated by venting the actuation line with the valve
initially open.
J, H_T BLEED VENT VALVE
A TPCV to be used as the NRX/EST Hot Bleed Vent V_lve w_s
, .._bjectedto proof, leak_ and functional tests with successful re,{u]t_
,_inaiacceptance of the valve is pending the heated hydrogen flow test.
'._:ich wili be conducted in conjunction with the TPC%" acceptance=,test,
K° SOLENOID VALVES
A test plan was completed for a Marrota 3-way .soi.eneid_._Ive
art] the Barksdale 4-_ay solenoid valve, These valves are util.ized (n the
}'3I:(OBV-86) redundant actuation system and the T[_Vand HP_.TW The
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Marotta 3-way solenoid valves and the Barksdale 4-way solenoid valve were
successfully acceptance tested. Testing included proof_ leak, functional,
and dielectric strength testing.
T.. VENT VALVE (W)
Developmen+ tests were completed on the Flomatics 2-in. vent valve.
Acceptance tests of the 2, 2-in. vent valves for NRX/EST were success-
fully completed in accordance with the test plan.
M. PURGE VAL'=- (PV)
The specification control drawing for the 1-in. purge valve was completed
and releas'ed; the valve is supplied by Flomatics Inc., and is of the
Y-globe configuration. Development tests were completed.
Disassembly and inspection of the valve after development testing
revealed a loose seal retainer platu cap screw which holds the main
poppet seal in place. The cause of the loose cap screw was found to be
an improperly installed locking Helicoil which was not engaging the cap
screw. A new locking Helicoil was inserted into the poppet_ and a new
cap screw engaged and checked for tightness. This same corrective action
was then applied to the 2-in. vent valves which are similar in design to
the 1-in. purge valve.
Acceptance tests of the i" l_T-1 for NRX/EST were completed, and met the
acceptance criteria of the te_t plan.
N. CRYOGENIC 'TEMPERA_E PURGE CHECK VALVE
Develcpment tests were completed on the Circle Seal 3/8" Check Valve.
Acceptance tests of the two cryogenic check valves were completed.
Excessive internal leakage rate of one valve durir<q test 5 was attributed
to the valve not b_,_g in the check position when chilled to LH2 tempera-
ture, as it would be in the EST engine system. The other valve, was
chilled in the check position and indicated no leakage for this test.
These valves will be acceptable for NRX/EST usage. An additional 7-3/8"
I
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cryogenic check valves were procured from Circle Seal Inc., for use as
spares for NRX/EST, and for future uses on the XE Engine.
P. ELEVATZ_D TEMPERATURE PURGE CEECK VALVE
The fabrication drawings and top assembly (REON P/N 1114730) were
comple-_ed, and the valve was fabricated and successfully acceptance tested
for NRX/EST. Initial development testing of this 3/8" check valve was
conducted with a prototype unit utilizing a Type 347 stainless steel body
and piston.
Ambient temperature tests produc_ good results, but hot-gas tests with
/
800°F gas flowing through the/-_Ive (a much more severe condition than
/
the piston and body. T_g clearance between the piston and body was/
increased from .002 t/g .005 by reducing the diameter of the piston. No
/
sticking of the pLgton was experienced in further ambient or hot gas
/"
testing. ,.-/
The piston material was upgraded from Type 347 to Inconel X for the
NRX/EST Valves (P/N 1114730-10). No problems were experienced with the
Type 347 pistons, but the harder material will produce longer cycling
life and be more resistant to abrasion from dirt particles.
Acceptance tests of the 2 valves to be used in NRX/EST were successfully
completed.
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1.2.3 TURBOPUMP ASSEMBLY (TPA)
A. GENERAL
The testing of turbopump S/N 008 was continued. The assemb].y of S/N 014
turbopump was completed and testing was initiated. Mark III Mod 4 pump
water test documentation of performance was continued. Numerous mat. rials
tests were performed.
B. S/NOO8
Turbopump S/N 008 completed 5 hot-gas starts and approximately 6-1/2
minutes of operation at or near NRX/EST conditions.
D1ring this report period Tests 1.2-13-NNP-OlJt_ -0]-5,and -016 were
initiated on TPA .5/N 008_ P/N 287900-219, to evaluate turbopump performance
at or near NRX/EST conditions and to further evaluate eodurance. Test -015
was the fifth an_ last hot-gas test on this TPA, while Test 016 was a
GHo test for performance documentation for cold and hot gas comparison.
Post-test hardware investigation of this turbopump revealed that the
A-286 first-stage turbine rotor had a circumferential crack approximately
3/.q-in. long in the disc portion near the rotor hub fillet.
The required turbine inlet pressure to drive Turbopump S/N 008 yes con-
s Lderably below that to be available in the NRX/EST. For a pump _ P of 95].
psi and a pump _eight flow of 77 lb/sec, the required PTTI was 550 psia.
c. s/_oi_
Turbopump S/N 014_ P/N 708OuO-5.Oj was assembled. This turbopunlp completed
'_hot-gas starts a_d 29 minutes of hot-gas drive operation_ of which 22
_,dnutes were at or neai'NIJ(/EST conditions.
This turbopump was initially tested on 30 April. Post-test performance
analysis revealed that perfor_mnce was significantly improved over the
S/N 008 turbopump.
I'i ' ........" I .... .............-'
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Perfo_nnance improvement resulted from:
Increased turbine inlet-manifold inlet area.
Decreased bearing-coolant le.oyrinth gap.
Decreased impeller-angle vane clearance.
Reduced fl_z discontinuities in first-stage turbine
n nozzle.
Sealed instrumentation holes in turbine housing.
Reduced second-stage nozzle labyrinth clearance.
: Increased area turbine exhaust manifold (not used
initially; but usedduring latest tests).
•_The turbopump met all requirements for the NRX/EST vehicle. A su_nary of
Tarbopump testing conducted in this period is reported in Table 1.
D. STATIC SEALLFAK_E
_arbopump ex Àd„seal evaluation continued. Close attention was
paid to s_'tic seal .performance during, as well as after turbopump tests.
After Test -014, flre-leak check did not indicate any leakage; however,
mction pictures recorded dur!ngthe test indicated that a subs+_ntial
lea.koccurred betweeD the pump support flange and the pump housingl
Fo]l,}wing t is _est, (run withou_ repairs) TPA s_NoOSwas disassembled
fcr _d._r_ e_lUation. A_ partswere in good condition except for the
creck _ound in the first stage turbine disc.
Test -015 wa_ conducted__.rithoutrepairs. As with Test-014, leakage -gas
°
evident on film, but the post-fire leak check revealed no leakage.
After the bolt torques of the flanges on both sides of the pump housing
wer_ increaseato 300 in-lb, leskage wasnot e_-ident during the-E9.minutes
of hot-gasrdrive testlng the S/N O14 turbopump.
J
f .
C
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Above At or Max Max )4sx bmX _ kose ._anse _az F_x
Cold Hot 15,000 Near E_ Speed PT_2. A P _ o.r Q'N _.f NI_P PTT'. TT_
Test I_. _te P/_ s/_ css(!l _, r_ _ (-n_) (ps',} (p,;) (l._'see) (r.L;rev) (_st) (rst,) ('e)
1.2-13-H_-015 _-05-65 L_7900-219 008 _ h 0 23h 153 1N 22, ?_0 9B" 951 -6.9 .36-._ 19-29 ._50 12N
1.2-13-1_'--o16 _-o6-65 12o c 9_ o 22,ooo 94 90h 76.9 • _-. 38 !8-e7 5_ 6ca
I. 2-1_-lmP-OOl h-_-65 1 0 280 215 285 22,000 .997." 9 _9 70.6 -_3 2_-2_. 383 1192
_ 708800-h. 9
1.2-l_-_-00_ 5-01-65 01_ ]_ I 0 _ 200 2E7 _, 100 _5 _2 _L.6 •36 2_-26 _51 12_8
1.2-15_-oo_ 6.lZ-65 o 32" 13o :87 _, _00 999 95B 8o.6 •3_- 36 i6.l_ _ '_
i._-lS-_P-00_ 6-!7-65 0 8e 29 79 22..000 96_ 929 .--6.8 .36 !--18 g_5 '..• ._9
1.2-15-NI_06 6-17-65 70_00-_9 OIh _ 2- 0 lET _18 lo@ 21.qo_ _61 02,3 _5.O .3S !r-16 _ i?2r.
i._-!5 -_NP-OG[ 6-18-65 0 172 139 122 21,_00 _61 _R8 76.6 .36 15-16 "15 1237,
i._-!_.-_P-O0_ 6._1-65 O 73 _I _ 2_=,700 998 _ 76.5 .3._ _ -_ _c l" ,.-T
I.2-15.-qL_P-O_. 6-q_.-65 [ 0 I_ 177 152 _,_-_0 1C_ IC_I 7_._ -3: 8-9 -_'_ 12_3
• 2
• -
y_:_ _,_Tt_s T_Asl_ oo8(3) l_O _18 _ 13B
Tea sl_ bl_ o 1_8 ;_53 13_o
.o
(:) M_--,e_a-,: _-,tlc_s are F_Y conditions less iC" on any one pammter. % = 77 lb/s_-AP 1_ 880 psia
(3) l_s not ;_,.-!u_e tes_ t!_ prior to test 1.2-I_-31_-01_. eR 1_ _ LO00 _l;e_ ¢m P a:_d
•... .
.
-- Table i --
• - _ Turbopt_ Test History -
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E. TURBINE DISC CRACK
Turbop_mp S/N 014 accumulated 29 minutes of hot-gas drive time of which
22 minutes were at and above maximum power for (NRX/EST) but the post-
test disassembly and hardware investigation of Turbopump S/N 008 showed
that its first-stage A-286 rotor, (S/N 274) had a crack approximately
3/8-in. long in the disc near the hub fillet. The required turbine
drive pressure was higher in Tarbopump S/N 008, anti, conversely, the
circumferential pressure distribution was improved around the S/N 014
turbine inlet manifold.
Analysis of the cracked rotor was made in this ms.nner:
Visual metallographic inspection and
photographic documentation of crack and
adjacent areas.
Review of Procl_ement and Quality Control
documentation.
Measurement of applicable dimensional
attributes.
Hardness measurements to confirm heat
treatment.
Visual inspection of the part revealed a scratch which was coincident
with a portion of the crack. The scratch was similar in appearance
and orientation , but, more se_ere than other polishing scratches in the
fillet region, both near and removed from the crack. The surface_ length
of the crack was about 0.37-in.-long, and its central portion was
located at the base of the uRstream fillet and offset from one of the
rotor mounting hole locations. The metallog_aphic photograph, Figure
6, illustrates transgranular appearance-of this crack.
em
C
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'i
: F'_gure 6 - "....
Turbine Disc Crack, Roto_ S/N 274
Int_=rgranularNature at IOOX
: Etchauts: HCI, KNOB and Asetic
"2
-_-"
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Metallographic examination showed transgranular propagation of the crack.
The crack was broken open to enable examination of the fracture surface,
which was semi-elliptical and generally flat, indicative of propagation
in fatigue. The fracture surface was clean with no scale or discoloration
from prior processing. Crack _epth was 0.160 inch. Electron micrograph
replicas were made from the central portion of crack surface. (See Fig. l) A
rippled texture was revealed by this technique, characteristic of fracture
propagation under cyclic los_ing. The combination of the electron
metallography, crack surface appearance, and rotor surface condition led
to these conclusions:
_ne crack was nucleated by a combination
of unfavorable surface conditions
including scratches.
The crack was propagated in fatigue.
.Material physical properties and turbine operating conditions were utilized
in structural analyses of the turbine disc operation. A program was
initiated to evaluate the turbine rotor non-destructive inspection
techniques and procedures including:
visual,
ultrasonic inspection (using a
turbine rotor as reference),
dye penetrant (Zyglo process),
residual stress check (X-ray
defraction method),
Eddy current which may be
particularly suitable for grain
size checks,
.#
ac'd etch hub area for grain size.
A technical report was initiated to incluae the results of all turbine
disc analyses and investigations.
7 O
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Characteristic fatigue striations are
sl_ced at approximately 36 microinches
between major peaks.
- Figure 7
.... Turb_ine Disc Crack, Rotor S/N 274
A-286 Ailoy_ Electron Fractog_ph at 12,850 X
: , % ,
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"line _uz-bine efficienc;y oz _,,_i i .... T,'._:rC_CU_m_.,:as ........ e-ao-.'! lc-_er _r',.an
_ _ .Q..q_r, ;i:_._.._been _redicted. Turbo_'.._m._S i_._nh .o.'Tc
.,;:,_-v.",-n'1;.r]_athese features f,;r p -,,e -_ -:......._..:.... .. e__or .._n_eimprovez.ent:
,uei'eeme _-_-turbine inlet ._e......d -"_ _
from h q to _-3 a 2• -.= _.. )
Decrease of bee ring coolant iabNuinth [aF fez
a _i_.;_a_e ch__nge from. 1.25 to 0.95 !b/see
Decrease of "_-,l-_-_ .__1....e_l _ angle va_ clearance
from .0375 to .O275.
Reduced flow discontinuities in first-stage
nozzle.
Add shim seal to first _s aoe nozzle to
prevent leakage around outer periphery.
Lm__-_,-ovedp_mmp diffuser _ne entran__e finish.
Sealed instrumentation holes in second stage
turbine nozzle housing.
_,,7_m_bineexhaust _o_leeto_. with increased fl_; area was inst_ile£
f:_ test 1.2-15-_5:.;P-O02.TPA S/N 014, IKT2 (n_ 708800-59) is "_
wl':i,the new exhaust collector i_ Figu_'e.8. Corresponding to a
[:u_ppressure rise of iOO0 psi_ a pump flow r&te of 75 ib/sec_ an
!_!_ of iO psi, and a turbine inlet total temperat-_e of i2OO°R., the
required turbine inlet pressure of +.histurbopump was 436 psi.
?u_'bine efficiency test results are shown in Figure (9)- The latest
revised predicted mzp was constructed frum water test data*. Test
data from test series !.2-15-191P-O01 through -007 on TPA S/N O14 are
plotwed on the map_ and it can be seen that these data agree well
with the p__'edictions. It should be noted that the pump performance
* and is presented in Figure lO
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map was constructed for an NPSP of 20 psia, while the data plotted onto
the map are for other NPSP values. Some deviation may therefore be
expected between the data and tLe map.
Pump efficiency and pump head rise are plotted as functions of the flow
rate to speed ratio (Q/N) in Figure (ll). These datawere obtained from
the same test series and the same TPA as for the performance map, except
tFmt the curves sh)wn as solid lines were obtained from water testing.
On Runs -003 through -007, the head rise parameter (---_)'" for the TPA
Ntests is somewhat lower than in the wate_ test curves. This lower head
rise is considered the result of a lower NPSH in Runs -003 thro!_gh -007
than in Runs -OO1 and -002. It should also be noted that data for Run
-002 may be in error due to faulty instrumentation on the discharge
pressure measurement. Wt_
The turbine flow parameter, ( p_ ), was measured during turbopump
tests to be 0.54 to 0.56 ( in2_--_°R ), which was in agreement with manifold
see
and nozzle air tests. The turbine weight flow measurement orifice size
was corrected for test -003. The previous orifice was too large for
_ccurate flow data.
Test 1.2-15-NNP-OO9 was run to demonstrate work statement conditions,
and proved satisfactory in all respects. A maxnnum _P of 1021 psi was
attained at a PTTi max of 437 psi, an NFSP _ g psi, a TTT i max of 1233°R,
and WD of 75 lb/sec; had an NPSP of !0 psi and TTTi of 1200°R been attained
at exactly the same point in time, the analysis indicates that a PTTi of
436, rather than 440 psia_ would have been required.
G. TURBINE-MANIFOLD AND FIRST-STAGE NOZZLE COLD-FLOW TESTS
A series of air flow tests (with 8 setups) were conducted to evaluate the
performance of different turbine inlet manifold-firGt stage nozzle
configurations, and a report was prepared on the results. These tests
we:.e based on the configuration established and used in the S/N 014
development turbopump, and in NRX/EST turbopump S/N 015.
(Text continued on page 54)
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Figure 8
_k _ Moa_ _urto_um_S/_0_
_-l_h Exhaust Collector -_-.-
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Mark Ill Mod 4 Turbine
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Mark _II Mo_ _ Turbopump
Revised _2 Pumping Perfcrmanc_
NPSP = 20 psi
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Figure ii
_ark iii Hod _Turbopump ,.
LH2 Pumping Performance
Head Else and Efficiency vs. Flow Parameters
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Three noAz-anodized control specimens were tested to determine effec#_,
if any, of the anodizing process. Results indicate that a loss in
endurance of one o1_er of magnitude occurs at a stress level of __O
ksi.
Pump housing casting, S/H 112, was rejected d,lring normal inspection
because of a large gas pocket in the volute section. Room temperature
and cryogenic tensile tests of the volute section were performed to
evaluate the casting technique and the conformance of the part to
Aerojet mechanical property req-lirements. Room temperature and cryo-
y-
genie properties of the volu_ were reported in the p_vious Quarterly
Prc4_ress Letter. In summary, a mechanical property gradient was noted
which was characterized by good properties in the drag area, and poor
properties at f/_eparting line and in the cope area. These data are
summarized in Table 2, Khd _llustrated in the photos of Figure 12.
Additional testing was subsequently performed to"determine the mechan-
ical property variation in the heavy Section of the housing inboard
of the volute section. Tangential tensile and fatigue s_ecimens were
2
removed sad tested at room temperature; results indicated that the
1
tensile data from the heavy section of the casting simulated the strength
gradient in the Volute section. As expected, rota_in4_ beam fatigue
result_ indicated better fatigue resistance of specimens cut from the
drag portion of the;casting, reflecting the effect of macro-porosity on
fatigue life. An apparent allowable of 20,000 psi of complete stress
rever_l was determined for endurance to I000,000 cycles.
Comparisons were made of the properties of turbine rotor materials,
9-979 and A-286, to illustrate the trade-off of strength for ductility. :
Table 3, which comg_res room temperature and cryogenic data, demon-
strates the striking ductility improvement obtained with A-286 at a i5%
(Text continued on page 58)
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TABLE 2
CONDENSED _"_ENSILEPRO_ES
A356-T_ALUMINUMPL_4PHOUSINGS/N 112
Temp.
Cope _T. 35.o 27.8 3.5
__ooo., _5.o 42.5 2.o,_..j .&
Parting Line i_. 33-0 23.7 _ 3-9
-423°F 39._ - 2.o
Dr,_g _. 38.0 _ 28.0 7.o
-_23°F _9.o 37.5 : 3.1
Requlred by ST. 35-0 25.0 6.6 "
I_. I013_96 -_23@F - - -
.o
TA_E 3 '
1
COMm_SO_OFALLOYT_SI+aPRO_ES
A-286 AND D--279 ALLOYS
, Temp E].o_!
, A-286 1_. 155 116 22 33- 5
, A-286 -_23 219 149 29 27
i
, D-979 RT. 193 138 12.5 15lL
• -.
i D-979 -423 215 175 5.7 8
I :
!
f
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ductil_ty higher ductility
... Cope Section Drag Section
Alumlnmn Alloy A356-T6 Sand Cast
Figure 12
Mark III M_I 4 TPA
Granuls_ structure of Volute ._0_
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room temperature yield strength sacrifice; however, no improvement at
-_23°F.
The following conclusions were drawn:
The D-979 rotor material was anisotropic.
The D-979 rntor material exhibited strain-
rate senmitivity at -4237 by a significant
decrease in elongation observed at the high
strain rate.
Anisotropy was exhibited in the A-286 material by the higher ductility
values and lower standard deviation for tangential specimens.
Material from the same two turbine rotors was ase_ to compare notch
toughness. Table 4 shows the toughness advantage of A-286 and the.
dependence of D-979 toughness on temperature.. The foll_ing conclusions
were draw_
The A-286 material toughness exceeded the D-979
material t_Ag_hnessby a factor of _.3_at -320_.
The D-979 toughness at-400? exceeded _he tough-
hess at -320? by 84%, _.
No significant toughness directionalitywas noted
in either material.
_A_ 4
COMFAEISON OF ,-LLOY NOTCH TOL_HNESS
Pre-Crack Charpy Impact Tests
A-286 -320°F 3500 In-lb/In2
+_OOeF 3500 In-lb/In2
D-979 -320"F 550 in-lb/in2
+400"F : 1109 in-lb/in2
W/A = Inaex of impact resistance/uncrackedspecimen area•
J
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]_.2.4 TPA BEARING DEVELOPMENT
Bearing tests were conducted to investigate the effect of coolant flow on
bearing life. In order to adequately demonstrate this effect it was
decided that a severe load conaition would have to be applied to the
thrust set. Accordingly, a load condition of 3000 lb on a half thrust
set (5000-1b equivalent on a 60/40 load-sharing-full Set) #as chosen as
the test load for these tests. The tests were performed with the TPA
first candidate roller bearings and the first candidate and alternate
thrust sets.
.° -..
A, n_TraL TEST-2_-;O00_, P/N2901Z2-19 .....
: . _ -°_- __ ...... .
An initial test with a TPA alternate half thrust set (P/N 290122-19)
was conducted to demonstrate the effect "ofCoolant flow on preventing
bearing failure. The results of this 24,000-rpm te_t are shown-in
Figurei3. The initial coolant flcr_..was.55 gpm (0.48 ib/sec)_ which was :
lowered to.50 gpm after about 25 minutes duration•. The torque required
to turn the shaft as indicated by the rectorcurrent began to rise expo-
nentially and it appeared that a failure was imminent at 5 minutes. _At
this pofnt the coolant flow rate was raised to 70 _m (0.61 1.b/sec)and
:_-
the. current dropped indicating a beneficial effect. Failure was similarly
averted at 70 and 105 minutes by increasing the coolant flow each time.
However, drive-motor current dropped Only a little below the maximum
value attained up to that time. Evidently increasing the coolant flow
prevented additional bearing damage; but, of course, did not repair
existing damage. .
At 122 minutes of opera_ion at speed and load, the bearing failed
catastrophically. The outer raceway shattered in several pieces and the
i_uer raceway showed sev_erepeening of the edge of the,shoulde.r. The
balls looked surprisingly good, but the .retainerwas completely-destroyed.
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B. SECOND TEST-28,0OO RPM, P/N 290156-169
A test (the first under these conditions) was run at 28,000 rpm with
3000-Ib axial load and 600 ib radial load using P/N 290156-169 roller
bearing and P/N 290125-29 thrust set (TPA alternate). The test was
terminated after _4 minutes at load and speed because the lO0-amp shut-
down limit was exceeded by the motor current. Post_test inspection did
not disclose any gross bearing damage. The thrust set showed little
wear of the re+_iner. Three rollers on each of the roller bearings
showed heavy end wear, the rest showed light end wear. Bearing failure
did not appear to be imminent. The lOO-amp limit on motor current was
established for a 2_,O00-rpm test. Experience has been that some bearing
damage has occurred whenever the motor current exceeds i00 amp a" ',000
rpm. This limit was carried over into the 28,O00-rpm testing. _L_er
equal conditions, higher motor currrent is required to drive the bearing
tester at 28,000 rpm than at 2_,000 rpm (38 and 49 amp, respecti_-ely).
Apparently the increased torque caused by friction from the six skewing
ro31er_, combined with increased t0rque due -to the high load and high -_
speed, increased the required motor current to above iO0 amp wlthout the
expected bearing damage.
C. TESTS-CANDIDATE BEARINGS
The first of thre_ tests to investigate the effect of coolant flow with
the TPA candidate bearings was completed. A half thrust set iP/N 2_0173-9)
and roller bearings (P/N 290156-169) were operated at 24,000_rpm and
3,000-1b axial, and 500-1b radial loads, and at a flow rate of 0.2 Ib/sec,
which was about 2_% of current TPA coolant flow. This first test failed
after 7 minutes at rated conditions and results are plotted in Figure 14.
The time scale has been expanded for clarity. Failure due to a continuous
and rapid bearing temperature rise occurred at a relatively low friction _-_
torque, as indicated by a motor &rive current of only 150 amp at failure.
f
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Generally, failure occurs by an increase in motor current to a kill
parameter of lO0 amp. In :,histest overheating of the heavily loaded half
thrust set resulted in the shutdown without the usual sharp sudden rise
in friction torque.
Inspection of the retainer showe4 that it had undergone permanent dimen-
sional changes because of centrifugal and ball forces during overheating.
The retainer material of this bearing is an FEP (fluoro-ethylene-propylene)
Teflon instead of TFE (poly-tetra-fluoro-ethylene)Teflon, as used it.the
alternate bearing (P/N 290125-29). The FEP Teflon has a softening point
'about lO0°F lower than TFE Teflon, and is there'foremore sensitive to an
overh_.atingcondition.
Because of ge_netric considerations (16 7/16 in. balls, 29° contact angle,
double gothic close curvature raceway of 52%), the heavily loaded half
thrust set containing the FEP retainer generated sufficient f_ictic_l "
heat at the low coolant flow'to cause the FEP retainer to fail long
before damage of the metal surfaces was obtained. In contrast, the
290122-19 or 290125-29 half thrust set (TPA alternate) at the same.
conditions was able to operate for 42 minutes before raceway and roiling ::
elements showed overheating and incipient d_mage-resulted, (asreported
in the previoas Progress Letter). In this test there Was no .Misible
damage to the TFE retainer. The two latter TPA alternate bearings are
nearly identical and -ontaln12 i/2 in. balls, at 24° contact angle,
with curvature of 51% i_ the outer raceway, 5_% in the inner rac_v_y.
This geometric configuration appears to generate less heat and thus
can survive longer at lower coo_nt flow..
J
._-,°
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operation at approximately 100% design point for 2.3 minutes. At that
time a reactor. _cram from full-power, induced by a turbopump overspeed
signal, resulted in the termination of the test. A compie.te detailed
review followed, concernin_g possible effects on both nuclear and non-
nuclear components, which led to the decision to restart the test
assembly at the 100_-design condition. This was done in EP-5, at approx-
imately 100% po.wer for 13 minutes. The final experiment (EP-6), on
28 May 1965, was a control and medium power mapping test up to 400 row,and
ended the NRX-A3 test series.
D.: NRX-A3 DISASSEMBLY AND POST-MORI_M EVAI_ON
Disassembly and Post Mortem evaluation of the NEX-A3 components was
initiated on 2 June 1965, and was not complete at the end of this report
period. However, initial evaluation indicated that, generally, the
- components ara2ear to be in excellent _onditlon. Some corrosion and
- undercutting of the fuel elements was noted at the hot end of the .
elements, but the_pheripheral c0%rosion that occurred during NRX-A2
was not present to the same degree. The condition of the non-nuclear
components was excellent. At the present time, no significant problems
are anticipated in the utilization of components of these types for
future testing.
The NEX/EST _el-element production at WAFF and Y-12 _was monit.ored, and
" weekly status reports of fuel-element production _nd problems reflected
the effects of fuel-element-production .upon schedules, expenditures,
process development_ and fUel element materials research.
Proposed specification changes and modifications for NEX-A5 fuel produc-
+ tion were reviewed, a.'q recommendations <were made in concert with SN20-C.
•" ' (Text continued on page 68)
.t
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\
Figure 15
NBX-A3 Hot Run, 23 April 1965
Looking Northwest from R-MAD Building- J
_°
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23 April 1965
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General review of WANL progress in the Component Test Program continued,
including attendance at the Monthly Coznpondnt Test Review Meetings.
All avaiiable test data and reports were. reviewed, with special emphasis
placed on the review of:
EML-60 Core Effective Gap Tests
FFL-17 Plugged Core Tracer Gas Tests
HHT 1 and 2 Fuel-Element Corrosion Tests
HHT 15 Interstitial Corrosion Tests
Full coverage wa_ provided for _X-A3 disassembly and post-mortem work
"i °
at NTO, including providirg cognizant engineers for fuel corrosion
information, reactor mechanical assembly and" structural information
(including non-nuclear hardware corrosion data), and _uelear, thermal,
and fluid-flow information as applicable. The information obtained from
the A3 post-mortem will provide valuable background lU determining the
adequacy of hardwara design reguirements_ and demand schedules, and
changes re_aired as a result of reactor testing.
Representation was maintained on the NRX/EST, :C_I_S, and XE-1 ProJ@ct
Organizations, providing nuclear subsystem integration informationo
A study was completed, on CFDTS nuclear subsystem temperature limita_
tions for heated core testing. This _ud.y showed that testing at the
proposed temperature levels was not feasible without severe degradation
of reactor core compoueD_s.
AGC Specification 90017, Nu-lear. S_}bsystem S .pec%fication-for....theXE-1
Engine was prepared. This _pecifJcat_ion covers t_e mechanical, nuclear,
thermal and fluid-flow nuclear .subsy.s'_.emdesign z_.quirements of the
XE-1 Engine.
i
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Investigatio_q were made of the feasibility of removing all shipping
poison wires from the NRX/EST core at R-MAD and of the inverse count-
rate curve and pulse-neutron generator methods of determining shut-
down reactivity. Procedures were developed in cc _junction with NTO
for pulllmg poison wires, while insuring that a $2 shut-down margin is
malntained.
The OPTION, COMAT-2, and WANL-S4 codes achieved operational status at
AeroJet, thus establishing better sources of information for systems
analysis, on the NRX/EST and XE Engi, _ cool-down requirements.
Mode-of-failure analyses of the dewar deludge system, the commercial
power system, and on-site power generating system were performed in
support of the NRX/EST program. There are 14 possibilities of single
failures which could lead to a loss of power at Test Cell "A" during
a test.
The need for a fluld-flow interface document became apparent, and meet-
ings between WANL and PEON analysis personnel were correspondingly
established which resulted in a State-Point Control document, approved
by REON, and in the hands of WANL for review and approval during this
period.
The required technical review of 130 WANL procurement packages was
coordinated with PEON subcontracts and other technical departments.
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1.4 THRUST CHAMBERASSEMBLY(TCA)
1.4.0 ASSEMBLY
Design cognlzance, technical liaison, and technical administration, of
TCA activities conti_Aed, as required.
Interface review of TCA hardware conti_aed (in conjunction with the
revlew of Subtask 1.2 hardware) tedensure satisfactory fit-up prior
to the NEX/EST assembly. _
A test plan was initiated for a Hot Bleed Port Nozzle - Pressure Vessel
Hydrostatic Test.
o
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1.4o1" NOZZLE DEVELOPMENT " -.
A. REPORTS
These Test Reports were completed:
RN-TM-O192, Final Test Report on Test Series 1.2-04-NNS
l_ector Development and Heat-Transfer Tests on S/N O12
Aluminum Nozzle
RN-TM-OI86, Final Test Report on U-Tube nozzles S/N 008
andS/N
RN-TM-OITT, Investigation of adapter coolant tube
erosion during Test Series 1.2-07-NNJ-O05
RN-TM-O195_ Test Report on hot-bleed-port Test
series 1.2-09-NNN conducted with an aluminum
jacketed nozzle S/N OiB and bolt-on bleed port
B. HOT-BLEED-PORT, U-TU_E CONFIGURATION NOZZLE AND HLEED PORT
ASSEMBLY WI_{ BOLT-ON IEa_D PORT TO NOZZLE.JOIN_
1.  ozzleS/N008
The diagnostic testing to determine the validity of the ultrasonic
inspection of the tube-tootube-to-Jacketbraze Jolnt has been conducted,
and memoran_ reports have been written. In general, the tests were
not conclusive enough to warrant any further work on this method of
braze Joint inspection.
Work is now continuing on the structural test which wlll use this shell.
This testing will verify analytical stress evaluation of the bleed-port
boss and the pressure vessel-to-nozzle Joint. :
2. Nozzle S/N 021
The thermocouplepass-throu@hs, and most of the instrumentation bosses
on theinlet torus have been deleted, to expedite the completion of this
Joint. The bolt-coolant circuit and core-support-flangetabs will not
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be installed. Full instrumentation fittings are installed in the area
of the hot-bleed port. The tube-pressure drop and temperature-rise
profile Instrumentatlonwereincorporated, and the nozzle has been
instrumented to give f_rther data with regard to heat-transfer (as
noted in the last progress report).
Water-flow tests of this nozzle indicated an average flow deficiency,
from the tubes bisected by the hot-bleed-por_ of about ll%. After
adjustment of the set screws, the m_ldlstributlon was reduced to about
8%.
f After contouring the 26 feed and exit slots around the bleed port and
installing the port liner, the nozzle was ready for tube installation
_:-. by the.end of April. This was accomplished, and the tubes were brazed
to the nozzle before the middle of _ay. Weld installation of all
component parts and final machining were completed early In June.
During the GN2 leak test, 20 leaks were detected and repaired.
Deposition of braze patches for heat-transfer studies and the various
hydrotests were completed late in June. The nozzle has now been cleaned
and "isbeing built-up $_to a slmnlatlon test assembly.
All testing under this item has been completed and reported in the
previous quarterly letter. All i_ture testing will be conducted and
reported under Item 1.4.7.
I
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1.4.2 THRUST STRUCTURE
A. CFDTSTERusT S'I'RUCrlUI:IE
Work on the CFDTS UTS proof-test report has been cempleted, and this
report will be published next quarter. Evaluation of the CFDTS LTS
proof test data was continued.
Prellminary design of the UTS to incorporate remote assembly/dlszesembly
at the UTS/shleld interface was continued during the quarter.
Preliminary stress analysis of bTS changes to incorporate remote
assembly and disassembly of the UTS and shield was performed.
A transient thermal analysis of the UTS and primpinlet line connectlon
was made _o evaluate the Cal_bility of the Cryogenic Laboratory in
achieving the maximum line cool-down fox the UTS thermal stress test.
The test objective is to demonstrate and evaluate the structural
integrity of the connection with the line at LE2 temperature (-_16°F
at _0 psla). Results showed several satisfactory alternatives exist
_sing various run and storage tank sequencing.
C. UPPER THRUST STRUCTURE DESIGN AID
Figure 17 shows the initial full size XE-I type UTS design aid.
The fabrication of this unit was completed by Aeronca Manufacturing
Corpor_tlmn on 2_ June 1965. Completion was delayed three weeks,
primarily because of match,plate availability problems. To facilitate
the TSA/UTS* interface test program use_ this particular unit was
@
fabricated without-the removable panels, which will be installed on
i i_ ii __ . IL if,ii
I * /_ Test S Adapter for the Upper Thrust Structure
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F_gure17
X_-I _er Thrust Structur_
" Design Ai_ "
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all subsequent units. New important features of the UTS design aid
are the upper plate with interface cutouts and attachment holes for
electrical connectors and various lines and the external guide pins,
which are shown ir_Figure 18. As a means of improving strength,
quality, and lowering the cost, the end fivtlngs were made from
2014-T6 alumlnnm alloy forgings (See Figure 19), _'hich contrast with
the earlier unlts_ which were mad_ from welded 6061-0 al_.iuum alloy
plate and heat treated to the T-6 temperature.
The assembly jig previously built to assemble the 60-inch long CFIYI_
UTS wag modified to incorporate the 94.75-inc_' XE-1 length in this unit.
Forging dies were provided, to fabricate the aluminum end fittings.
D_"Livery of the design aid will be m_de to Aerojet in july following
the structural testing of the uult, also to take place at Aeronca.
A test plan for the UTS design aid structural test was completed, with
thence oujectlves:
To demonstrate structural integ1:ity for XE-1 loads.
To obtain deflection data including a thorough survey
of the remote interface deflections due to slmnlated
electrical connector loads.
Prslimiuary design effort was initiated on the XE-1 lower thrust
st_J,'_re_ with primary emphasis in the area of the LTS-PV Joint. A
prellmi_ary stress study was completed on a LTS/PV Joint concept.
A transient thermml analysis was initiated of a redesigned lower
thrust structure flange ring and redesigne d pressure vessel (AS type),
forward flange. The purpose of the analysis is to determin@ the
thermal effect on the PV closure-cyllnder bolt and to provide thermal
@
profiles of the lower thrust structure for use in stress calcul_tlons.
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?
Figure In
XE-.l.UpperThrust Structure
2014-_ End.Fitting Forgings
)
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1.4.3 PRESSURE VESSEL
A. SEALS
The evaluation report for the Cryogenic Test Series II of the NI_-A
Pressure Vessel Closure Seal was l_blished as REON Report EN-_4-0209.
The series evaluated AGC Hod IIl PV closure seals, P/N's 705616 and
705620, inboard and outboard of the bolt circle respectively_ and a
Tetrafluor seal, P/N TVS5-16_8.
The evaluation report for the Pressure Vessel-Nozzle Seal Assembly
Confirmation Test (iO70N) was Ixlblished as REON Report HN-S-OI58.
The following pressure vessel seals are being fabricate_:
6 each Mod I outboard cylinder/closure seals,
P/N 286769, and P/N 286770
6 each Mod II cylinder/nozzle seals, P/N 702154
B. MATEBIAIB ENGINEEKKNG
A summarizatioD of pressure vessel materials data was completed and
was Imblished as BEON Report I_-TM-O15T.
l
c. NRX-AS
Engineering coverage was provided at NRDS for the disassembly of the
NEX-A3 l,ressure vessel components.
An evaluation was initiated of the pressure vessel assembly duringthe
NEX-A3 test program, to includethe pressure vessel cylinder, closure,
seals and fasteners.
!
Analyses were initiated of NRX-A3 test data, to improve the mathematical
model of the pressure vessel used for temperature predictions; and of
NBX-A3 pressure vessel thermal strains, as an aid in the interpretation
of pressure vessel strain-gage data.
f
L
i.
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D. ERX/EST
The NEX/EST pressure vessel details, which differed from the previous
NEX design, were aualyzed and .the results included in BN-TM-0217,
Structural AnalFsis of Non-Nuclear Components for NRX/EST Engine
System (Part I) S.u_. ry.
The NRX/EST pre_.mlre vessel cylinder S/N 007 (Figure 20), and fab-
rication of NRX/EST closure S/N 008 (Figure 21), at The Marquardt
Corporation, Ogdcn_ Utah were reworked. The vessel was .delivered to
WANL, at Large, on 8 June 1965.
A test program _s initiated to determine the structural integrity
ana sealing characteristics of the Marman Clamp/Conoseal configura-
tion chosen for the diluent and emergency cooldown ports on the NRX/EST
pressure vessel closure (Figure 22). The test fixture hss been fabri-
cated (Figure 23) and successfully proof tested, and sea] testing at
both ambient and cryogenic conditions is continning.
E. NRX-A4 _-_
A preliminary design layout was initiated for the XE-I pressure
vessel/thrust Structure interface.
F. _RX-A5
Detailed pressure-vessel design drawings were completed for NRX-A5.
The new pressure-vessel design proposes a Marman Clamp/Conoseal
configuration for the guide tube/closure joint and structurally
refined closure and forward cylinder flanges to improve the joint,
behavior and sealing capability in this area. Final drawing release
is awaltiug approval of ICOR's to ICD 1010045.
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G. PVREWORK
S/N OOT pressure vessel _losure for a reactor-onlyNRX-A4 test was
zeworked, and is now in Aerojet stores. Seal test pressure vessel
S/N O09was reworked. The modiflcationw_s required to provide a
satisfactory vessel for testing Mod I outboard cylinder/closure seals.
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"
/
_BX/EST Pressure vessel
Cylinder
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Figure 21
NEX/EST Pressure Vessel
Closure
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, NRX/ESTPressure Vessel Closure
r -
• Diluent/Closure Joint Test Assembly
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Figure 23
NEX/EST Pressure Vessel Closure
Diluent/Closure Joint Test Fixture
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1.4.4 TCA LINES
A. i_X/EST AND XE LINES DESIGN
Deslg_ of all NRX/EST lines and supports_ including the vent_ bqt
bleed by-l_SS and diluent lines_ and the supports requ_:_d for the
valves was completed prior to the end of this quarter. In addition,
_he pump discharge line was revised +_o include only three internally
gimbaled bellows instead of 5ne original six.
The XE-englne configuration design continued with further definition
of _auctloD_l and interfacing requirements and orientation of line
parts and attaching components.
B. HEAT TRANSFER AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Heat-transfer analysis was performed on several different NRX/EST
support bracket configurations to determine cooling requirements.
A frame analysis progra_ was utilized to determine the end restraint
reactions caused by thermal and mechanical loadlngs for the NRX/EST
pump discharge_ turbine Inlet% and diluent lines. Comparison of
analyses considering the lines with and without intermediate supports
above the shield showed less severe end loadings where no intermediate
supports were ueed. Vibration analyses were conducted on each of the
unsupported lines to determine the natural frequencles, which were all
shown to be considerably less than lO0 cps. These frequencies are
below those induced at the operating speed of the TPA (400 cps) and
the resonant frequency of the nozzle (239 cps*). Based on the above
results, the use of the intermediate supports were deletea on NRX/EST.
A summary of the NEX/EST TCA lines analyses was incorporated in
Report REON _M-0217.
*Reference WANL-TME-979, NRX-A2 Vibration Survey _4L 5_
September 1964 (C-RD)
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Co HAIE_ARE
t_ring this quarter_ NPX/EST TCA line hardware was completed for the
p mJp dis_.harge and vent lines, which were shipped to NRDS. Portions
of +he turbine inlet llne were also completed_ but the turbine inlet
[iue jacketed section_ diluent line and hot bleed by-pass line segments_
diluent valve support_ and hot bleed by-pass line support are in
various stages of fabrication_ with completion and delivery to NRL_
expeeted in July.
Figure 24 shows the 5_inch Ixmp discharge line flange and bellows
assembly des_'_nated as the "Across-the-Shield" segment. N_de of
Type 347 stainless steel_ the assembly has a _larman Couo-3eal flange
on both ends and contains three internally gimbaled bellows. The
b__,.lowsallow relative movement during assembly with the engine to
ove._._cometolerance stacknp and operational stresses due to thermal and
mechanical loads. Figure 25 shows the 2-inch vent line manifold assembly.
Made of T_pe 30J_L stainless, this segment_ together with the other two
no+ed above_ are located below the shield with the ends connected to
the EST inlet line and the pump discharge line. The tee outlet inter-
faces with a facility line. Marman Cono-seal fL_rges sa_ealso used.
A wire braid be_!lows_ shown with protective covering, permits flexi-
Pility in the line. The elbows are commercial items to reduce costs.
A turbiz-e it_let jacketed section (P/N 1013495-9)• identical to the
._7/F_.q_ is being fabricated for development testing with hot......_ unit _
bleed-port nozzle S/N 021. Completion is expected early in July.
Ar_N_X propellant feed line was modified to interface with the revised
facility propellant feed system. The line was subsequently delivered
to _I_ for NI_X-A5 use.
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Figure _
/_X/E_ Pump D_schaz_e L_ne
across the Sh_elcl Se_ent
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1.4.5 REACTOR NOZZLES
All activities within the scope of this item were completed upon the
delivery of the NRX-_3 nozzle (S/_ 022) to subtask 1.1.
Q
.%
i
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1,4.6 APPLIED RESEARCH PROGRAM
A. METAI_.UR GY
The brazing process for the NERVA nozzle has been firmly established and
!
the=appropriate specification has been issued.
B. GAS-SIDE HEAT T_]NSFER
_,.crt:ntlyreco_nended values of the coefficient C in the simplified
g
B_rtz -=quation have been calculated for both the nuclear and chemlcel-
_.__.._iat!oncases, and are shown _n Fig_ire 26. Tha d_hed iir,+rep_e-
-;er._-3the theo:.'eticalvalues at reactor conditic_s; the solid line _hows
: the corr=ction applied upstream of the throat.to "allow for gas impinge-
ment _ and indicates the values currently used for nuclear testing of the
!
!
N_2.VA nozzle.
?r:_:theoret.ical curve for the chemical simulation C's is shown by the
g
b_zoken line in Figure 26. This curve is b.ased on boundary-la_r growth!
fr'cmthe adapter inlet and gas propert]_c c_±culated by the Aerojet 287A
computer program.
C. LIQUID-TI_E __ TRANSFER
-he gra_hlcal ccmparison of the heat-trapsfer coefficient computed using
_ne Hess and K_uz film temperatare correlation and the 4xperimer:tal
'_ ":-ff_cient, re-veals that 8m inconsistency exists b _een the data and
th_--::{uationsproposed for correL/ting the data. To obtain the experi-
_,:;<-,{altest data, scale-model tests were conducted in electrically heated
ube 9.
._ ihing that is peculiar to all these tests is the method of obtainir_
[-._= data. %The scale-model heat transfer tests were generally performed
i._,constant diameter uniform-wall-thickness electrically-heated tubes,
w_th the result tb_t the heat flux was essen[ ;ally uniform _nd the m_ss
: "_elocizy was constant throughout the length of the tube; and therefore,
the he_% Flux parameter
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.°
_VA Nozzle - Nuclear au_ Chemical Simulation Testing
Reccmm_u_e_ Cg Values
I
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(Q/A) D0"2
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is essentially a constant throughout the heated length. The local coolant
temperature is computed assuming uniform heat addition along the tube, and
the local wall temperature is calculated from the measured outer wall
_emperature.
Figure 27 shows how the wall temperature va_s with coolant temperature
for lines of constant heat flux parameter, as predicted by the Hess and
Kunz equation with the modified coefficient, as is currently recommended
for predicting the heat-transfer coefficient in straight tubes. Included
on this plot are some of the data showing the relationship between the
wall and coolan_ temperatures for essentially constant heat-flux param-
eters as noted. The test data plotted on this figure are from the Lewis
Research Center, since data from a single test and consequently the same
heat flux parameter covers a wider range of wall and-bulk temperatures.
The conclusions drawn frcm this figure are :
The empirical equations represent the test data
at local coolant temperatures above 80°R.
The experimental relationship between the local
coolant temperature and the local wall temperature
" for coolant temperatures below 80°R are not
adequately predicted by the empirical relationships
currently employed.
' Present efforts are_ therefore, being directed toward determining an
empirical liquid-slde coefficient CL (similar to gas-slde coefficients
Cg), which will result in a better prediction of the wall temperature
at coolant temperatures below 80_R.
The 130-gallon high-pr_ssur/e cryogenic heat-transfer facility has been
modified to aid in single-tube liquid-side studies to investigate fluid
I
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1400 iREF.EQUATION: ! f
'v'_o.8 0.,( iI,of:0.0176/_,b_ p, 1..01457
,,,)°,_.°°r
_ooo \ \l\ I o. ti" \ ,Xt,,& \1 I '_' °" I
_" .o i
_ .8
' o°! i I i200 _
40 60 80 100 120 ]L40 160
COOLANTTEMPERATURE,LB, °R(O/A)Do-8
SYMBOL _Gu'O .... TEST NO. (LEWIS RESEARCHCENTER
......... UNPUBLISHEDTEST DATA)
O ......... 0.51 - 0.65 ......... 667
- U .......... 0.88 - 1.10 .......... 708
A ......... 1.10 - 1.33 ...... ---- 881
2T
; Variation of Tube Wall Tempera%ure with Coolant Tem_.era%ure
for Cons%ant Heat-Flux l_eter
-
w
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friction and heat t1_nsfer. The full-scale U-Tube will be tested upon
availability of this heat transfer facility.
D. NHX _EST _NALYSIS
The _X-A3 EP IV test shut-down transient has been subjected to consider-
able armlysis to determine whether tube wall temperatures reached a
critical level at any time during the emergency shutdown. Various
transient cases for different ratios of nozzle-to-coolant flow were
considered. It was determined that temperatures did not reach a
dangerous level at any time during the run.
E. SINGLE FULL-SCALE NOZZLE TUBE ASSEMBLIES
The full-scale single U-tube test section (for use in determining pressure-
drop characteristics under adiabatic and asymmetrically-heated conditionsO
has been welded and the copper cladding is being electroformed on the
crown portion of the tube. The copper coating will be resistance heated
to provide a low flux asymmetric heat input to the coolant. A test
section enclosure, which can be evacuated, has been prepared for use
with this test section. This enclosure is tie outer Jacket of a surplus
double-walled cryogenic vessel, with the instrumentation lines, and
electrical bus-bar feed-through built into the end closure. See Figure 28.
A nigh-speed sequential_sampling valve (Model _SL Scanivalve), which was
designed for rocket test operations, has been serviced for use in making
the pressure profile measurements. This unit utilizes a flush diaphragm
pressure pickup and will sample 48 pressure per revolution.
The full-scale U-tube tests will be conducted in Sacramento at the LRO
heat transfer facility.
F. DIRECT MFASirRE_NT OF NOZZI.W.-TUKEWALL [IEM[:ERATURE
The four prototype radiometers (P/N 1114230) have undergone checkout
tests prior to installation on S/N 021 nozzle for chemical simulation
q
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te_ting. The environmental tests such as pressure-temperature cycling
have been completed and each unit has been vibrated in two attitudes:
along the optical axis and perpendicular to the optical axis. Each
radiometer was vibrated at I g input over the frequency range of 30 to
1500 cps for a total duration of two minutes. The black-body calibration
of each unit and secondary calibration with the quasi gray-body heater
tube through flowing cryogenic hydrogen has been completed. Difficulties
during initial cryogenic calibrations have been attributed to the presence
of absorbed moisture and condsnsable gases on the cold window. The test
procedure has been revised to minimize the loss of signal attributed to
this condensation. The radiometers are now ready for installation on
the S/N 021 nozzle.
G. STE_%DY-STATEAND TPJ_TSIENTTWO-EJASE FLOW ANALYSIS
OF FULL-SCALE NOZZI_ COOL-DOWN
As a result of the inability to reproduce analytically the characteristic
frequencies and amplitudes of the pressu_-_fluctuations obtained from the
full-scale aluminum jacket-tube nozzle, it is planned to prepare a
preliminary data presentation report restricted to the presentation of
those measured parameters most accurate and pertinent to current analyti-
cal and experimental cool-down work.
i
i
|
i
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1.4.7 NERVANOZZLE DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM
A. DOCUMENTATION
A test plan, RN.TM-0206, was prepared during the report period for a_cept-
ance %estlng of the NRX/EST nozzle. This plan has been revised and is
being reissued as Test Plan RN-TP-O001.
Test specification RN-DR-OO61 has been prepared to detail specific test
conditions and requirements for the various types of nozzle tests to be
performed. This specification will be distributed during the next report
. period.
Specification AGC-90053, Nozzle_ Liquid Hydrogen Cooled_ for Hot Blee d
Nuclear Reactor, En6ine S[stem T_est, for the nozzle to be used on NRX/EST,
was released during this report period.
B. OPERATING MAPS
1. NRX/ES_ _eratin_ Maps
In expectation of the NRX/EST tests to begin later this year, heat-transfer
and stress analyses have been started on the nozzle. The objective is to
define the operating margin of safety for the nozzle and hot-bleed port at
all possible power conditions.
The effort consists of three _eparate parts which must follow in the order
noted:
Systems analysis to define fluid flows, temperatures, and
pressures within the system at all conditions of power.
Nozzle and hot-bleed-port heat-transfer analysis to define
limiting tube and Jacket temperatures during operation.
Structural analysis to define the stress picture at the
various power levels considered..
The ultimate result will be operating maps for the nozzle and hot.bleed-
port covering all anticipated power conditions. The maps will be In terms
m
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of wall temperature, hot-gas temperature, chamber pressure, reactor
power, and flow rates,with an upper limit line superimposed. To date,
work on this program has been directed toward a thorough an_lysis of the
data obtained in the NRX-A2 and NRX-A3 tests. In this way, the most
possible benefit _ili be obtained from past experience.
2. Extension of NRX-A 02erating Map
The H2X-A nozzle operating map is currently being extended to cover power
levels up to 200% of nominal. This is being done in support of the con-
sidered uprating of power for the H2X-A6 test. The end result of thi
effort will be useful in defining the operating limit of the NRX-A nozzle.
C. BRAZE ALLOY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
For the first time in the program, experimental wall temperatures have
been obtained on the coolant tubes during a nuclear test. Braze alloys
had been deposited on S/N 022 nozzle prior to the NRX-A3 tests recently
completed. 0n-site remote inspection of the deposits after the test
revealed the wall temperature profile in the nozzle, with the exception
of the throat region.
The throat temperature data are not available because of inadequate access
to the nozzle throat. Re-examination of this zone will be made as soon
as improving the accessibility has been completed.
This information will be utilized in future analyses on N2X/EST and XE
nozzle analytical work.
Plans to deposit alloys in NRX-A4 and EST nozzles are being finalized.
Results from the NRX-A3 tests are being utilized to select the proper
alloys for their optimum positions.
D. NOZZLES
i. Nozzle Design Activities
The design of the bolt coolant system was modified to carry 8 lb/sec of
hydrogen by enlarging the throat of the venturis in the bolt coolant
supply lines, and adding bypass holes in the main nozzle flange.
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The bolt coolant system in the ma-n fl_:Ge was also modified to provide more
effective cooling to compensate for the increased radiation heating caused
by the addition of the vertical shield. The bolt coolant now flows into an
exterior manifold on the convergent portion of the rozzle near the main f_ange.
From here the flow goes into holes drilled parallel to the axis of the nozzle
into the center of the flange. At this point, the flow divides. A portion
of it goes through the bypass holes directly into the pressure vessel cavity,
while the remainder flows thro1_h holes drilled radially in the main flanEe
to an exterior msnifold on the O,D. of the flange and then back into the
bolt holes. For flow requirements of less than 8 lb/sec, restrictors will
be added. This modification has been made to provide the additional fuel
flow requirements of NRX/EST for turbine drive fluid without further increases
in L:_zz]epressure drop.
Design modifications have also been made to incorporate the latest NRX/EST
instrumentation requirements. Thc nozzle design now has eight thermocouple
pass-throughs.
Fabrication tolerance problems on nozzles S/N O21 and 026 have precluded
machining the bleed-port-h01e diameter to the drawing dimension. An under-
size condition on the order of.030" on the diameter was accepted in lieu of
machining further and cutting the coolant passage wall, which would reduce
the tube side wall and end-cap thickness below drawing tolerances A design
change is in process which, in effect, duplicates the action taken to
correct the condition on S/N 021 and 026.
2. Detailed Status of Nozzles
S/N 022, NRX-A3'N.ozzle,Post-Test" InsPection
A detailed inspection of S/N 022 nozzle was made shortly after the test series
completion. In spite of some minor heat markings, it is concluded that the
nozzle is capable of further operation. _
The heat m_rks mentioned which were noticed in the region of the corn
support flange, were evenly spaced every 30°, with 12 total areas counted.
Each area covered 5 to 7 tubes and extended from the core support flange
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to a may.imum of 2 inches into the chamber. From the description given,
• it c_n be assumed that the heat marks are related to the 12 control rods
; _.nthe core which are located exactly between each of the 12 heated areas.
Two .coolant tubes were also slightly discolored in the cylindrical and
convergent portion of the chamber. However, they appear to be intact
• with no other effects visible.
{ :- SIN (724,B_X-A5 Nozzle
_-..Brazing of the coolan$ tubes to the jacket had j'astbeen comp]eted, at the
.j.... beg{._n!ng of April. Weld installation of components and final machining
.-'----"::were"c.omp16%ed early in May_ and hydrotesting was begun. During leak t.e_t,
J
_ [.. 8 ieaJ_ Were found and repaired: 7 in the end-c_ weldments and 1 at a
_ '_-_ . "-.*_i_nr.ococp_e_-_.._pass-through. "
;_:._i _. . . _
the flushir_g operation, foreign particles entered the nozzle from
---:_-I_---_L.:_._..zL___...=..K_P-_b facility lines; Backflushing-and p-r0bing operations were
-L_er.f0rmedtoremove-the-obstruct.idns. Individual flow test:of each coolant
--&hannel has indicated thlt all obs%rictions have bee6. removed, except for
L
__-i: _- one =tub'e_hich is questionable.;. It Will be =probed to clear it of any= :
• ._-_'=. --_. . . - . - _.-.
t . .026 _-Eozzle
2 _ .-.
"-_'._.... .?_- .;" - o5- . . .- ., - -
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completed and grooving commenced. The grooving and scalloping of the nozzle
were completed by the end of May. The drilling of the coolant entranc_ and
exit holes and the contour machining of the bleed port bcss I.D. and O.D.
were completed late in June. The 26 coolant entrance and exit slots at the
hot bleed port manifold are presently being machined.
S/N 028. NRX and XE U-T_be Configttration Nozzles
Rough contouring of this nozzle was in progress at the beginning of April.
The forging in the area of the bleed-port boss did not have enough metal to
make the finish dimension, so extra material in the form of a ring was
welded onto it. The final contoL_ing of the I.D. and O.D. was completed
early in May. The grooving of the nozzle was completed ear]_v in June.
The coolant entrance and exit holes were drilled and the bleed port boss
I.D. and O.D. contours were machined. The nozzle is presently ready for
._ the machining of the 26 entrance and exit slots around the bleed port
manifold.
• S/N 029-032 NE=X-A6_.XE-I_ XE-2 and XE-3 Nozzles
The forging for nozzle S/N 029 has arrived at Aer0jet, _ever, no fabrica-
tion has begun on this unit. The forgings for nozzle S/N's 0030 and 0031
have been shipped from the vendor's plant. The spare nozzle forging|
(S/N0032)has been ordered.
|_
i E. BLF,k_ PORTS
i _- S/N 021 Nozzle
The 51eed-port assembly with a Kastelioy sleeve for develoPment testing
r
" with nozzle S/N 021, has been received from the vendor-and reworked to fit '
the undersize bleed port bore of that nozzle.. This was accomplished by
removal and replacement of the outer sleeve of the port with one of smaller
inside d_ameter to provide a resultant wall thickness after:machining con-
sistent with drawing requirements. This,port h s bypass: holes sized for
u ""
operatfon at a P of 90 psi (from bleed port inlet to Pc) for a design
_/
z
P
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diluent flow of 5.6 lbs/sec at 240°R. This modification has been incor-
%
porated as a drawing change, and will occur in bleed ports for all future
nozzles, including S/N 026 (_X/EST prime).
$/N 021 and NRX/ES T Backup
T_;oback-up bleed port assemblies for S/N 021 and NRX/EST have b_en received
'. from the vendor. These ports have stainless steel sleeves and Inconel 718
flanges.
CFDTS Nozzle
i The bolt-on bleed port for CFDTS has been upgraded to more closely duplicate
the NRX/EST model, i.e., the bypass holes have been sized and eloxed in the
port, so that the port will have the same pressure drop as the NRX/E&T
bleed port assembly.
NRX/EST Nozzle
Two all-Hastelloy bleed-port assemblies for NRX/EST wi.l_ibe completed early
during the month of July. This port is identical to the one for S/N 021
nozzle except for flange material (the S/N O21 port has an Inconel 18
flange). One of these ports will be held as backup for NRX/EST. One
additional bleed port with Hastelloy body and T_91se347 stainless steel
sleeve, will be available during the month of July as backup to the units
with Hastelloy sleeves. This wi'll assure port availability for NRX/ES T
in the event an unpredictable mode-of-failure develops because _f the use
of Hastelloy as the sleeve material.
F. THRUST CHAMBER VALVES
1. Failure Analysis
The concept of linking the thrust chamber valves together was studied. It
was expected that by linking the valves mechanically, several potential
modes of failure could be eliminated from the chemical tests: On completion
of the studies, it was decided to abandon the concept for several reasons:
J
J
i•
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A system which was mechanically simple would not produce
the desired valve phasing.
A system which would ,roduce the desired valve phasing
was mechanically cumbersome and may be less reliable
than the separately actuated valve:.
The design was made more difficult by the restriction that phasing must be
similar to the current phasing obtained with separately actuated valves.
It was felt that to leave a proven start transient and move into an area
in which there was no experience, would be a risk not commensurate with
the advantages obtained.
To improve the reliability of the separately actuated valves currently used,
two steps have been taken:
New thrust-chamber valves will be a_ployed to the extent
of their availability. These valves, built to the quality
standards and controls of deliverable hardware, will have
inherently higher reliability than the development
components used to date.
Test records of the existing valves have been reviewed
and those with a long service life are being retired
from use. The remaining units are being reworked com-
pletely, with a proof and a leak check being performed
which is identic_l to that performed on the new thrust-
chamber valves.
2. Detailed Status of Thrust Chember Valves
•: Fuel Valves
Five new 4-in_ valves are to be fabricated. Two of them, S/N's 5_6 and
593, are now complete. The others range between 20 and 70% completed.
i
j .-
i .. -"
.2
;_ " I
m , • J ' '
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Oxidizer Valves
A total of five jrin. oxidizer valves are to be fabricated, no completed
units having yet been released. Two bf them are 70% complete, but are
held up for drawing revisions. The remainder range up to 70% complete.
Dump Valves
A total of two of the 5-in. fuel dump valves are to be completed. One
valve is n_g 90% complete and the other, 60% complete.
G. TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
1. Injectors
Injector S/N 1_82 with copper face plates and KAMT 51-1 pattern was tested
satisfactorily three times for a total duration of 172.2 sec without
significant damage. The last test was for 100.4 sec duration at nozzle
simulation conditions, demonstrating the adequacy of this type of injector
for nozzle life equivalence tests. The only injector demage during this
series of tests was the eroding off on one face coolant tube.
Based upon the successful experience with the copper face •plate pattern,
KAMT 51-1_ further development of the injector has been terminated.
Three units, with the KAMT 51-1 pattern, are available for nozzle testing.
One steel face injector, pattern KAMT 51-2, is available for backup to
these, pattern has not been qualified for use, however, and no additional
'. injectors will be built or modified to this configuration.
E
The previous NERVA Progress Letter reported the individual status ofi
each injector by serial number and its condition.
|
2. Aaa
[
E All units, with the exception of the following three, are in long term :
!
storage with no intent for i_ture use. The previous NERVA Progress Letter:
reported on the individual status of each adapter.
!
./
• . -_.
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S/N OO4N - This adapter was removed from S/N 007 TCA after the 1.2-08-NNJ
test series. External leakage had been noted from the seal between the
manifold and the adapter core. Rework requires a new seal, which has been
ordered.
S/N O05N - This unit is available, but has been inactive throughout the
report period.
S_/N O06N - This unit required some minor rework when it was determined
that the forward flange had shrunk due to welding on the torus. Seal
grooves had to be reworked to allow proper seal installation. It has been
installed on S/N 021 nozzle test assembly.
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This p_ge has been left pu_T_..._#b_lank.
I
,.
.
!
I
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1.5 ENGINE CONTROLS
1.5.1 CONTROLSYSTEM ANALYSIS
A.
The CFDTS tests have been analyzed to determine their effects on the design
of the XE-1 Engine and the NP_/EST Control System design. Data from the
tests indicate that the turbolmmp will accelerate wlth a very small pressure
i
drop across the turbine. It also indicates that the two-phase oscillations
which occur immediately after opening the propellant discharge valve do not
cause large chamber pressure oscillations. This makes it feasible to close
the pressure loop at the initiation of boot-strap and to allow the pressure
error to bring the TPCV open until it reduces the pressure error to zero and
achieves stable chamber pressure control.
Integration of these test data with the control design for NEX/EST has
resulted in the use of the pressure loop closure at very low pressures,
, and has eliminated the problem of independent TPCV scheduling. Thls integra-
tion also permits a proper evaluation of the requirements for bringlr_ up
reactor power wlth relation to the schedullng of the chamber pressure.
B. _CTION ANALYSIS
An evaluation of the flow malfunction which occurred on NEX A3 testing has
been conducted, and the results incorporated in the design of the emergency
systems for NRX/EST. A report on thls study wlll be incorporated In the
N2X AS Data Analysis Report to be p_bllshed by Sub-subtask 1.8.6.
C. I_ST-TEST ANALYSIS
The resul of the NRX A2 and A3 tests have been evaluated in terms of the
perforr_nce of the flux and temperature loops to determine their use In the
NEX/EST Control System. These loops in general perform quite well during
these tests_ Insufficient transfer function data and cross-correlatlon data
have as yet been provided to adequately determine the exact dynamic character-
Istlcs of these loops.
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D. XE-I ENGINE, AND NRX-A3 AND NRX-A_/EST CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The primary effort herein was to determine the requirements for the NRX/EST
Control System. The Control System at this time is fundamentally the same
as was originally specified for the E-Engine, with the exception that the
NEf/EST possesses an independent power-demand profile which _as not included
in the E-Engine design. This power-demand profile is redundant with the
temperature-demand profile and one has to domlnate the other at all times.
Since the temperature system can only cause a +15% and a -50% power demand,
it is basically a trim system, and the reactor power demand dominates the
control system. The exact compensations and gains to be used for the
NRX/EST are still being evaluated# but will not differ significantly from
those used in the E-Engine .studies.
E. NEX-A3 AND -A4 REACTORS AND NRX/EST DYNAMIC CONTROL
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The dynamic control performance including the facility control of the
NRX/EST was the primary effort during this period. A number of malganction
runs were completed, and the affects of various limiter actions and safety
systems on the engine were evaluated. At the close of the period, runs were
being made which included the major override systems; i.e., the pressure-
error override, the T-26 override, and the power override. These runs will
include the various SCRAM and flow shut-down chain features and the ability
of the PCV 41 emergency system to maintain e_ine integrity. A report will
be issued during the month of August concerning this work.
J F. ANALYSIS OF TSCS REQUIREMENTS
Technical performance requirements for TSCS were a conti._Aing effort.
The results from the control and facilities analysis are being continuallY
supplied to the TSCS Project. A detailed fac,llty slm_latlon of ETS-1 is
: being conducted to provide tie-in capability with the TSCS mock-up program.
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1.5.2 CONTROLACTUATORS
The proof testing of the TPCV actuators has been a continuing effort.
Approximately LRO hours of test time have been accumnlated on four actuators.
During this testing, these have failed:
The carbon end plates on S/N 012 actuator failed after
approximately _0 hours of testing. The actuator was
refurbished and was again performance tested to verify
Its capability. There is no previous history of this type
of failure and the cause of failure was not determined,
but is believed to have been caused by foreign particles
in the gas supply.
During the cryogenic testing of the Diluent Control Valve
(DCV), a dyr_mic shaft seal failed. This seal had a Re_e'
41 bellows which was not intended for low-temperature
operation (this material is now being replaced with
Inconel X). The seal failed at 400 psl, with liquid
hydrogen passing through the valve. Metallurgical
investigation of the bellows failure Is being conducted.
Another dynami(- shaft seal failed; however, this was on actuator S/N 006,
and was of an obsolete metal-to-metal type that was known to have limited
ca_bility.
A third shaft seal failure was associated wlth the final performance test-
ing of the NT-D1 model actuator prior to shipment from Bendix. The shaft
seal failed when the carbon insert fractured In several places. Review of
this seal design showed that it had a major deficiency that will be corrected
by a design change. This failure caused the delivery of the actuators to
be late.
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During the reporting period modifications were made to the actuation
subsystems. One of the changes was to re-install one cam-operated switch
on the output shaft of the actuator in such a manner that the switch is
closed at one point, thus allowing positive indication of the proper
quadrant of operation. Another change was the establishment of limits to
the command input to the magnetic amplifier. These limits prevent the
application of excessively low or high command signals to the actuator
and thus eliminate the motorizing problem. A rapid closing sw_o_2h was
also added to allow the rapid application of shut-down signal to the
actuator.
In addition to the proof testing of the actuators, beneficial experience
was gained by using various actuators for the development testing Jf the
TPCV and DCV. These tests accounted for over 50 hc_rs running time, some
of which were under expected engine environments except for radiation.
In one of the tests, the TPCV actuator and valve were used as the pressure
controller bypass valve in a hot valve test. In the other test, the TPCV
Actuator operated a valve through which liquid hydrogen was being circulated.
!
I
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1.5.3 ELECTRONICSDEVELOPMENT
A. CONTROL #ND SIGNAL AMPLIFIERS FOR XE-I ENGINE AND NRX./EST
Changes in design philosophy reflecting ground test concepts of flexi-
bility and comnonent standardization have resulted in the utilization of
standard operatlor_l and sigr_l conditioning amplifiers. Preliminar:"
transler function requirements for the XE-1 control amplifiers have been
developed. Primary electrical characteristics for XE-1 signal ang.control
amplifiers have been determined.
NEX/EST control and szgnal amplifiers are the standard type amplifiers
currently used in Test Cell "A". Control amplifier gains and comPen-
s_;tionshave been specified in the NRX/EST Control system design Ix_ckage.
Power requirements have been estimated for XE-1 engine control and defini-
tive specifications are currently being developed and coordinated with the
reactor control subsystem designers. "_
Design an_ fabrication of the breadboard electronics for the engine
progrsmmer and engine controls was co.mpleted. Tests _re c/rrently being
conducted in conjunctlon with the TSCS mockup (see Item C(2)). Design of
the lab model engine programmer electronics has been initiated.
The CFDTS sequencer was fabricated and initial CFDTS tests have been
successrdl%v run. j_:
Development tests have been conducted onvarious electr6nlc components '_
for XE-1 controls. One electronic subsystem developed by AGC is an ._
improved subpower controller which is being implemented by WANL for XE-1
use" Another electronic subsystem developed by AGC for potential XE-1 -_.
use is an improved automatic reactor start-up system which is currentl_ '
under study for test in NEX/AS. _ -
Hardware tle-ln studies using the bre_board engine programmer and cqntro_.s_.
in conjunction with the reactor control subsystem breadboard and _S °aock- *
,m° -_ q _
up are currently in progress. .. _ ._ _ -.- :.:.
...
- ._," : _: " .-q._.
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1.5.4 HARNESSES & CONNECTORS
A prel£mir._ry woint-to-point wiring diagram was previously completed_ but
the r_-l Engine new requirements fo. core temperature measurements were
subm_ttted _o project engineering this guarter.
Efforts on harness and connectors for the XE-1 engine control system item
have been confined to the selection and evaluation of connectors and cables
for the XE engine system. This work has been consolidated with the instru-
men-ration effort to reduce duplication of work.
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1.5.6 MASTER PROGRAMMER
The design of the laboratory model XE-1 engine programmer has been
initiated based on the breadboa_& design_ and is being fabricated.I
: Design effort will continue, utilizing the results of the breadboard
tie-in, CFDTS_ and NRX/EST tests. Functional tests will be conducted
@aring the first quarter of CY 66.
The XT_-iengine programmer breadboard has been tied in with the reactor
t control subsystem, TSCS-moekup_ and analog computer, and ._.scurrently
being tested. Redesign of breadboard cozaponentsto make them compatible!
with operational and interface requirements of the TSCS and engine-
• programmer/controlshas been accomplished. A report on the required modi-
; fications will be issued to insure that these requirement_ are reflected
in the deliverable equipment.
Ev_lueti0n of r.heTCA for N-HX/P_Tcompatibility has been completed. The
I_RX/ESTEngine Control System Design Package has been issued. This package
defines the system modifications to TCA required to run the m_ine system
tests.
J
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1.8 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
1.8.1 NON-NUCLEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
A. BLOCK I TEST RESULTS, CFDTS
i. Engine Start-up Information for Wet Pump
ine most significant conclusion to be inferred from the wet pump start-up
rup.s is that engine boot-strap on NRX/EST and XE-engines can be achieved
without major problems. [Boot-strap is defined to be the ability of the
engine (closed-loop hot-bleed cycle) to start and stabilize at a power
level within the operating regime.] From the CFDTS test, it is projected"
that the requirements for minimum tank pressure (to boot-strap the NRX/EST,
, :_, and future engines) are determined by the pump NPSP requirement and
i ±he suction line losses.
- The Block I tests provided a relationship between engine (turbine) speed
: and tank pressure (Figure 29) for 14-psia turbine and nozzle back pressure.
An increase in tank pressure from 50 tc 60 psia nearly doubles maximum
turbopump speed and mt41tiplies the plnnphead rise by 3-1/2. floweret,
. increasing the ta_ pressure from 70 to 90 psia increases speed only 12%.
The initial acceleration rates of the engine sre reasonable for NRX/EST
operation. Speed peaks in about lO seconds for a 90-psia tank pressure
and 40 seconds for 50 psia tank pressure. This provides a measure of the
time available to bring thr reactor to power for the engine startup.
. The turbopump begins to rotate -_ithin a second of the opening of the Pro-i
pellan_ Discharge Valve (PDV) and TL_rbine Power Control Valve (TPCV).
This lag of less than 1-second is achieved with a chamber Rressure rise of
3 psia or less. T_]e important conclusion is .that the pump will begin to
accelerate at very low flow rates. The Aerojet turbopump does not appear
to win&mill during the chill-down operation prior to opefiing,the TP_.°
J
°.
4
f
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Positive pump head rise in the system was investigated. The runs indicate
positive head rise is established between 500 and 800 rpm. The flow
oscillations at lower speeds make positive correlations of performance
difficult.
The pzessurc a_no__ through the pumo_ at zero speed was determined. Flows
ranged between 6.9 to I-2.3 lb/sec depending on the tank pressure. The
pressure drops ranged between 2.8 and 7.8 psia across the p-amp at zero
speed.
The loss coefficient for the pump was computed by
K_"i p =
A2 p
|
where
I
: Ap = pressure drop acress the pum_, psia
: K - loss coefficient
• W = flow rate, Ib/sec
= density, lb/ft 3
2
A = flow area, ini
' A value of _ -- 2129 + 106 resulted.
A 2
, The maximum acceleratio.l for the turbopump was 900 rpm/sec. This was
experienced with the 90-psia tank pressure.
Figure 30 summarizes the nominal performance of each component at peak
speeds. Chamber pressures _aried between 19.8 for a 50 psia tank pressure
and 55.2 for a 90 psia ta_Ikpressure. Flow rates at achieved maximum TPA
speeds varied between 8.7 and 24 lb/sec. The appar.ently large increase in
performance caused a change from a 50 to a 60-psia tank, in which flow rate
; and chamber pressure increased more than 60%.
2. Chi?1-down Information for Wet and Dry Pumps
Runs O01 and 002 were chill-down runs., Both.were at 70-psia tank ;ressure
and were similar, except that Run OO1 was made with a dry pump and 062 with
.°
4
-°
° °.
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Figure 30
_FDTS Wet ,Pump.Start-up Tests
= System o_era_iug Parameters
at Max -_m _ku-bopump"EPM
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I a wet pump. The differences between the system operation parameters at
I
i these two conditions were much greater than had been previously anticipated.i
I
i It was expected that the dry pump would add on:_y a negligible amount of
i thermal energy to the gas and therefore would have little effect on the sys-
,i
i hem operation. It appears tha_ a sufficient amount of the liquid hydrogeni
', vaporized in the pump, increasing flow resistance and lowering the flow
through the system significantly. Figure 31 is a plot of the system flow
rate and the chamber pressure and temperature for the two chill-down runs.
As can be seen_ the flow rate for Run 0..02is over 40% higher than the flow
rate for Run 001 at 2.5 sec after the test start and remains considerably
higher for the dttration of the rJ11. The result of this is to cause the
!
! r "_chamber temperature to decrease more aplaly in the wet-pump run.
I
The data were examined for flow asymmetries during the chill-down. These
asymmetries (variation in flow rates between parallel flow channels) had
been observed in NRX-AI and -A2 testing during two-phase flow in the com-.
ponent. The same type o_ flow asymmetries appear to be present in CFDTS.
Closer examination will be required to verify that they are also correlated
l with two-phase flow. }iowever, flow streaming _oes not appear to occur
I
between major components; the plenums act to eliminate any adverse effects
from flow asymmetries.
3. Chill-down information During Wet Pump Start
Examination of the data of the material temperatures of the TPA inlet
line shows that for all runs the inlet line did not cool as fast as the
rest of Lhe system. 9o obtain a rough estimate of the hydrogen heat trans-
fer coefficients during chill-down, c_lculations of the average heat-
transfei" coefficient were made. The computed heat-transfer coefficient
agrees with one .de_ived by Brom/.ey for film boiling. The fi-!mboilln_/
appears likely i_ a do'_nward flow of a cold fluid through a hot pipe.
This coefficient is considerably smaller than one expects from lSquid,
vapor,• two-phase, or sub-cooled nucleate boiling.
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One of the significant observations that can be made from the CFDTS data
As that the TP._ inlet line does not cool as fast as the turbopump housing.
For example, at FS-I, the temperature of the turbopump housing is less than
lO°R away from saturated liquid temperature, whereas the temperature of
some sections of the inlet line are higher than 350°R. This means thati
there is less intimate contact between the cold hydrogen and the warm walls,
thus giving rise to annular flow (liquid core) and poor heat-transfer
coefficients. Downward annular flow resulting in less intimate contact
between the cold fluid and warm walls may be one of the reasons for the
observed oscillations of low amplitude, as compared with the chill-down
analysis.
_. Low Speed Turbopump Data
P
: Da_a from the CFDTS Block I "best; Ruas -003 through -006, are being
analyzed in order to obtain a clearer definition of the Mark III, Mod 4
i TPA at low speeds. These data will be used to improve systems predictions
for future CFDTS tests. Previous data were not primarily concerned withI
; this operating region and projections of the low speed range were found to
I
' be inadequate when used in the system transient analysis prediction. Test
data from Runs 003, 005, and 006 were used to map the pump operation from
zero speed to speeds of 5,000 rpm. The limitations of this data are recog-
nized in that the data are for a period of slow transient performance, but
the pump wa_ assumed to be at steady--state in the data analysis.,
5. l_e-Test Predictions
Pre-test predictions for CFDTS, as expected, were not in good agreement
with the system performance. The CFDTS runs in an area where component
performance data was admittedly lacking. For " __n ,:_e, for a 70-psia tank
pressz_e wet pump _tart, it was predicted that a speed of 2000 rpm would
be reached. However, the system behavior was much better than anticipated
and reached 5280 rpm. CFDTS proved its value to the NRX/EST and XE-engine
programs by providing initial engine start-up data.
• ..-"-
.°_.
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B. BLOCK II TEST - PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The block I tests provided data on wet and dry pump chill-down, and wet pump
starts with different tank pressures.
The Block II test will provide the following additional da_a:
Performance differences using the modified turbine to an
NPX/EST configuration.
The effect of a complete chill-doE of the suction line
before the wet-pump start is initiated.
"Data on the performance at NPX/EST back pressures and tank
pressure conditions.
An evaluation of the automatic pressure controller perform-
ance during initial engine start-up operation.
Data on the effects of reduced tank pressures with minimum
back pressures.
Dry pump start information.
A series of analog studies were performed in order to establish a reasonable
test program and to provide a preliminary CFDTS p:e-.es_ prediction on
performance. ,.
.r
i _.%, t
i
I
I
|
!
!
I
!
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!
i
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1.8.2 NRX SYSTEM ANALYSIS
_..q_orsupport was provided the NRX_.3 test system both prior to, and during
I +Le test. Prior to the test_ steady-state mappings of the NRX-A operating
region _ere made and transient analyses of the proposed test ramps performed.
: In addition, the nozzle conditions were mapped over the entire operating region.
[ During the test series, major effort was provided in determining the systems
performance during the emergency cool-down in EP-4. Preliminary post-test
L analyses were made to estimate the condition of the engine prior to continuing
l
with EP-5. The SCRAM, as run, resulted in severe environments in two areas -
the tie-rods and the nozzle tubes. The potential damage to the nozzle tubes
is the result of a possible flow differential across the tubes during the
rapid transients shortly after shut-down. The entire period over which this
may have occurred is estimated to be only two to three seconds in duration.
These three techniques were used to estimate _he flow differential during the
critical period:
Hand calculations to estimate the average flows in each major
engine component; the nozzle tubes, the reflector, the shield_
the reactor, and the nozzle throat. The flows in each of the
components were estimated u.,±ng the observed LP's and average
densities at finite time intervals following the emergency
shut-down. Capacitance effects within the engine caused widely
varying flows, particularly on the hot and coldside of the .
nozzle tubes. -
- idand calculations were made to estinmte the flow which could
have entered the nozzle during the critical time period. The
assumption _s made that the feed lines acted as a blowdown
tank process. The factors controlling flow into the nozzle
were the feed hydrogen flow which required _ finite time for
'_ termination; the hydrogen gas in the pur_e lin@ which began
to expand as the nozzle inlet pressure dropped and pus[ed cold
hydrogen into the.nozzle from the feed line; _ad the in_tiai _"
pusge pressure.
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The Aerojet Transient NRXDigital Computer Program was run using
recorded pressures, temperatures, and powers in or#er to determine
engine flows during the transient.
The major discrepancy in the analysis is that the computed flow entering the
nozzle by the feed system analysis is less than that shown in the engine
system analysis. Part of the problem comes from the feed system analysis
which could not account for a pressure surge occurring at 21708.9 seconds.
However, based on the extreme results from the analyses, the _low differ-
entials amount to 31-57 lb/sec and 29-46 lb/sec across the _ozzle. These
di'ferent_als are not of large enough magnitude to damage the nozzle.
Techniques were developed to obtai_ s rapid estimate during testing and
DRAGON team operation of total power based on chamber pressure, temperatures
and flow_ and reactor power, using-.a nozzle flow map. The .absolute value
.of these measurements shoul_ intersect at one point if all measurements were
100% accurate. As seen on Figure 323 they do not intersect at one point, b_t
ra%her form the cross hatched triangle noted as "A". To further define the
area within which the power most likely falls_ the 95% confidence b_nds have
been added to each of the observed values. This give. the smaller area, L_oted
as "B" on this figure_ an area within which it can be said with 95% confidence
the power actually falls. The direct power determination has historically
been a poor measurement running low on NRX-A2 and KIWI-B4. I_' it is dis.-
carded, the power can be estimated to be within the small darkly shaded area,
noted as "C" on the figure. The D_%GON Ceam selected this area for th.-
official full power estimate. It should be noted that measured chamber
thermocoupl@s proved to be a good measure of nozz!_ conditions.
For the planned power run in EP-4, good agreement was achieved between the
AeroJet Trar_ient Program and the test measurements. Pre-test predictions
were made based on intended operating conditions .of flow and Stat_.on 26 thermo-
couples. Since Station 26 thermocoup]es did not'Pr9ve to be a good measure
of chamber temperature, a post-test run was made with power and flow as th_
• input quantities. For pressure, agreement was within 2%, _hich is ,_-ithinth..
accuracy of the instrumentation.
| _ .-
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Interrelation of Measured Test Parameters
on Nozzle Flow Map t"
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1.8.3 ENGINESYSTEMS ANALYSIS "
A.  mX/EST
Detailed studies have been made on the NRX/EST system. In order to provide
component inlet and outlet conditions under all possible conditions, a
steady-state operating map was prepared. Plots of key components, such as
the turbopump, turbine, nozzle, and reactor, were prepared. In additionj
a constraint map has been prepared to help define the allowable operating
limits (Figure 33), and various power holds proposed in the NRX/ESTTest
Plan have been analyzed.
A proposed bleed line between the TPCV and TBVwas analyzed. It was found
that the flow to the turbine due to leakage would be reduced in half during
reactor only operation.
The tur!;ine inlet line bypass for NR_ESTwas analyzed. Various configura-
tions were investigated, with the final configuration being a sonic orifice
[:}_ced i_ediately upstream of the bellows section on the bypass stack.
The orifice was sized for steady-state operating conditions.
_1ork was performed on the Pre-Test predictions report for NRX/ES_. Emphasis
will be on making the document a working tool for people during the test
series.
B. XE-_GINE
A new steady-state operating point was prepared reflecting the latest
information from C_UfS and NRX-A3 testing. Revised component test data
were included.
An updated constraint map has been prepared reflecting the latest component
information, and with revised constraint limits.
For the X-Engine, an emergency cool-down analysis has been performed for
a IR25-second run in ETS-1. The run indicated that nitrogen could not be
introduced before II00 seconds after SCRAM and remain within the nitrogen
facility constraint_ The helium requirement would be greatly increased.
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NEX/EST Operating Map
Summ_ry Constraints
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I.8.4 ADVANCED EHGINE ANALYSIS
The thrust vector control requirements for nuclear rocket engines during the
start-up period are of considerable interest when applying NERVA iI to a
particular mission profile. This is particularly true in the propulsion
modular approach, where the modules must be designed so that they can achieve
attitude control when used as individual modules or in clusters of three
c_ more. The attitude changes requiring control are largely due to engine
start transients and misa!ignments; stage misalignments and center of gravity
changes; stage separation disturbances; and maneuvers in response ±o commands.
A. NERVA II CONCEPTL!_LLAYOUTS
A conceptual design layout ofNE_A II incorporating various thrust vector
control mechanisms and component orientation was completed and is shown in
Figure 34. The ring gimbal concept with the non-nuclear components arranged
in the conventional manner is shown as Figure 3_A. This configuration features
a 13-ft reactor-tank separation distance. The ring gi_ual" is mounted directly
to the pressure vessel head. This gimbal location moves the center of the
gimbal mass approximately 80-in. forward and reduces the inertial moment.
Figure 35B shows the 3-point suspension system as applied to the NERVA II.
In this system engine loads are absorbed through three suspension points.
The centerbody gimbal is illustrated in Figure 34C. This concept imposes
an undue weight penalty because of the longer engine length.
Finally_ a close-coupled arrangement of the ring gimbal concept is shown in
Figure 3_D. Close coupling is achieved by positioning the propellant shutoff
valve inside of the propellant tank. The turbopump assembly is mounted
%
directly to the valve thereby reducing the reactor-tank separation distance
to approximately ll-ft.
The various thrust vector control concepts are being investigated to evalurte
the trade-offs between engine and interstage weight and actuator power
requirements. The impiizations of the close-coupled design on the top shield
designwill be evaluated by WANL. An addition, thrust modulation for attitude
control of clustered engines will be investigated.
(Text continued on page 1.30)
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RING GiLqBAL 3 POINT SUSPENSIONGIMBN.
Figure B4 (..Sheetl)
NERVA II
Conceptual Layouts
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An analysis was initiated to determine the pressure and mass flow ra_e of
the recirculating exhaust gases in the base region between the three cluster
triangular arrangement. In addition, the heat-transfer rate to several repre-
sentative surfaces will be evaluated.
The critical flow c#oss-sectious in the base region were determined and the
areas calculated. An existing computer program "gas modified and run to
provide exhaust plume contours for the backflow problem.
From the computer calculations, existing published data on mass flow functions
were extrapolated to match the operating conditions of the selected configura-
tion. The equilibrium recirculating mass flow rate and source pressure was
established. In addition, several representative target areas have been
established to evaluate the _eat transfer from the recirculating exhaust gases.
During the next re_rt period the velocities and densities of the recirculating
exhaust gases in the vicinity of the sel&cted target areas will be determined.
Based on these results the heating rates at the various target areas will be
calculated.
B. CONTROLS ANALYSIS - NERVA II
The controls analysis for the single NERVA II was completed during this report
period. The control system developed for the XE engine was found to be satis-
factory for NERVA II. However, the overall gain of the compensation networks
for the temperature and pressure control loops in the XE engine had to be
reduced because of the slower dynamics of the NERVA II.
Tie tube coolant flow during power range operation was controlled by an
orifice in the tie-tube feed llne. The orifice was calibrated to allow a
predetermined tie-tube wall temperature at full-power operation. Various
transient conditions were investigated to determine the effect of regulating
the tle-tube coolant flow wlth a fixed orifice. This me%_od was shown to be
satisfactory for all transients investigated.
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Start-up characteristics were examined by bringing the engine model up to
full power on three different chamber temperature ramps of lO0 °, 200 °, and
390°R/sec. Satisfactory performance was achieved for all cases.
E_4Eine shut-down was investigated for two temperature-pressure programs.
In.one case _...moderateprogram of 90°R/sec and 12 psla/sec was analyzed.
In the other case a faster program consisting of 175aR/sec and 30 psia/sec
was studied. No attempt was made to optlmiz_ the shut-down program. Both
programs resulted in satisfactory performance.
0. TURBOPUMP STUDY - NERVA Ii
The study of a single turbopump assembly for NERVA II was initiated to deter-
mine a design for optimum hydro,__ynamicand cavitation performance with minimum
weight; for example_ pdmp efflclencies in the range of 80-85%, and a NPSP
at the pump inlet of 2 psi (NPSP equal to velocity head). The study will
include all known advance design concepts in the areas of centrifugal, mixed,
and axial flow pump con{iguratlons.
One-dlmens._onal analysis, thus far, has produced a centrifugal _eslgn similar
to the NE._":AX design, i.e., impeller diameter 33.5 inches, and shaft speeds
in the 22000-25000 range. Performance predictions similar to the Mark III
Mod 4 have been supplied to the engine balance computer program for evalua-
-
_ion. Tesms are now scheduled to permit determination of the losses in the
housing, which _rl] permit evaluation of advauced design concepts for high
efficiency mixed flow and centrifugal pump designs.
A p,_r_metrlc investigation of an axlal-flow multistage turbine in terms of
performance and weight is being conducted for a given specific work output.
requlred by the NERVA II pump speed and power requirements. In this study,
the most significant performance parameters are varied over the expected
range of interest. Included among these parameters are flow rate, pressure
rate, total inlet temperature, nozzle exit an_le, and stage number. The
analysls assumes one-dlmenslonal flow at mean blade radius, equal work per
stage, and eoual blade speed, and neglects the reheat effects.
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The overall efficiency is based on the total-to-static pressure ratios across
the entice turbine and is defined in term_ of stage number_ total efficiencies
of the (n-l) stages_ and static efficiency of the last stage, The stage and
overall efficiencies are a function of the "Parson's" characteristic number
defined as the ratio of the square of the rotor mean blade speed to the speci-
fic work output.
This study when completed will allow turbine weight and flow rate to be mini-
mized for NERVA II application. Turbine flow rate reduces the effective
rocket specific impulse while weight and efficiency have an effect on the
gross-to-pay weight ratios_ weight being less significant than efficiency.
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i.8.5 NON-NUCLEARSYSTEMSDATAANALYSIS
A. ANALYSIS OF CFDTS D__A
Use of the 364 Program for CFDTS data analysis was initiated, and the model
was upgraded, based upon NRX-A2 and CFDTS test data• It was found that the
heat.transfer coefficients originally used caused discrepancies. Turbopump
data from CFDTS tests are being programmed in 364. Good agreement was obtained
between measured and calculated conditions for Test Run 2.
Pressure rise across the pump was correlated using the parameters _P/_ and
N/W for CFDTS Run 3 data. Th$_.611owing correlatieu was obtained using only
data points for which N/W was greater than 2 rev./lbm:
AP/f_ _ - 0•0_7 + 1.47 X lO-4 _/W + 1.97 X l0-6 (N/_)2
where
_P = pressure rise in psia
W = flow rate in lbm/sec
N = rotational speed in rpm
A correlation coefficient of 0.987 was obtained; however, the confidence
limits of the regression coefficients are quite wide.
B. 364 P_RAM
The program was modified to have cho]:ed flo_ at the core inlet orifices and
checked against NRX-Ae chi_l-down data. The core inlet pressure agreed
within 2 psi (6%) and flow r_tes within 0.$ lb/sec (9%) of data values aurlng
Zhe 55-second run. Work is proceeding to match CFDTS chill-down performance.
Low speed pump performance equations have been added. Multiple choking
conditions are belnd added to the system, and logic changes are being made
to obtain convergence. ANNEX engine model was modified to include a 2-pass
tie-rod flow configuration.
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"1.8.6 NRX SYSTEMS DATAANALYStS
REON Report EN-S-0208, Data Analysis Report of NRX-A2 Tests, Volumes I and II,
dated May 1965, was published.
B. NRX-A EATA ANALYSIS
The data aualysls report for NP/f-A3 is being prepared. The S/N 022 nozzle
used in the NRX-A3 test series hat been incorporated into _he 36L_Program
model. The 36_ Program input (which will be used to simulate the NRX-A3,
EP IV power- run; is well undez_amy. Option 3 of the program will be used,
wherein the coolant starting enthalpy, chamber pressure, and chamber flow
rate are inputs. The program will calculate the nuclear heating rate, coolant
starting pressure t and chamber temperature. Preliminary evaluation _f the
N-HX-A3, EP IV Ca! Comp plot data was c_mpleted. Few instruments failed to
operate during the EP IV run. However, some measurements were lost due to
_annel L-08 which was inoperative, and Channel L-10 has usable traces with
some, "dips" and "spikes". These are being further investigated. Suspect
Cal Comp data are being compared with Sanborn data.
Power spectr[_m analysis of the NRX-A3, EP IV data was performed at NT0 in
support of the DRAGON Team. l_!!i-power hold and shut-down transient data
indicate the presence of nozzle oscillations between 200 and 250 cycles per
second. Excellent correlation was obtained between system pressure param-
eter and nozzle tol_is accelerometer spectrum plots at +hese frequencies.
NRX A-2 cold flow test and theoretical calculations have confirmed that
this frequency range includes the fundamental nozzle second-degree bell
vibration mode. A power spectra pressure oscillation between 350 and 400 CPS
was unexplained at the time of the test. Later examination of the po_,er
spectral density analysis of system pressure and nozzle accelerometers i_di-
cates that the higher frequency oscillatio=Is are generated by the mixing
process in the core exit chamber. _%e frequencies can be correlated with
mhe acoustic lengths in the pressure vessel-core system. An interim report
of these results will be prepared. A complete volume of all power spectrum
plots compiled by h_Y0 for EP IV and EP V has been received at Sacramento.
Correlation of vibrational phenomena for these two tests will be made.
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Preliminary analytic results showed no flow asymmetries in the nozzle and
reactor systems duri.%g the NRX-A3, EP III LH2 run, EP IV, and EP 4 start
•transient periods. The two-phase flow condition either did not exist or
existed for only a short duration. However, temperature asymmetries were
observed il_.the torus and nozzle tube outlet plenum for approximately
25 seconds at the start of EP V power test, while the nozzle fed was still
in the gaseous phase. During this period t_,_ coolant temperatures in the
nozzle torus and nozzle tube outlet plenum at reactor theta of about 300°
(opposite side from the nozzle torus inlet line) were as much as 50°R higher
than at other locations. Similar temperature ssymmetrics were not observed
in EP IIi and EP IV. This phenomenon is being further investigated.
An analysis Is being conducted of the emergency shut-down which occurred
during NRX--A3. KP IV power _est. A prelims.tory estimate of the rozzle feed
rates was made based on the flow in the feed lines. Since the determination
of the nozzle feed rates is a key item in the analysis of the shut-down
conditions, alternate analytic approaches will be attempted to confirm the
esti,_ .ced feed rate. Nozzle-tube heat transfer and tie-rc_ conditions are
items which will be espec_ally investigated.
Correlation of the propellant mapping results for NRX-A2 (EP V), and NI_[-A3
(EP VI) is planned, with initial use of the analog computer. WANL formulae
for the propellant coefficient of reactivity will be evaluated. A multi-
plot data reduction program is now being developed which is expected to
greatly facilitate this data analysis.
Analysis of the NRX-A3, EP VI control system dynamics tests -gill be made
pending receipt of reproductions of the special control room Sanborn records.
C. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OF DATA ANALYSIS METHOTAq
A four-channel (rather than a two-channel) NRX-A reflector model has been
incorporated into the 364 Program. In the two-channel model, the coolant
flow was divided into two parts -- the outer and inner reflectors. The four-
channel model divides the total coolant flow through the reflector assembly
into four -- pressure vessel outer re"lector annulu_, outer reflector, inner
reflector, and control vane. In the new model, the coolant flow passinge
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through the pressure vessel outer reflector annulus can be routed around the
•outer reflector plenum into the dome and plenum, thus better representing
the actu81 physical configuration. In the two-channel case, the total flow
is combined in the outer reflector plenum. The rev.ised program should pro-
vide more representative temperatures in the outer reflector and dome-end
plenums.
A cross-linking routine is being incorporated which will enable the reflector
four-channel model to tie the pressure vessel outer reflector annulus flow
into the dome-end plenum.
The entrance and exit loss coefficients in each of the reflector channels
are being adjusted in the four-channel model to provide the desired flow
fractions through-each channel, as well as pressure drop across each channel
of the reflector assembly. The flow fractions were obtained from report
WANL-TME-8_O. Pressure drop is based on measured drop during the NRX-A2
tests.
Work progressed ,_nthe simulation of the NRX-A3, E_ IV power test using the
364 computer program. Due to the extreme transients which existed in the
test convergence, difficulties were encountered. However, by the end of
the report the problems were sufficieutly solved to permit computations to
be completed _s far as input was supplied (25 seconds). Evaluation of these
results is underway.
A Normal Population Data Test Program No. 16155 was checked out and is ready
to use for the NRX-A3 data analysis. The basic operations of the program
are to test the assumption that redundant measurements come from the same
normal population_ and to plot the statistical mean value and confidence
interval for the time mean value.
I
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1.8.7 ENGINESYSTEMS DATA ANALYSIS
The.data analysis plan for the forthcoming NRX/EST test is'dependent upon
the Test Specification NJD-2 which was recently issued. The data analysis
plans for CFDTS and NRX-A test series will also be included in the planning
of the final data analysis plan for the N_X/EST test.
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1.9 RADIATIONEFFECTS PROGRAM
1.9.0 INTEGRATION& TECHNICALMANAGEMENT
A. PR(_}RAM PLANNING
The test schedule for the W-2 water cooled loop at the Plum Brook Reactor
:"-_ Facility (PBRF) has been delayed four months because of a number of minor
problems which arose following the charging maching installation in this
loop. This much delay results because repairs can only be made when the
reactor is shat down and the water quadrant is drained.
The schedule following for NERVA radiation effects tests is predicated upon
repair of the chdrging machine drive motor during the next reactor shut-
down, and upon maintenance of their predicted reactor schedule by PBRF:
PBRF Estimated
Test Item Test No. Cycle No. Date
Structural Materials 37/W2_02 36P 7/7 - 7/19
Accelerometer s 23/W006
LASL Structural Materials 37/LAOO1 37? 7/30 - 8/11
LASL Structural Materials 37/LA001/2 38P 8/15 - 8/25
Dosimetry Test RE-3 39P 8/29 - 9/9
NERVA Non-Metals 37/W301
Pressure Transducers 23/W508
AGC Pressure Transducers 23/R510 40P 9/20 - 9/30
Neutron Detector 2i/W003
Strain Gage 23/W408
An August test date is anticipated for Ground Test Reactor (GTR) Test No. 17
on bearing retainer materials, pending arrival of the test specimens at
General Dynamics/Fort Worth. Delivery of all specimens is scheduled by
1 August 1965.
B. RADIATION EFFECTS TF_TS PERFORMED
Radiation Effects Tests included in the GTR-16 Reactor Test completed their
irradiation during this report period. The following items were included:
37/R002, tensile test specimens at LH2 temperature;
37/R003, shear specimens at.,"_ temperature;
37/W003, WA_V_ materials at LN2 temperature;
37/W401, reactor mechanical components at LN 2 temperature;
37/R101, TPA bearing cage materials at LH2 temperatures.
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C. R_DIATION EFFECTS REPORTS AND INFORMATION
The follo__ng REON Reports were puh l-ls_ed during'.thls qusrter:..... _- _ ,
2277. September 1964 revlslon.. Radiation Effects Data Bo_ (U);
2277, April 1965 revision, Radiation Effects Dats Book (U);
RN-S-O199, Radiation Effects Analysis of NERVA Candidate
Accelerometers;
RN-S-0210, Final Test Report for Phase One of the Countermeasure
Radiation Effects Progra m (U);
RN-S-0217, Final Test Report for Phase I-B of the Countermeasures
Radiation Effects Program (U);
RN-S-0218, P__rellmina_ Test Report for Phase I-D (KiwiS) of
the Countermeasures Radiation Effects Program (U).
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1.9.1 COUNTERMEASURERADIATIONEFFECTS PROGRAMSUPPORT
Lisison continued with LASL wherein two additional Phase I-D (Kiwi-TNT) cap-
sules were recovered at NRDS. AGU-5 was recovered on 8 April 1965 and AGY-5
on 30 June 1965. Liaison and coordination continued with the United States
Army Picatinny Arsenal wherein future irradiation plans for Phase I-C were
formulated. As noted under A, above, Test Reports were published 9n this
work during April.
Fifty-two irradiation capsules for Phase I-C completed fabrication during
this quarter. Twelve of these are the instzumented type to permit measure-
ment of temperature and pressure during irradiation. Figure 35 illustrates
the instrumented irradiation capsule assembly. _ -
Eight pre-irradiation tests were performed on the instrumented capsule to
determine its ultimate safety within a reactor. Figure 36 illustrates a
cross-sectional view of the capsule cap to accommodate thermocouple leads,
continuous path fcr pressure measurement, and seal-ring assembly to minimize
}.-
gas leakage. Figuz_ 37 illustrates effective sealing of the capsule after
after 3.6 grams of high explosives were detonated within.
(Text continued on page 144)
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F_ure _5
_nstrumented Capsule ASsembly
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Figure 36
Instrumented C_psule
Cross Section of Cap
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Fi_,_ 37
Instrumented Capsule
after Interrml Detonation of High Explosive
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1.9.2 RADIATIONEFFECTS ANALYSES AND DATA BOOK
The neutron activation analysis previously performed for Irradiation Test 37/A002
was revised to account for an updated irradiation history. Neutron induced
activity was predicted for an irradiation test of a'mild detonating fuse (MDF)
and of a propellant.
1.9.4 INSTRUMENTATION RADIATION EFFECTS PROGRAM
An Irradiation Test Capsule was designed for the second Plum Brook Reactor
Facility (PBRF) instrumentation test (pressure transducers).
A method of terminating stainless steel sheathed cables was developed for
use in the pressure transducer tests at PBF_'.
The test capsule for Radiation Effects Test 23/3510 was fabricated. This
capsule will be used in the PBRF Eorizontal Through Tube-1 (_-l).
Radiation Effec%_ Test 23/R005 (accelerometers) was successf_Aiy conducted
durlngthe report period concuJ tly with the NRX-A3 reactol test. The
accelerometers were tested adjacent to the reactor duri_ reactor operation.
All transducers provided output _:hroughthe entire test s__!_, and data
are now being analyzed.
1.9.6 MATERIALS RADIATION EFFECTS PROGRAM
Organic tensile specimens for use in the GTR-17 irradiation test were designed.
Test results from GTR-16 were evaluated, and preliminary data on property
changes are presented under sub-task 2.8. The preliminary test report Is In
process.
The GTR-16 irradiations, as outiined under Section A, above, were completed
In April. Post-lrradlation tensile and shear testing, and metallographlc
type analyses have continued at GD/FWthroughout the quarter.
(Pages 145 and i_6 have been omitted)
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SECTION !!1 (CONTINUED)
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
TASK 2
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2.1 REMOTE HANDLING EQO!PMENT
2.1.0 INTEGRATION& TECHN;CAL MANAGEMENT
Preliminary XE-! engine flow diagr_m._ are being prepared a_ _.art of t.-.efo_,..h-
coming Operational Support Plan for the XE engire.
.I_Jringthe report period, the int.erface insial].ation _ra_n_._ fo: "he "w,-n-;._
Positionir_ System, Floor MounTed handling Sy-=_e_: an_ the ._o_.t$._:-_-i',e
Cell _Material _'ransfer $$:atem w-ere reviewed and revised- "Tr..e7_e,-e-.o'..-'.a_Jtlv
,_pg-,-adedto present _^
systems, the facility and fg.ci!i_v,eq-_ipmen_. _na'....r,g_ and ...-_.'.-'-t_ r__,e,_
coordina ted with _0. _" __',z .._, and S_,-O-L-.
Preparation of interface coni_oi d:a_ing_ for o.*.:_er .,__t --_---v ......... __
-;ni_ialed to include ir_erfaces be_ween r..hes_pport e__uipment --_emand le._r.
equipmen%, fa_iiities and faciiity, eq_ipmen._: and other _,,_-pc,t.__ . _ ._,.tp_ent
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2.1.1 OVERHEADPOSITIONINGSYSTEM (OPS)
OPo Site Verification/Acceptance Test Procedures were completed during
the second qua__ter.
Review of the AMF, OPS Spare Parts List by AGC-REON was completed, and
procurement initiated for a limited quantity of spares for installation
and test support. A fc _mal list of operational spares is scheduled for
pu[ licatlon during the next quarter.
Operating and Maintenance instructions were completed except for the incor-
poration of some vendor data and possible incorporation of data gained through
final _e_ting. Publication of the final document is scheduled for the next
quarter.
_e basic design of the Upper Thrust Structure positioning head was com-
pleted, and drawings are scheduled for release during the next quarter. One
positioning head %ms deleted, after an investigation revealed no requirement
for the second item.
The OPS mast, trolley, inching and leveling frame, and the floating hea'd were
delivered to NRDS during this quarter.
Installation of bridge rails and OPS electrical system (Part II electrical)
was completed. Basic installation of major OPS components was completed.
_inal installstion, cleanup, checkout and acceptance testing of OPS and
positioning head is scheduled for completion during the next quarter.
The terminal to terminal wiring, Phase II, was completed during the quarter.
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2.1.2 FLOORMOUNTEDHANDLINGSYSTEM (FMHS)
The final acceptance test specifications were pd_llsh'ed during %his qd_r{er.
The basic design of the upper thrust structure positioning head stand was
completed, and drawings are scheduled for release for fabrication during the
next quarter. One positioning head was deleted due to the lack of requirement
for the second item.
Assembly and installation of the FMHS was completed during thls quarter, and
acceptance testing was initiated, with completion scheduled fc-:the next
quarter.
Design, fabrication and installation of floor load spreaders for the FMHS
turntables is scheduled during the next quarter, after completion of acceptance
testing on the turntables.
The terminal-to-terminal wiring was completed (Phase II) during this quarter.
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2.1.3 NRX SUPPORTEQUIPMENT-REMOTE HANDLING
The Operational Support Plan (OSP) addendum for the NRX/EST was completed
and reviewed by REON and published by WANL during this quarter.
Design criteria were completed and issued for the following items during the
previous quarter.
Item 501, Stand, Turbopump, Remote
Item 502, Sling-TPA, NRX/EST Assembly
Item 503, Sling, Direct Radiation Shield
Item 504, Fixture, Handling, Propellant Lines, Remote
Item 505, Stand, Direct Radiation Shield
• No design modifications were required to the NRX-A3 items in support of
NRX/EST. Need for design modifications to equipment required for NRX-A6
cannot be evaluated at this time.
Design was completed on the following items for NRX-A3 and NRX/EST during
the second quarter:
Item 273, Remote Seal Manifold Cutter (A-3)
Item 502, Remote Turbopump Lifting Fixture
Item 503, Remote Direct Shield Sling
Item 505, Direct Shield Stand
Design was completed on Item 501 Turbopump Stand during the report period.
Item 273, Remote Seal Manifold Cutter was fabricated, tested and delivered
to the test site for use with NRX-A3 during the second quarter. This item
was used to successfully remove the remote seal from the NRX-A3 during the
report period.
The following NRX/EST items have been fabricated and delivered to NRDS for
acceptance testing:
Item 503, Sling, Direct Radiation Shield
Item 505, Stand, Direct Radiation Shield
i
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The following item has been fabricated, and is undergolng testing,prior to
shipment to NRDS during the next quarter._ -.
Item 502, Sllng TPAj NKX/EST Assembly
_:.,_following items are in process of fabrication, which will be co_.pleted
and the items shipped to NRDS during the next quarter.
Ttem 501, Stand, Turbopump, Remote
Item 504, Fixture, Nmndllng, Propellanb Liner, Remote
The following WANL bid packages were reviewed and approved.
Item 1399, Acid Fume Hood Assemblies
Item 1398, Radiochemistry Sink
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2.1.4 ENGINE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT- REMOTE HANDLING
The design of the Post-O1erative Cell Materials Transfer System (POCMTS)
was initiated at Aerojet during this quarter, data required to complete the
deqign of this item was not available during the report period.
The design criteria of POCMTS has cha_ged materially from the original concept.
Preliminary design was completed and detail drawings were initiated during
this quarter. The revised concept consists of two intercell transfer cars,
seven hot cell material transfer system tables, associated electrical bus
and car rails, and the necessary handling slings. The system as outlined
will install the POCMTS on the West Bank (core disassembly side) of the E-MAD
building post-mortem area.
Design and fabrication was initiated on the foxlowing XE-1 add-on equipment
during this quarter, and all design and fabrication will be completed during
the next quarter:
Item 5006, Acetylene Torch
Item 5021, High Activity Storage Car (Modified)
Item 5035, Pneumatic Shears (Hedge T)q0e)
Item 5036, Pneumatic Shears (Hook Type)
The following add-on items were delivered during this quarter to NRDS:
Item 5014, Personnel Shield
Item 5015, T. V. System Equipment
Item 5022, Durometer-Remote
Item 5019 Periscope was delivered to NRDS for temporary installation and
after use at the R-MAD building during the second quarter: has been returned
to LENOX for correction of internal adjustments. It will be returned to
NRDS (R-MAD) during the next quarter.
A rough draft of the preliminary XE-1 Operational Support Plan is now being
revised, and will be completed and published during the next quarter.
Volume II (Provisioning List) of the XE-1 Operational Support Plan was
prepared and distributed during the second quarter, and a revision is being
processed for publication and distribution during the next quarter.
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The design of the Interim Carriage and Spacer, for use with the Upper Thrust
Structure test rig, was completed during the second _uarter. The support
equipment required for the UTS interface test rig "_ms Z'abrlcated and delivered
to the UTS test _Ig site at Sacramento dur_ this quarter.
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2.1.6 ENGINE INSTALLATION VEHICLE
(EIV),MANNED CONTROL CAR (MCC),AND LOCOMOTIVE
A preliminary integrated evaluation program establishing the interworking
environment ar_ agreements between the engine component interface development
activity and the MCC/EIV completion and evaluation activity at the Sacramento
checkout area was completed. Initial viewing study parameters and planning
were pzepared and a preliminary MCC/EIV Operators Manual was completed.
Updating of the MCC and EIV equipment specification was initiated.
The basic design of the EIV lateral and azimuth carriage grippers was
completed, and approximately 30% of the detail drawings have been completed,
and approximately 30% of the detail drawings have been completed during
this quarter. Co_-'ications due to the overall EIV/MCC system changes and
additions account for the low percentage of completion of the detail drawings.
The design cf corrections and modiflcations required for the MCC and EIV
o
were initiated during the second quarter and have been continued during this
quarter. Emphasis was placed on the clearing of open receiving items, the
umbilical actuator operation, improving the closed circuit T.V. system,
improving the MCC parking brake, and reviewing the MCC controls scheme.
The Phase II (terminal to terminal) wiring required for EIV operation In
the E-MAD initiated during the second quarter has been completed during
the report period.
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2.2.5 ENGINEEQUIPMENT- CHECKOUTAND TEST
Preparation of Design Criteria fo_ the XE-_ and XECF items Is dependent upon
identification of these items in the Operational Support Plan. When the OSP
is completed, preparation of Design Criteria will be continued.
Preliminary operational flow diagrams for XE-1 were initiated during the
second quarter.
Volume II, Provisioning List, of the XE-10SP was distributed, and a revision
to this list has been initiated, and will be distributed durlug the next
quarter.
I
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2.2.8 ETS-I T£ST STAND CONTROL SYSTEM
TSCS system concept design drawings were released 28 May and approved by
ENPO-C on ll June. A design requirements freeze was initiated 1 July.
Preliminary inputs were being incorporated into TSCS design.
The _ANL mockup equipment was completed and installed into the TSCS mockup
and the TSCS rack_ were delivered to Sacramento during this period.
The TSCS mockup and XE Engine breadboard controller circuits were integrated
and o_erating characteristics of the system were verified to be within design
limits.
Tests of the TSCS mockup using the preliminary XE Engine computer model were
initiated.
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2.3.3 NRX SUPPORTEQUIPMENT- LOGISTICS,
TRANSPORT,AND MAINTENANCE
The Operational Support Plan addendum for NRX/EST and Volume II (Pro_isfoning
Data List) of the NRX/EST OSP were published.
No new requlruments for AGC supplied support equipment were defined during
the report period.
Final consent on WANL purchase orders for The Item 1706 Reactor-In-Vessel
Shipping Container was given during the report period_ and WANL bid packages
were reviewed and approved for Accelerometers (for use with Item 1706); and
for Oscillograph ann amplifiers (part of Item 122_ - Shipping Instrumentation
Recordel's and Cabinets).
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2.3.5 ENGINESUPPORTEQUIPMENTLOGISTICS,
TRANSPORT,AND MAINTENANCE
Preparation of the Design Criteria for the XE-I items is dependent upon
identification of these ite_ in the Operational Support Plan. When the
OSP _s completed, preparation of Design Criteria will be continued.
However, a preliminary Operational Support Plan for XE-1 was initiated during
the second quai±er, is now being revised, and will be published during the
oext quarter.
Volume Ii, Provisioning Data List, of the XE-10SP was distributed during
the quarter, and a revision is being processed and will be published durir_
the next quarter.
All design activity for the CFDTS support equipment was completed, and tb.e
equipment used to assemble and move the unit to the Sacramento Test Area,
where it was installed in the test stand. A test of the CFDTS was performed
during the report period. All items of support equipmest for CFDTS were
completed, delivered to the Assembly area and used in the assembly, transport
to the test areaj or installation of the CFDTS in the test stand during the
report period. Support equipment for the CFDTS will be evaluated, in detail
after the CFDTS firing and return to the assembly area.
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2.4 INSTRUMENTATION
2.4.0 INSTRUMENTATIONSYSTEMS
The entire NERVA instrumeutation development, procurement, and testing efforts
were monitored and directed by conducting various technical meetings and close
technical cooperation between REON, LRO, WANL, LASL, and NT0.
_ne April edition cf the NERVA Instrumentation Data Book was published as
Volume III, Book 3, which consisted of final NRX-A3 data.
Instrumentation Procurement Status Reports covering CFDTS (completed in May)
and NRX-_ST were submitted to SNPO-C for April, May, and June.
, i I
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2.4.2 NRX INSTRUMENTATION
The Measurement Requirements List (MRL) for NRX/EST has been revised and
upgraded as required based upon input through 18 June 1965. The Planning
Parts List for NRX/EST was completed and has been revised as changes have
been received. The MPL for NRX-A5 dated 15 June 1965 is being reviewed.
.The instrumentation kit installation drawings for NRX/EST have been completed
and released with two exceptions, which are expecLed to be released early
in July.
Four modification kits were prepared to incorporate the changes to the
NRX/EST _. The requiremenms have been defined and the drawings will be
started early in July.
All requisitions have bgen issued for the NRX/EST instrumentation kit and
for all "long-lead time" equipment known to be needed for the mod kits.
At the end ct'the reporting period 54% of the NRX-EST instrumentation kit
had been shipped to NRDS.
An NRX-A2 post-operative evaluation report RN-S-0215, Final Report_ NBX-A2
Nozzle Chamber Tungsten-Rhenium Thermocouples, was published in May.
Analysis of instrumentation data for NRX-AB was partly completed. Of the
183 channels that were instrumented for NRX-A3 only 9 (or less than 5%)
are questionable. The hydrogen leak detection system for NRX-A3 functioned
normally throughout the tests. A final report, RN-S-0238 Instrumentation
Evaluation, NRX-A3 Tests, will b_ published during the next report period.
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2.4.3 XE-ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION
A Measurement Requirements List format has been agreed upcu and the firs_
edition is being compiled. The cooling analysis studies for the remote
assembly concept are being redirected and will be expanded to a transducer
analysis when the XE-1 Measurement Requirements List is released.
I
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2.4.6 NON-NUCLEARINSTRUMENTATIONDEVELOPMENT& QUALIFICATION
A. MANAGEMENT
The NERVA Instrumentation Design Review Meeting was held at WANT__,in Pittsburgh
on 9-i0 June 1965. A formal repcrt will not be published for this meeting,
but minutes were written and a limited distribution made to the attendees.
Reports are being prepared on the evaluation of test results for pressure
transducers and accelerometers tested in GTR-14, and for the Statham vacuum
deposited strain gage pressure transducer elements tested in GTR-15.
B. NRX-A3 INSTRUMENTATION STATUS
1. Temperature Transducers
a. Copper- 3nstantan Thermocouple
Figures 39 and 4% respectively, show immersion and surface mounted thermo-
couples mounted on the NRX-A3 engine. Out of 67 copper-constantan data
channels, 2 immersion sensor channels showed an abnormal loop resistance
increase (greater than + 14%), one surface sensor channel an abnormal loop
resistance decrease (greater than - 49%), and one surface sensor channel
showed an open shield. It is uot known whether these discrepancies were
induced by the sensors or by related channel cabling.
During EP-IV, EP-V, and EP-VI all channels indicated a negative millivolt
dilft because of a temperature variation induced by a nuclear field in the
test-car-mou"_ed Pace thermocouple reference Junction. DurlngEP-Vthe drift
rate (-0.00066 mv/sec) was sufficient to produce a -O.12°R/sec variation in
recorded inlet temperatures in the propellant feed line, nozzle torus, and
reflector plenum during the full-power run. Several data channels were not
recorded duri_ EP-VI bscause the negative drift rate exceeded normal Cal-
Comp ranging. Attempts are being made to recover this off-scale data. Although
manual data reduction techniques have been used to compensate for the drifting
thermocouple reference, such techniques can reduce gross errors but add to the
overall measurement uncertainty. Obvlously a new radlatlon-hardened thermo-
couple reference system will be required to support future testing.
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Figure 39
Copper-ConsZan%ea _hezmocoul01e
Mounted in Nozzle Outlet
I
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Figure _0
C_pper.Constantan ThermocOuple
Surface ._ounte&
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Thermocouple:'b_a_nel system noise was excessive for measurementb below 145°R
because of the low thermoelectric sensitivity of copper-constantan in the
cryogenio region. Although the noise level was small, electrically (+_0.7 my),
it _s sufficient to produce a 4 20°R variation in recorded cryogenic
temperature data. It should be noted that relatively noise-free platinum
resistance temperature sensors were located in all cryogenic regions monitored
with AeroJet thermocouples so that no cryogenic data was lost because of
thermocouple channel noise.
The only visual damage incurred by copper-constantan thermocouples was a
deterioration of the Epon-Versamid potting material used _n the thermocouple
extension cable splice housing. The deterioration did not produce any known
temperature data degradation.
The present overall measurement accuracy requirement for copper-constantan
thermocouples is + 15CRwlthiu the 35 to 655°R range, while the thermocouples
in use have an accuracy of better than + 8°R within this range. However,
because of their low sensitivity (3 microvolts/degree) in the liquid hydrogen
region, the approximate 0.7 millivolt system noise, and the + 1.2% system
accuracy, it is not possible to obtain data with less than 50°R uncertainty
in these temperature regions. Above 300°R, measurements satisfy the overall
accuracy requirement. Since the thermocouples have been develo#ed co the
maximum extent, future temperature measurements in the liquid hydrogen
regions will rely on platinum reslstauce transducers. No further development
is planned for thermocouples.
b. Platinum Resistance Temperature Transducers (IVIT's)
All _T's provided failure-free service during this test series. Temperature
data acquired during steady-state power-run levels showed a small positive
increase, the magnitude of which approximated "_at predicted from the expected
fast-neutron-lnduced transmutation effects within platinum. No visual damage
was incurred by the platinum resistance temper,lture transducers.
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Temperatures must be known to within l°R for engine system pump tests where
the NPSP must be determined. In a non-nuc]ear environment the present RTT
design is accurate to within O.l°R at liquid hydrogen. However, the data
system contributes a + 8°R uncertainty to temperature measurements _n liquid
hydrogen regions, and expected neutron degradation can contribute up to 3°R
additional bias error. At this time, even under the test car shield on EST
or behind the engine shield on XE, the neutron environment is high enough to
make th_ transducer performance marginal even if no system error were present.
The additional 1.2% data system crror in Test Cell "A" makes the meeting of
accuracy requirements unattainable.
Further RTT development is required to reduce neutron degradation or its
effect to satisfy the l°R accuracy requirement for NPSP measurements. The
exact mechanism of nuclear radiation damage in platinum should be determined
and various plans for its circumvention should be investigated.
c. General
Both the thermocouple and RTT transducers experienced an increase in their
respective loop resistances during the NRX-A3 test series. _e resistance
increase, expressed as a percent of the pre-test channel loop resistance,
is shown below:
Average copper-constautan immersion thermocouple
channel loop resistance increase + 0.22%
Average copper-constantan surface thermocouple
channel loop resistance increase + 0.34%
Average platinum resistance temperature transducer
channel loop resistance increase + 8.07%
The exact cause of this resistance increase cannot be determined, since the
resistance measurements were made with a 2% instrument under different
environmental temperatures. Post-test laboratory calibrations should demon-
strate whether the resistance change may be attributed to nuclear radiation
effects.
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d. Thrust Chamber Te_._z_ture Transducers
The four tu_sten-rhenium thrust chamber thermocouples used on _RX-A3 functioned
throughout the full-power tests and indicated temperatures within lOOSE of
each other. The maximum average temperature during the full-power hold on
_-V was 3840 + 100@R. During the two low-power tests (I and IIIA) one thermo-
couple (T-141) intermittently open-clrculted, probably because of a faulty
connector somewhere in the circuit.
Figure 41 is a photograph of the NRX-A3 engine during disassembly. The arrow
indicates a thrust chamber thermocou#le and the large loop in the extension
lead required to meet minimum bend radius considerations. The thermocouples
now beizg built for NEX-EST have a right angle extension which eliminates thls
vulnerable loop.
The problem of reference temperature vari&tion is also under development in
connection with NRX-A3. The thrust chamber thermocouples used a Lab-Line
r_ference temperature bath refrigerated at 492@R (ice Point). This bath,
in turn, was monitored by a copper-constantan thermocouple which used a
Pace reference Junction. Both varied during the full-power runs. The Lab-
Line apparently drifted up_rd because of excessive test car air temperature;
the Pace drifted because of air temperature and radiation effects. This
problem is being corrected by raising the reference temperature to 512°R,
using heavier duty refrigeration equipment, and by using a resistance
temperature transducer rather than a therm_ocouple to monitor the Lab-Line
temperature. The RTT makes absolute temperature measurements, whereas the
thermocouple makes relative measurements that must later be compared to an
absolute measurement. The Pace, although ellmlnated from measurements with
the Lab-Line, is being made less sensitive to radiation and modified so t_mt
ten spare channels csn be used with tungsten-rhenlum th_rmocouples if neces-
sary.
The hlgh-temperature carbon-reslstance furnace was reworked at the AeroJet
test facility to improve the thermal insulation and to better match the
heator element to the power supply. These improvements Imve raised the
upper temperature limit from 4700@R to 5000@R.
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Figure _I
T_ngsten-£henLumThermocouple
on NHX-A3 Engine
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REON Report P_-S-0125, NRX--A2Nozzle Chamber Tungsten-Rhenium Thermocouples,
was issued in May 1965. This is the final report on the _:_rformance of the
tungsten-rhenium +_o--_.,_'_ on NPD[-A2.
2. Pressure Transducers
a. Discussio.n
Four engine-mounted linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) trans-
ducers were used on the NRX-A3 engine to monitor engine pressure. Trans-
ducer P-lO0 was located on t..hepropellant feed line, P-130 on the nozzle
torus, P-150 or.the nozzle chamber, and P-200 on the nozzle tube oatlet. An
L'_DTpressure transducer is sho,,m in Figure h2 as it is mounted on the engine
nozzle chamber. Test-car-mounted pressure transducers were used as a backup
for these measurements.
The data from the NRX-A3 test series have not yet been fully analyzed. The
?_X-_3 _-IV data show that the wide-band data deviates considerably from
the :-zrrow-band test-car backup data. The narrow-band data of EP-IV and EP-V
%ests agree with P_0N:s analytic predictions, and show a high correlation
_th respect to each other. The wide-band data for the LVDT transducerz
and test-car-mounted transducers show problem areas. These problems will
be resolved as the data are analyzed.
_e present mounting arrar_ement of the engine-mounted transducers is
illustrated in Figure 43, which shows the associated mounting bracketry,
impulse lines, and cooianz lines with manifolds. Figure _4 illustrates the
flush-mounted installation approach which simplifies installation problems
by the elimination of mounting bracketry, coolant lines, impulse lines, and
coolant manifolds. The frequency response of the system is also improved
by the elimination of the impulse lines.
The flush-mounted transducer uses a standard AND 10050 modified internal
thread boss and associated K-seal for its mounting ¢rrangement. This boss
is used as the heat sink for conducting the heat generated in the transducer
by gamma heating to the nozzle Jacket. The flush-mounted transducers will
be used ir gamma heating environments as high as 1.25 watts/gram.
(Text continued on page 175)
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Figure
LVDT Pressure _i_ansducer
Mounted on NRX-A3 Nozzle Chamber
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Figure 43
Present Mounting Arrangement
Engine Mounted LVDT Pressure Transducers
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Figure 44
Flush-Mounted Install_tion Approach
Engine-Mounted LVDT Pressure Transducers
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b. Candidate Transducers
There are three candidate transducers for the coD.tro± ar_ diagnostic pressure
transducer development program. Requirements for contro_ pressure transducers
are + 1% full-scale accuracy and -within + 3 db at 16 cps for frequency
response, while requirements for diagnostic pressure transducer requirements
are + 10% full-scale accuracy and response to 700 cps. Because of the nature
of the control pressure transducer requiremer,ts and the proposed designs of
the three candidate transducers, these designs will probably be able to meet
the diagnostic requirements. Therefore the three candidates _my be referred
io as control or diagnostic transducers.
(1) Consolidated Controls Corporation LVJ_ Type
The _irst candidate is an LVDT transducer type similar to the LVDT internal
design of the NRX--A2 and NRX-A3 LVDT, _zith the exceptions that the air gap
between the outside coil and inner L_#_ housing is filled with a mica-powder
base filler and a diaphragm is used instead of a bellowso The natural
frequency of this transducer is 3000 cps, as compared to 1500 cps of the
present LVDT design. A thermal profile of this candidete is shown in
Figure 45 when operating in a gamma environment of 1.25 watts/gram. The
values are shown in degrees Rankine with the heat sink boss interface with the
nozzle jacket at II60Ro The 1.25 watts/gram is higher than for the NERVA
nozzle conditions, but even at this level the thermal profile indicates that
this candidate will operate s'/ccessfully in [h6 environment.
(2) 8tsndard Controls
The second candidate uses the standard tube type force summir_ member. This
system employs the bonded strain gage configuration of a balanced Wheatstone
bridge with two active legs. Karma wire, which has a low ten_perature coeffi-
cient of resistivity of + 0.00001 ohms/°R in the 400 to 700°R range, is used
as the strain wire. The bonding agent is Pyre M.Lo Varnish which has shown
oxcellent radiation resistant exposure to 3 x 109 rads of either 1.17 and 1.33
Mev gamma radiation or 2 Mev electrons° This dose produced essentially no
change in the properties of the material° A thermal profile of this candidate
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CCC Mod 412MPressure Transducer
Thermal Profile - OR
Gamma Environment - 1.25w_tts/gram
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transducer is shown in Figure 46when operating in a gamma environment of
1.25 watts/gram. The values are in degrees Rankine. The results indicated
are very f _orable for operation in this type of environment. The interface
between the boss and nozzle jacket is 120°R for the values sho%m in the figure.
(3) Statham Instruments
The third candidate is a bonded-film strain-gage vacuum deposited on a
transducer diaphragm. It employs stress-null-zone-oriented bridge patterns.
The resistance of the bridge legs changes as a function of pressure induced
strain. When an edge clamped flexibl? diaphragm is subjected to _ differential
force, the diaphragm is stressed in tension in the center of the diaphragm
and compression stressed near the diaphragm edge. The bridge pattern design
is optimized to utilize both the radial and tar_e_ial types of stress.
To obtain optimum bridge sensitivity, obtain stability, and minimize heating
effects, the same composition and uniform thickness are maintainedthroughout
all portions of the bridge legs. Each leg has a large area to aid in heat
dissipation. Four active legs are used; two opposing legs at thc center of
che diaphragm end two opposing legs near the edge of the diaphragm. The
diaphragm is _Jpe _I0 stainless steel, the strain gage is made of chromium-
silicon, and the insulation is silicon monoxide. No organic materials are
used, which makes this type of transducer ideal for use in a radiation
environment. A thermal analysis of the pressure transducer (based on a
gamma field of 1.25 watts/gram) resulted in the temperature profile illustrated
in Figure 47. The results indicated are very encouraging for the transducer
operating in this severe gamma field. The boss and nozzle interface surface
was at IIO°R for the values indicated.
Non-nuclear t .Itsare being conducted on the three candidates at the REON
Controls Laboratory.
The Plum Brook te_ts scheduled for May 1965 have been rescheduled for late
July to replace the early CCC cooled LVDT design with the boss-mounted LVI_
design. Another PBRFtest is scheduled for September to evaluate the other
two designs. Evaluation units of the Standard Controls strain gage design
will be mounted on the NRX/EST nozzle to obtain performance data.
(Text continued on page 180)
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Standard Controls Mod. ITO-9 Pressure Transducer
Thermal Profile - oR
Gamma Envlronment - I.25 watts/gram
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St_hamMod. P802b Pressure Transducer
Thermal Profile - OR
Gamma Environment - 1.25 watts/gram
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3- Strain Ga_es
The strain gages used on _he NRX-A3 engine consisted of two sensing elements
and two dummy elements connected to a full Wheatstone bridge circuit. The
sensing mechanism consisted of two parallel tubes attached to a common weld
flange by a single line weld along each tube (Figure 48). The sensing element
and its associated dummy element were contained in each tube and insulated
with tightly-packed Nmgnesium oxide. The four wires from each tube passed
through a transition piece into a termination box where the bridge clzcuitry
was completed. External pins were provided on the junction box for electrical
connection. P/N 706720-1 (IDB SS-18) was used on the NRX-A3 pressure vessel
and forward dome; P/N 706721-1 (IDB SS-19) was used on the steel nozzle.
During the complete series of NRX-A3 tests, 6 out of 46 gages experienced
some major difficulty. Approximately half of these failures were no channels
using sheathed cables , although only 14 channels used this type of cable.
The cause of the failures on all six chan: sls has not been fully det_rmlned,
and it should not be assumed that the sheathed cableg contributed to the
higher failure rate. It is known that one bridge became grounded on the test
car, that another circui_ in_reased in resistance during the run3 and that
some bridges became permanently off-set during the run, while other malfunctions
are not yet explained. After the test series it was discovered that some of
the spare sheathed cables had been improperly manufactured and did not have
ground continuity across the sheathed-cNble/flex-cable transition. _is could
have accounted for excessive noise on some of the channels. An inspection of
the used cables _ill be made at NRDS when the radiation levels permit.
Post-test inspection of the gages revealed that welding and cable tle-down
techniques are adequate for the NRX series engines, for there was n: indica-
tion of any gage or tie-down loosening as a result of the tests.
The strain gages selected for use on the NRX/EST ermine are the same as those
used for NRX-A3 except that an integral lead has beenprcvlded, the element is
shorter, and the bridge resistance is less Part Number 111_852-19 (IDB SS-21)
has been selected for use on the NRX/EST nozzle, and part numbers Illh852-59
and -69 (IDB SS-22) for use on the dome and pressure vessel.
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Figure 48
Strain Gages
Mounted on NRX-A3 Nozzle
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h. CabLes and Ccr-nee_ors
_o...._. a_..= ;.! _=cu"_ _5._"--= 3f r.efal cheathed
......... , .......... a_ ....... -__ i--- being expended +_ _-._-_-' t'_"is requ!re.men_
..... _ tests are be!ng c._n_ucte_ using ar!ous sheath and connector
-'_"_"+_" To d_te it lnasbeen demonstrated tha_, -_h .-h_ _resent _cb-
"-:u_¢ and _teriais, NRX engine cable configurations can be supp-_ed.
_-.-="_-._,..__: future epgine environments are expected _o be far in excess of tZat
e_._eri_.ncedon NRX, and therefore a completely new design approach is teing
°
c<:_i._ered. For exa-m_le, on tne XE engine h = _ _.._i!_-___..___*+]-_o_:_e:-_. _._..
coo!ie4_as was experienced on NRX. As a result, te__pe±raturesapproaching the
me]t!ng point of cop_er wi_l be experienced in close proxi_[y to the pressure
: vessel.. Careful consideration is being given to the use of stable, high[
!
temperature alloys, cable routing, and coo!ir.g methods to solve this problem.
Other efforts during this quarter have consisted of a preliminary vendor
',. capability study -_iththe investigation of various metal sheathed cable to
; connector transition ccnce_ts being evaluated and tested. Te_ts to date have
consisted of e_aiaating the effectiveness of the connectur inter:"ace seals,
a_d various leak, temperature, insulation, and welding tests. These teszs
are all preliminary and are not conclusive, but all show satisfactory promise
for the future.
Other studies inc _de the effects on the .individual iransducers by the use
of a!io_..J luctors in metal sheathed cables. These studies are related to
.nmgnetic coupii_ and common mode injection. Much more effort is necessary
to determine the effects of extreme temperature variations on the cables and
the subsequent effect on the transducers.
.0.
. .-"_
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2.4.7 NES .- DUCT INSTRUMENTATION
A. PERMANENT INSTR_4EI_TATiON
Engineering surveys of Aero Research Instruments and Te,"rptronDivision of
Consolidated Controls Corporation were completed, ar:d a report was published
which reflected the capability of each company to manufacture the metallic
sheathed cabling that is integral to each instrumentation co.nponunt. The
wide cable cost differentials between these two companies resulted in the
selection of Aero Research as the cable supplier for all component manufac-
turers, except that Temptron is the supplier for limit sw_tches.
Cable specification REON-90052 was changed to incorporate a more stringent
acceleration testing method for the NES duct .metallic cables.
Initial bids were received from all prospective suppliers of the instrumenta-
tion components. Suppliers Information Requests (SIR's) and drawing _hanges
were prepared and issued to reflect vendor exceptions mo technical and quality
control requirements. Change requisitions were issued to incorporate these
changes.
The instrumentation boom design was changed to accommodate additional
accelerometer cables as a result of the addition of measurement require-
monts on the forward and aft duct trunnious. A picture of the instromentation
boom is shown in Figure _a Procurement of this item was completed in late
June.
_.hepermanent instrumentation instal].at_iondrawin_ was started 8nd is approxi-
mately 50% complete. This drawing will show installation details for all
permanent and tempo__ary dact mounted components, the instrumentation boom,
the gaseous nitrogen system for the upper clamp activation air motors, and the
buffer zone purge and the steam bellows purg6 systems. Tb.e routing and tie-
down. details for approximately I00,000 feet of metallic cabling and 200 feet
of tubi_ will also be reflected on this drawl ng. Requisitions we_ issued
f
to procure thes_ parts.
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.. Figure 49
Instrumentation Boom
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Component mounting hardw ++designs were completed and the drawings were
issued. The electrica+ schematic diagrams were started and will reflect both
temporary and permanent instrumentation.
B. TEMPORARY INSTRUM}_TATI 0N
The specification control dra.rlng for test stand thermocouples was completed
and issued. Accelerometer cable drawings and accelerometer housing and
mountirg provision drawings b-ere completed and issued. The electrical harness
assembly drawings and mounting hardware drawings were completed. The
temporary instrumentation installation drawing was completed.
+_.-.
.°
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2°5 GROUNDOPERATIONS SAFETY
2.5ol SAFETY ANALYSIS AND REVIEW
A. Programs
I. NRX-A3
Several safety evaluations and reviews of NRX-A3 operations were completed
during this quarter. These included issuance of Supplement 2 to the NEX-A3
Safety Evaluation Report covering review of a number of Control experiments
in the EP-IV test and review of control room operating procedures covering
the NEX-A3 test operations. Based upon these safety evaluations and reviews,
SNP0-C approval__ of the _CEX-A3 test operations were obtained.
Preraration of the Safety Evaluation Report for the NRX/EST tests continued
8ur_ng this period and work on the Operating Limits document was initiated.
Initial drafts of procedures covering receipt and assembly of NRX/EST at
NRDS were reviewed.
3. ETS-I Design Safety Evaluation
The preliminary safety evaluation of the design of the ETS-1 comple_ was con-
tinued through this quarter. Systems evaluated include _/aeProcess and Fluid
System, Nuclear Exhaust Systems, Facility Instrumentation and Control System
and Engine Compartment Radiation Shield. Preparation of a report has been
initiated.
4. XE - Engine Program
The requirements for Emergency Cool-down for the XE-En4_ine were reviewed and
it was concluded that Emergency Cool-down II (dome-end cooling with inert gas)
could be dropped from further consideration without affecting the safety of
operations.
The current statu_ of the Engine Control System was reviewed in conjunction
-with the Test Stand Control System and the Engine Safety System. Safety
Division coordination and inputs were supplied for the preparation of the
XE-I D_nctional Flow Charts.
F I
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5- Steam Generator Development Test program
Steam Generator Test Specifications and Checklists were reviewed for Tests
EP-I thr,._h F_-III and NTO was authorized to initiate testing. Following
review of Test Specification 003, the potential hazard associated with auto-
m_tic start-up of the standby generator %_s noted and Su;plement No. 1 to
Test Specification 003 was issu__l deleting the requirement for automatic
start-up.
B. FACILITIES
1. E-MAD Facility
Phase III of the E-MAD Shielding Integrity (SIC) testing was completed and
all major shielding deficiencies were corrected. Phase II test procedures
on post-mortem cells were reviewed and comments were incorporated in the final
draft of test procedures.
2. NTO Operations
A safety audit of NTO Test Cell "A" operations during the EP-I phase of
_NE-A3 test series was conducted on 6-8 April. The auditoI's findim4_s
indicate that the procedures applicable to NI%X.-A3 Experimental Plan I, as
implemented, adequately ensure the safety of the operation. No major deficien-
cies were noted.
A non-nuclear safety audit of _f0 oper_tious was conducted on 24 - 25 June.
T_e audit was conducted to review the status of actions resulting from the
recommendations of t_e 23 - 26 February 1965 audit.
3. Sacramento Operations
An inspection of the high-pressure gas tank farm at the REON Sacramento
Instrumentation and Controls Laboratory reve_led a number of safety deficiencies.
Recc_me_ed corrective actions were initiated.
.%..
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4.. WA_ G_erations
A non-nuclear safety audit _s conducted on the WA_ Hydrogen Corrosion
Facility and the WANL Hydrogen Experimental Site (WAI_ES) was conducted ou
6 - 7 F_y. A number of recommendations were made to correct noted deficiencies.
WANL has initiated corrective actions,
A radiologlcal safety audit of WANL facilities _s conducted on ll - 12 May.
No major deficiencies were noted.
5. NERVA Program. _afety Record
No lost-time accidents, fire or other property damage losses, or radiation
exposure incidents were recorded for I_ERVA Program activities during this
period.
r
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2.5.2 NRDS GROUNDOPERATIONS SAFETY
.°
A. HAI__T _"
As stated in paragraph B,2 above, Test Cell "A" Operations were audited during
the EP-I phase of the NEX-AB Test Series by REON. The audit conclusions were
stated to be satisfactory and no major deficiencies were noted.
The Nuclear Materials Management Accountability Station AEC (NTO) was audited
by SNPO Cleveland and found to be satisfactory.
B.  RX-A3
The highest radiation exposure received during the EP testing was 50 mr,
which occurred during removal of calibration wires from the core of the reactor.
Radiation exposure to in-cell working personnel preparing for NRX-A3 EP-V was
effectively controlled by Test Cell "A" Management, although necessary work
on the nozzle cover boom led to sQme persomuel exposures in the 400-mr region.
Release of radioactivity from the EP-VI was somewhat higher than anticipated.
No significant exposure to any on- or off-slte personnel resu._ted from the
test.
After EP-VI, Test Cell "A" was found to be moderately contaminated. NTO
Health and Safety directed the decontamination of the Test Cell "A" pad after
the test series. Radiation support for the NEX-A3 disconnect was provided.
C. ETS-I
NERVA Health and Safety personnel provided safety suppo_-t during the tests on
the Steam Generator System on ETS-1 (EP-I through the major portion of EP-II).
A steam generator plenum entry was made at ETS-1 on May 20 and May 21. All
objectives in performlug this entry were achieved without incidents.
An industrial safety inspection was made by SNPO-N and NTO Safety Personnel
of the sub-contractor's operations in the pipe chase and duct vault areas at
ETS-1. The observed discrepancies will be handled by S_TPO-N with CATCO.
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A conference was held between NT0 Safety at ETS-I and Pan Am Safety concerning
techniques and methods of reporting unsafe acts or operations for early
solution.
D. E-MAD
Procurement of Health Physics Instrumentation to be installed in the E-MAD
(with the exception of the critically safety monitor and a _adiation detector
in the E-MAD guard house) was initiated. The locations of the air sampling
heads for the house vacuum air sampling system have been specified.
Radiation monitoring equipment (Vitro pack_-ge 3000) will be delivered by
Tracerlab by July 16, 1965.
During the week of May 7 'he State of Nevada Industrial Commission Department
of Industrial Safety conducted an inspection on two boilers and two infired
pressure vessels at the E-MAD. Several deficiencies were noted.
During the week of May 21 the first two of fcur emergency warden fire protec-
tion sessions were held. Demonstrations were made of fire extinguishers by
the Fire Department and a film _as shown on the same subject.
Arrangements were made for the NRDS Fire Department to inspect E-MAD construc-
tions prior to welding_nd cutting operations to aid in fire prevention.
¢
%
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2.6 PRODUCT ASSURANCE
2.6.1 PRODUCTASSURANCE - CONTRACTOR'S PLANTS
A. PRODUCT ASSURANCE DIVISION - REON
l o General
REON R&QA Program Plan Report No. 2487, Revision A, is now in publication and
will be issued during July 1965.
In May 1965 internal audits were run to determine the capability of the
Sacramento Support Operations to supply the necessary quality data to the
Product Assurance Division PEON. As a result of these audits_ recommendations
were made that the REON Product Assurance Division Data System be revised to
make full use of the Sacramento Plant Support Operations capabilities.
k
Product Assurance REON is now developing trend chart.s covering the six majors.
areas of _.
Fabrication Inspection Hydraulic Shop
Fabrication Inspection Assenbly Shop
Receiving Inspection NERVA Program
Fabrication Inspection NERVA Machine Shop
Fabrication Inspection _IERVA Weld Shop
•Test Area Inspection
These charts will take into consideration the total, parts inspected and the
percent discrepant, and will enable the Product Assurance Division to make an
analysis of the problem areas and see that corrective action is taker, L.o
eliminate the problems.
During this report period.: PAD developed and implemented a Test Area Q_ality
Control Plan, describing the activities determined necessary to
Provide assurance that the inherent reliaoility of engine ._
and test support hardware is maintained during the test
cycle, and
°. . ,
r
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Provide the information necessary to more fully meas&re
and control the quality of hardware for the NERVA Sacrame_to
Test Program
This plan has been reviewed _nd approved by sll necessary Sacramento Divisions.
2. Product Assurance Eng_neerin_
a. Turbopump
A new radiographic process for the determinati6n of quality le_els on the NERVA
pump housing is now being reviewed. It is expected that this document will be
published during the next reporting perio&
l_e to the cracking problem in the A-286 turbine rotors, a thorough NDT evalua-
tion is being conducted. A check sheet, including the following forms of
nondestructive testing, was established and the following tests were conducted:
Ultrasonics Residual Surface Stress
Zygl o Hub Etching
Eddy Current
As a result of these tests _d their evaluation, improved acceptance criteria
will be established.
W
b o U-Tube Nozzle
Continued development studies are still .being @enducted on the ultrasonic
technique on an NRX-A configuration nozzle as_embly_ S/N 008. _amples of@
trepannirg were subjected to ultrasonic correlation studies. It is planned
to continue the correlation study during the next quarter.
b_Itrasonic cleaning methods were used on the nozzle and were not successful
in c]eaning the inside passages. However, the cleaning standard, AGC-STD-9001,
was successfully used for the nozzle components and during the major phases
of assembly operations.
The technique of brazing the channels to the nozzle has been improved to a4
high level of reliability. The last few nozzles have had only three to six
°
.-#
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minor leaks. Improved quality of channels, the cleaning and preparation of
nozzle sur,'aces, and improved dimensional control of nozzle grooves have all
contributed to this improved brazing quality.
c. Test Stand Control System
In the l_st reporting period a quality assurance program plan for TSCS was
prepared. This plan was approved and was primarily designed to satisfy the- "'
quality control objective specified in the Pr_zram Plan for Sub-task 2.2.8°
The test procedures will be completed next quarter.
d. MCC/EIV
During this report period work was continued on the correction of inadequacies
present in the MCC/EIV. When work was terminated at AMF and the unit shipped
to Sacramento, tasks for initiation and completion were reviewed by the task
team, consisting of four Pro jet; _i',ngineeringrepresentatives and a Product
Assurance Engineer. A total of approximately 30 tasks were completed during
this quarter.
The MCC and EIV specifications have been reviewed and will be published during
•the next quarter, incorporating a number of changes.
e° Integrated Planning .- --
EEON Product Assurance En@ineering is implementing integrated shop planning
that is compatible with the develolm_ent nature of the REON Program and _rill
eliminate difficulties in tracing materials and making provisions for ICD
call-outs on the planning. -'
Reviews have been conducted on 397 sets of integrated planning for component
parts and assemblies, of which approximately 70% apply to The propellant feed
line _systems and the remaining to the nozzle hardware.
, B. quali_ Assurance.
The shipment of NRX/EST instrumentation components to lWfOrequired definition
of materials for End Item Material Review Board revie: prior to release at-.._2.O.
, ._ni_,was accomplished by the issue of a memorandum coordinated with _PO-C. To
assure proper quality control, Product Assurance Engineering will approve all
_h.pping instructions prior to release. .. "'
D •
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B. SU_CONTRACTOR AND PROCL_._f CONTROL
i. Permanent Radiation Shield
B]_ Product Assurance coordination was performed with WEC (Sunnyvale), SNPO-C,
!'.'_OQC Representative, and Aetron/Covina Engineering regarding disposition of
nonconforming material and documentation for the End Item Report or Log Book
for the Permanent Radiation Shield. REON Product Assurance determined and
reported the status of outstanding "G" letters to assure completion of disposi-
tion on neaconforming material.
2. Coordination with ACFI
SNPO-C presented the results of a survey trip by Mr. Dallas Adams to ACFI,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The purpose of the conference was to determine a
method of operation with ACFI through AEC offices at Albuquerque to improve
the Quality Control coverage of articles being furnished by ACFI for SNPO-C,
WANL and AGC. It was concluded that the activity issuing the procurement to
ACFI would clearly delineate QC provisions in the Procurement Package and
request AEC to provide QE services_ QC coverage and monitoring of ACFI. ACFI
would be requested in the Procurement Package to develop and present inspection
plans and procedures, the necessary process control procedures, and special
inspection process control procedures, together with shop drawings for approval
by the activity issuing the proct_rement. The issuing activity (in the case of
W_u_ULor AGC) would only be permitted to perform source surveillance at ACFI
through a direct request to SNPO-C, Mr. J. Dutxi, or to visit ACFI only in the
company of a SNPO-C representative: Mr. D° Adams was designated as the SNPO-C
representative responsible for this liaison when available; where necessary
_r. Lutli would provide an alternate guide in those cases where Mr. Adams could
not be available. It was concluded that this approach should greatly improve
the quality control coverage of the artioles being supplied by ACFI. The proce-
dure was agreed to by WANL and AGC.
3, Procurement Control
REON Product Assurance Procurement Control supported an increased procurement
activity duriqg this reporting period.
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In the last ._uarterly report it was pointed out tLat Procurement Control was
establishing control points at the source of manufacture and directing the
sour ze verification effort in order to receive quality hardware. The advan-
tage_ of establishing control points at the source of manttfacture and directing
_he sc.urceverification effort has resulted in improvement in quality and
configuration control by directing attention to the planning and the early
detection of potential problems or conformances, and the early detection of
:lonconformances, and reporting them on Supplier Discrepancy Action Requests
(SDARs). More accurate and complete documentation from suppliers is also
evident.
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2 6.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE - NRDS
;-. R-_33_
_uring this reporting Period the _fO Quality Control organization has had
minor reorganization with major physical relocation of Quality Control
yersonnel. Quality Control personnel have been assigned and are now located
at the Control _bint, ETS-I, and R-MAD in accordance with the task require-
ments. The objective of this decentralization is to allcw each area super-
visor to operate reasonably independent of the other areas _-ith the personnel
available.
The R-MAD Quality Control activities for the past quarter have been concerned
with the NRX-A3 assembly_ disassembly-, and post-operative examination opera-
tions and the ACFI NRX-EST Test Car. Subsequent to the comp±etion of the
NRX-A2 assembly, NTO Quality Control issued a QRDR Summary Report and an
analysis of the summary. _alysi3 of the discrepancies or failures reported
on the NRX-A3 assembly operations "ndicated approximately 32% of the items
reported were related to erroneous or incomplete informatiofi on drawings,
_ring schedules, and procedures. In most instances, discrepancies were of a
minor aab'0me. 24_ of the discrepancies reported were ite/ns classified as
design problems. Receiving [nspection accounted for 24% of discrepancies.
This category relates to lack of proper documentation and certifications upon
;ece_pt at NRDS_ QRLRs categorized as "'informatign only" type of discrepancies
w_re tho3e documents which were written to record requirements for improvements
.or h_forma+iOno These accounted for i1% of the total. 9% of the discrepancies
_,ereattributed directly to personnel errors and carelessness.
A process capability study of the Actuator Controls System was initiated by
,_[0Quality Control° The results of this study have not been completed because
of several anomalies in the data traces_ which were attributed to equipment and
or_ratoz error and do not provide conclusive results. A retest is scheduled
after 5he te_t equipment has been repaired and operators have been properly
Lrained. Currently, a series of audita is being conducted on NRX/EST hardware.
These audits affect ACFI- and _wfO-received hardware° Periodic audit reports on
the NRX/EaT hardware and Tcst Car will be issued as they are completed.
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B. CONTROL POINT A_) TEST CELL "A"
N20 QuaLity Control has prepared an Electrical Workmanship Standard for use
at _q_DSwhich is specifically applicable to Test Cell "A".
During the NRX-A3 test series, Quality Control personnel recorded all
discrepancies during R-2, R-l, and Run Day to es_&ablish a b@_is for notating
discrepancies. Any abnormality occurring during t aese test activities would
be classified as a discrepancy. A summary report has been prepared of these
tr': -'*'
discrepancies, which includes the disposition and corrective action _aken by
the operating groups. Discrepancies fall into two categories : equipment
failure and personnel error. Of these two categories, 29 ;_re noted as equip-
ment failure and 21 as personnel errors. The temporary personnel assigned to
NTO Quality Control from WANL, Large, have been participating in the preparation
of the Workmanship Standards an_ analyses of Control Point and Test Cell "A"
operations.
C. ETS-I, E-MAD RECEIVING AND SHIPPING
NTO Quality Control activity at ET_-I has been concerned with the Steam
Generator System testing program and a nominal effort in the electrical
installation area. All discrepant conditions relating to the Steam G_nerator
tests were noted on QRDRs and are awaiting disposition by REON Development
Engineering.
The Miscellaneous Cr_2t _.TerkAudit System was re-established at _TS-I.
Operating personnel are preparing specific instruction to craft worksrs for
activities requiring special attention. NT0 Quality Control has participated
in the review of installation plans for the NES Duct System and Side Sh"elds.
During this last report period, NTO Quality Control has prepared rough dr_fts
of plans for Quality Control surveillance of E-MAD systems installations. It
is currently Quality Control's plan to witness all final acceptance tests.
in the areas of Quality Control Support, which includes shipping, receiving,
procedures, and calibration of tools, NTO Quality Control activities have been
concerned with receipt of NRX/EST hardware, calibration of tools, and instruc-
tions. All tools and gages were calibrated prior to NRX-A3 disassembly
operations. A standard torque procedure has been prepared by Quality Control
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: and submitted for review and issuance ss a NTO Standard Operating Procedare.
Z_aring the next quarter NTO Quality Control anticipates clarifying the Support
Services Contractor (SSC) responsibilities.
D. COORDINATION OF ACTIVITIES
!
i Quality Control _rsonnel have been actively engaged in several off-site and
: on-site meetings having to do with EG&G activity at Test Cell "A" and the
Control Point, ACFI Quality Control activity at Albuquerque, sm.d Cleanliness
Committee meetings.
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2.8.0 PLANNING AND COORDINATION
Two investigations were developed for Contract Year 1966: one concerning effects
of materials irradiation, and the other relating to torbopump bearing materials.
A. MATEEIAI_ RADIATION EFFECTS PROGRAM
Req_,!rements for fnree materials irradiation tests have been established for
_l '66. The first test (designated as G_"_-I8) is to be performed as early
as possible in CY 1966 to qualify the thermal conductivity test cells, and to
determine the ef._ectiveness of helium convection cooling in preven¢ing over-
heating from galena radiation in low conductivity materials.
Need has been establishe_ for a second test (GRR-19) which is planned for
structural materials at higher dose levels, and will include additional metals
for irradiation at -423°F. Ambient irradiations are to be performed in boron
conCaining materials, the high-temperature properties of which are suspected
to be affected by the presence of helium resultin_ from the thermal neutron
(n, ) reaction with boron.
The third test (GTR-20) is needed to measur<- cryogenic ducti]" ies of critical
pump and nozzle materials at a dose level about a decade higher <aan was used
in GTR-16). Test temperatures of both -320°F and -423°F are to be used.
B. TURBOPUMP BEARING MATERIALS PROGRAM
The first objective in upgrading bearing performance is the replacement of
radiation-limited organic retainers by metal.
The second objective is substitution of a tougher face-centered-cubic alloy
for the brittle, impact sensitive "type 440-C stainless steel now in use for
rolling elements. Several candidate materials are under consideration. The
program will consist of two phases: the decelopment of hard surfaced material
with good cryogenic mechanical properties, and the fabrication of test bearings
and conducting NERVA type performance tests in liquid hydrogen.
Other Materials activities supporting the Turbopump Component Development
(Subtask i.2.3), _qe Nozzle Development Program (Subtask 1.4), the Propellant
Feed System (Subtask 1.2), and the Radiation Effects (Subtask 1.9) are included
under the correspondir_ subtask.
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2.8 1 MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
A. GTR-16 TEST RESLDLTS
: This investigation measured the tensile and shear properties of several NERVA
alloys which were irradiated co a dose of about lO17 nvt (fast) at -420°F and
tested prior to warmup. The most significant results are:
Ultimate Shear Strength - Since only minor changes occurred
in this property, none were large enough to be of design
significance.
Ultimate Tensile Strength (unnotched) - Only two alloys,
, Incone1713-cast and A-]IO-AT_ changed strength in excess
of normal variations in properties, incone1713-C increased
from ll2 to 133 ksi; A-110-AT increased from 216 to 226 ksi.
' Ultimate Strength (notched specimens) - One alloy signifi-
cantly increased in strength. A16061-T6_ longitudinally
welde4 and reheat treated to the T-6 condition, increased
!
, from 54:2 to 69.8 ksi. Titanium A-110-AT decreased its notch
i
strength from 171o0 to 153.7 ksi.
, Yield Strength - Appreciable increases in yield strength were
= noted in several alloys_ as tabulated below:
TABLE6
/INCREASES OF YIELD STRENGTH BY CRYOGENIC IRRADIATION
ksi ksi
pre-_rradiated post ksi
:E" _356 control irradiated change
,.
A-_56-T6 31.0 46.9 15.9
6061.-16 46.5 56.5 lO. 0
6061-T6 39.1 60.3 21.2
(Tl'_nsverseWelded)
7075-T6 94.9 106.6 i1.7
I ,conel X-750 135 •8 151.8 16.0
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Elongation and Reduction inArea - Decreases of elongation
occurred in all alloys; hoover, these data will require
corrections for plastic strain outside of the gage section.
These corrections will probably decxease the apparent
radiation effects. In any event_ none of the changes in
the ductile alloys are sufficient to be of concern to
engineering design. The lo_ ductility alloys, on the other
hand, appear to be affected s_'fficiently to require careful
consideration by designers. 5nese data are tabulated below
in Table 7.
TABLE7
Elongation Area Reduction %
lh-e- Post Pre- Post
Material Irrad. Irrad. Irrad. Irrad.
Hastelloy C 39.2 37.9 32.6 32.7
347 40.2 35.0 28.0 27.9
A-286 37.5 26.5 31.0 32.I
347 Welded 27. I 28.2 20.8 23.6
Incone] X 31.2 26.4 27.1 26.6
6061-T6 24.1 18.1 32.4 32.6
A-IIO-AT 18.5 13.o 17.8 16.8
6061-T6, TWU 9.0 7.3 16.4 21.6
Type 3h7-C, cast 7.7 7.3 8.8 6.4
6061-T6, LWU 6.0 5.5 Ii.9 IO.8
A-110-AT, TWU 5.9 4o8 9.4 ll.4
7075-T6 6.4 4.1 7.0 7.9
A-356, cast 1.5 2.0 2.8 0.8
Inconel 713, east 3.0 1.8 7.O 1.7
44o-c o 0 - -
TWU - Transverse welded, unnotched
LWU - Longitudinal welded, unnotched
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This test _emonstrat_d that most alloys eva_uated _an be used safely in a
combined liquid hydrogen nuclear radiation environment at dose levels of
1017 nvto A few alloys, which initially have marginal ductilities, &_e
further degraded by irradiation. These include cast and welded alloys_ and
their use in this environment sho_id be avoided.
B o POLYFOAM TUBE PROTECTION
A fire-resistant polyurethane foam was applied after brazing to the interior
of NERVA nozzles S/N 021, 0247 and 026 to protect U-tubes from damage during
fabrication and handling. The current technique utilizes sp_-aying instead
of casting in place_ as on previous nozzles.
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2.8.3 REPORTINGOF MATERIALSDATA
During this quarter the ist -965 semi-annual supplement to the Materials Data
Book was published. A development plan was formulated for the Data Book
revision to be puolished in January 1966. A Data Book style guide was prepared
for this and provides for a totally new, more compact format. Thls document
will facilitate and reduce the cost of Deta Book master sheet preparation.
Pages 204, 205 and 206 hBve purposely been omitted.
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SECTION Iii (CONTINUED)
TECHNICAL'DISCUSSION
TASK
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3.1 NERVA EXHAUST SYSTEM (NES)
3.1.3 SCALE MODEL PROGRAM',
A. GENERAL
The scale model testing is completed and the data are being analyzed. The
preliminary test results and initial data analysis were presented to repre-
sentatives of SNPO-C on 17 June 1965.
B. SECONDARY EJECTOR SYSTEM
The secondary ejector tests were completed on i0 June 1965 with the running
of test D-284-LQ-52. The test hardware is shown in Figures 50 and 51.
Altogether 27 tests were completed in Phase I, 13 tests in Phase II and 12
in Phase III.
A set of all the reduced data for the 52 tests has been forwarded to
Dr. Jerry Grey of Princeton University for use in checking his analyses and
predictions. Dr. Grey is responsible for analysis of the mixing data
generated in Phase II.
Preliminary results of Phase I and III show that for each value of _ tested
there is a specific point during the test at which the primary exit Mach
number becomes constant. This phenomenon could be caused by a choking condi-
tion in the secondary duct. Whatever the reas6n, performance of the system
suffers when operating in the constant Mach number region. Ability to predict
the point of constant Mach number will constitute a major portion of work
remaining in the CY 65 Program.
C. CENTER BODY DIFFUSERS
Twenty-four tests were conducted on the center body diffuser. _ne exterior
view of the test hardware is shown in Figure 52. The final test, D-285-LQ-2&,
was run on 25 June 1965. The first 12 tests (6 heat transfer and 6 gas dynamic)
-: indicated lower than expected heat-transfer rates to the nosepiece of the
center body.
• .; • . "t . • :-
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To ens,lre a minimum of heat loss to the interior of the center body_ t:
remaining three nosepieces _ere completely insulated with Vermiculite. The
tests conducted with these nosepie-_es indicate a closer agreement between
theory and test data. It was decided to rerun the heat transfer portion of
the tests on the first six nosepieces. The results of these tests are
currently being analyzed.
On Run D-285-LQ-19, a calorimeter was installed in nosepiece 1.58-30 ° and a
heat-transfer test was conducted, data from which are presently being reduced.
The oscillograph record shows that the A T (or the heat-transfer rate of the
calorimeter) reacts to the large pressure flactuations at the exit of the 40:1
contoured nozzle during engine shut-down. This phenomenon perhaps indicates
that the shock waves set up when the 40:1 nozzle is not flowing full are con-
tacting the nosepiece of the center body. Analysis of both gas dynamic and
heat transfer data is continuing.
(Text continued on page 412)
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Figure 51
Secondary Ejector Exit
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Figure52
_°
Ceute_bO_ _JectOr Test ga_l_re
0 #
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3.1,4 EXHAUST ':;YSTEMETS-I
A o DUCT
1. Fabrication
REON personnel participate in the NES duct fabrication status review meetings
held at the Air Preheater Company, Wellsville, New York to discuss fabrication
progress° The agenda has included design, fabrication, schedules, and weld,
stress relief, assembly, and installation procedures.
The inner shell of the primary duct section, as received by the Air Preheater
Company from the Excelco Company, Silver Creek, New York, is shown in Figures
53, 54, and 55. Attachment of coolant flow angles to the primary duct section
is shown in Figure 56° Attacbluent of coolant flow angles to .+,he45 ° exit
elbow is showuq in Figures 57 and 58° Coolant flow angles are being fitted and
welded to the primary duct section and to the 45 ° exit elbow of the secondary
duct section° Some slight distortions due to welding operations have occurred,
but no serious problems have been encountered.
Welding operations on the secondary steam ejector manifold were completed.
Figures 59 and 60 show the steam ejector and the stress relieving furnace
thermocouple survey fixture prior to stress relieving at the Pfaulder Company,
Rochester, New York°
The two h_Ives of the 90 ° duct elbow have been mated in the weld fixture°
The weldment joiniDg of the two halves is in process as shown in Figure 61.
7nter".d casts .nadeof the inside surfaces of tubes in the elbow section have
, given ac(urate measuremen¢.._of d_fective areas resulting from welding operations.
2o Source Surveillance.
Source surveillance has continued on the West Coast for all subcontractors to
the Air Preheater Company° These subcontractors include the Palmer Company,
• _,nit'i_J, C l.ifornia; Ma_man/Aeroquip Corporation, Los Angeles, California; and
, _c Cromer M_nufacturing Company, Los Angeles, California.
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The Palmer Compan_ - The Palmer Company was given a contract by the Air
Preheater Company for fabrication of.nine small bellows for use with inst-_l..
lation of thermocouple wells in the duct elbow water jacket. This contract
has been completed.
Marman/Aeroquip C.orporati9n - With the exception of the pneumatic actuator
assemblies, fabrication of all hardware for the steam-line-severance plane
Joint assembly is completed. Rework associated with a change f,'om non-metallic
to metaliic vanes is required on the actuators. With the compl:_on _f this
rework, an acceptance test is planned to demonstrate unit performance°
All fabrication on the duct severance plane joint assembly has been completed°
Seal leakage tests will be performed before final acceptance°
Hardware fabrication for the water inlet and water outlet severance plane joint
assemblies is appzoximately 60% completed. Completion is anticipated during
the next report period.
Cromer Manufacturing Company - With the exception of the 57001 and 57002 shroud
assemblies, all work at the Cromer Manufacturing Company is completed° Comple-
tion of the shroud assemblies has been delayed because of die breakage. It _s
anticipated that these assemblies will be completed during the n_xt report ptrios
As presently planned, this delay will have no adverse effect on auct fabrication.
schedules o
(T_Y.t.e:_r,_ :J:i"J _" ,. •
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Figure 54
NES Duct Primary Section
Inner Shell, Side View
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Fl_e 55
NES Duct Primary Section
Inner Shell, Front Vlew
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Figure 56
Attachment of Coolant Angles
Primary Shell
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At_cl_ent of Coo3_nt AzOres
_5o ]_t El_ov
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• Figure 58
Attachment of Coolant Angles
45° Exit Elbow
(Close-up view)
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Figure 59
Steam Ejector and Thermocouple
Survey Fixture
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Figure6O
Steam Ejector
on Stress Relieving Fixture
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Figure 61
Welding 900 Duct Angle
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3,1,5 STEAM GENERATOR DEVELOPMENT
A.. iNITIAI SIh%-dE-DO_.:._TESTS AT ETS-I
Following installation and checkout of the system the following hot-firing
testsj which are delineated in HN-S-0203_ Steam Generator Test Plan_ NE8
were conducted during this quarter on each of three generators:
ignition and ]:dl.eTests - To demonstrate satisfactory ignition
a.d functional integrity of related instrumentation and
controls.
Full Steam-[e.-t_ - Short duration runs of 30 seconds
maximum w..;recond&cted on each module wi_h no attempt
to adjust tempera_,are (water control valve full on-board').
All Festa were considered salisfactory_
PAR DWA RE •NoPE,.:.F'-ON
Following the foregoir_ tests_ the steam exhaust test pipe was removed, and
the plenum inner liner and generator walls were visdally inspected for damage
or erosion. No erosion was detected and there was no indication of hot core
impingement at. the plenum elbow sections. However, upon removal of the main
_njecter as_emb;y of each generator, several weld era<ks were ocserved on
6/N 0016, as ._nown on Figures 62 and 63, An ir.s.pection was mad_ of the
injector assembly of the spare generator, whi¢-h had preVlOUSly been utilized
to conduct, ihe "Safety and Malfunction" 'test program. Although no wel.d cracks
wel,:-ore_ent, ihe second-stage igniter had been severel.y danmged by excess
temoerature, as sho_n in Figure 64. It was also noted !hat the chamber inner
iir_,_ had bi_stered in several, places_ although there wa_. no indication of
|
rupt.,re oz weld frac[ure An immediate review of the safety and malfunction
test data reveale-a 5hat r.he system water shut-off valve had closed prior to
, _hut-down whi Le o-perat.ing at full _i.eara_ '.Thiscondition had previously gone
• '" ..&
_n.le_=.rted _ince all. ether data appeared normal, it has been tentatively
, ?cnolL,Srd that the igniter failure and blistered chamber of the spare
generalor occ.._rr.edbecau_.e of loss of water during the final test of the
safety and malf:_nction +est program conducted ai [L-"hlokol'_.hemi::aiCorpo;at.iorJ
i
I
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Thiokc! is presently investigating this problem but has yet to concur with
REON findings.
Co SPARES PROC_J_
One each of the following long-lead-time spare parts were fabricated by
Thiokol
Combustion Chamber Injector Assembly
Plenum Assembly Miscellaneous Filter Elements
Of lhe above spares, the plenum assembly was rejected during _ because of
weld cL'aeks and other weld defects, Thiokol was advised to submit a repair
procedure and correct the noted deficiencies. All other components have
been delivered .toNRDS.
(Text continued on page 230)
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• F"_'are62
!
i InjectorAssembly_S/N 0016
i
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; Figure 63
[
':. Injector Assembly, S/N 0016
b-_rl.ng Weld C_el_
i
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Burne_ out Igniter Assembly, S/N 0019
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..i.8 GENERAL EXHAUST SYSTEM SUPPORT
A. _LL-C-CALE _ _'_" SFAiu_ FACiLITf DE%_ELOP_-S_'_FFOC_FAM
raorzcatlo:.--of e naz.z_'a_.-e..... ....
- " " l I_: _ne _--ealdeveicpmen _ _rogra.m ha._ b_n (-oz,piete_-,
;_th the exception of the pneumatic actuators. Re_-oW_ associated w<zr, a
change from non-metallic to metallic vanes is required on the actuators. Seal
tests to date have confirmed the sealing capabiiitie_ of the joint.
The clamp and flange assembly is shown in Fi_are 65. _n_nelower flange is
shown in Figure 66.
A second duct-to-facility bellows assembly is being fabricated at Solar Aircraft
Comparcf, San ,Diegc_California. Some warpage has occurred in _elding the
bottom flange to the bellows. A stress relievip_ operation after _mldirg is
planned as a corrective measure.
B. DES£C4_"DEMONS_ _TIC_ "_EST PROGRAM
A proposal from the Annin Valve ComT#any to provide the 12-inch pressure
control valve was reviewed and found satisfactory. An inquiry is presently
under way to determine the feasibility of having Annin supply the controller
for this valve.
Fabrication was started of the iO to I area ratio conical nozzle for the
design demon_tra+ion te:_t _-_ogzam
A _reiJ..mi_ar2 edi_.icn of Revl.--ionA _o PEON Report R_-_-0157 NES .Design
Demon s_ratlon T_ _ Pz-ogram has been is._ued for review and =o_mmer:t
-- T-If _ - a-,-_,_T-1 o ," --
|
Ai! dra';ings for +.he +..enporaryinstrumentation system _m;e been reviewed and
ap_rovc_ All mcuntirg t__a_Ke..2:a'-^Cngsfor the permaner.-tinstrumentat_.on
have been _eviewed ar.d approved, "-nstaiiation dra_-lngs are approximately
,:- 5C_ corerieted.
The duct in3t_imentatlon cable boom fabricated by t_heLaMesa Tool Company,
: E1 $ajon, California, has csen completed. The boom Is sho_m in Figare 67 and
68.
I
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A procedure defining location and orientation of all transducers on the NES
duct has beeu completed.
D. OPERATIONAL AND SAfeTY REQUIREMENTS AI/D DUCT INSTALLATION
Studies on emergency shut-down procedures made by REON indicate that a suffi-
cient amount of _ could be expelled into the vault in case ef a duct wall
failure to result in a stoichionetric mixture with air regardless of the type
of shut-down employed. Based on this study, it was concluded that the
Emergency II shut-down is of no value in the event of a duct wall failure.
Flow tests were conducted on the duct flow tube specimen fabricated by the
Palmer Company for RE0_. The data analysis shows a 2.6 velocity head loss
from %he tube exit to the "fold-back." A -9.0velocity head loss was used
for the duct design calculations.
A re-evaluation of the pressure drop across the duct was made using the
higher tube exit loss and considering the modified ETS-I process water system.
Balancing orifices to be used in the duct were sized based on the results of
this analysis. Flow testing of the duct t,_,besis shcz_nin Figure 69.
Recommended changes to the duct vent anq drain lines have been completed.
These changes are proposed to reduce the number of ports to be sealed during
proof and leak testing and to effect a flow reduction to conserve wster
during engine cooldown period.
The duct installation procedure from the Air Preheater Company was re%_lewed
by REON and approval was transmitted to SNPO-C.
(Text continued on page 237)
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Figure 65
87-In. Marman Flange Coupling and Scre-_ Jack_
I
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Figure 66
87-in. Marmau Flange
Test Set-up
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Figure 67
NES Duct Instrumentation Boom
Front View
....
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Figure 68
NES Duct Instrumentation Boom
: Rear View
I
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Fig_re 69
E$ Duet Foldback Tube
Test Fixture
m
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3.2 ETS-I
3,.2.0 INTEGRATION AND TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
The conduct of technical coordination, planning_ subtask integration_ liaison_
technical direction, _nd overall integrated management continued in support of
the development and activation of the ETS-I Facility Complex consistent with
the requirements of the NERVA program.
Facility systems data were _Lodated to provide for each X-Engine cool-down
schedule proposed and all engine requirements were reviewed to determine
compatibility with existing or planned facilitieso Facility capability and
modification and proposed design alternates were incorporated in ETS-1 planning
to allow establishment of engine requirements which would require minimal
facility changes.
|
i
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3.2.1 DESIGN REVIEW
Reviews of specifications for functional . operational, and safety adequacy to
s,,pport the N[RVA prog._am were eo_t,ducted, as well as r_view:-, of A&;: aeslgns
trod cor;struction drawi.ngSo
Continued evaluations were conducted (and transmitted to SNPO-C as required)
regarding engine development changes and facility requirement changes. These
efforts included the following:
The total facility cool-down capability was re-evaluated based on the latest
XE-I cool-down requirements and a report, based on this analysis was published.
A study was continued, and design revisions initiated, to integrate all
facility, electrical, a,_d instrumentation purging systems and to determine
their fluid requirements, but with utilization of air rather than an inert
gas as the purge fluid wherev_r safe practices permit,
Design reviews of the Engine Test Com_ "tment (ETC) shield package were con-
ducted at the vendor's facility on a contineing basis.
Final design changes and test analysis of eutectic trough heating elements and
gate were comp±eted. A final test analysis will be subsequently reported,
Acceptance testing was conducted on the top seal bellows which has been accepted
and i_ presently in trans_ t to NRI.S.
Piping d_sign efforts are _: progress in the ETC o_gen ane or.her gas analyzing
systems For the Engine Te._t Compartment.
A [n'eliminary review of penetration ports and _,iping req'cirements in the ETC
side shields was conduct,-.d to allow the passing of a known radiaiJon source
through the shields to check neut1_onic instrumentation°
[
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3.2o2 NES FACILITY MODIFICATION
3F£Oengineering support was provided for the integration of the _S, the rlES
Steam Generator System, the NES support equipmen.t required, and the 3_-S check-
out, _n conjunction with the construction, activation, and checkout of the
ETS-I Facility Complex.
Engineering support continued_ to determine a method to extend the duration of
the pre-fire Engine Test Compartment purge. To accomplish the extended duration,
a preliminary design concept was completed for a door wh-,chcould be attached
to the duct outlet. This door would provide a means of maintaining the required
positive pressure in the ETC during the Purge period@
An analysis of ETS-1 cool-down systems is being continued to determine the
compatibility of system capabilities with flow requirements of the integrated
NES tests. Based on total utilization of the cooldown systems, it is antici-
pated that only minor modifications will be required to adapt from the NES
integrated test program to the XE cooldown systems schedules°
Calculations and a summ_y were prepared in an investigation of the Pressure
Control Valve (50-PCV-449)for the NES Demonstration Test with various size
(6 to 12-ino-dia) combinations of parallel lines., it was disclosed that the
effect of the reduced valve size on the GHe Cool.°downII Schedule is negligible,
but would improve the cool-down characteristics@ Reduction of the valve size
and addition of a I0 or 12-in@ transmission line (as required by other systems)
to the NE-SDemonstration Test System, increases the sy.stemcapability.,
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 .2.3 iNTERFACE/INTEGRATION AND CONTROL
Work was cuntinued to prepare interface criteria, interface control dr_ings_
ana conduct preliminary design studies to define and integratp fsc_Lity_to-
facility interfaces and provide data for facility-to-te_ _ article interfaces.
Studies continued to define the inter-relations and interfaces between the
Test Stand Control System, the Instrumentation and Control System, all
mechanical and flow facility systems and the X_-Engine. Assistance was
provided in the generation and coordination of interfacing efforts in the
preparation of the REON drawings for Installation and Interface Control, XE-1
Engine to the Engine Test Compartment.
A total composite flow schematic of the ETS-I Facility has been initiated.
As-built conditions of existing systems and the most current design of those
systems proposed are being used as the basis for this as-built schematic.
A review of the thrust structure and electrical and fluid interface systems
is continuing. Close coordination is being maintained with the engine and
engine adapter interface requirements to assure compatibility with current
requirements.
A system of Engineering Change Requests and Drawing Change Requests was
initiated to fulfill the need for up-to-date facility _s-built drawings control
and the requirement for Emgi_eering Change coordination and cen bza] approval.
A component identification tag system was also initiated to re_]ace the present
field sketch procedure.
I
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3.2.4 FACILITY-TO-THRUST-STRUCTURE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Thermodynamic, fluid, operatlons_ a_d safety systems analysis required by
changes in the NERVA engine requirements, as well as criteria, preliminary
design, and procurement specifications engineering support were provided.
System design backup and analysis generated or revised on the basis of +he
latest X-Engine requirements include the following:
Studies continued on available facility fluid storage
capacity and curves of presf-ure drop as a function of
flow rate. These studies are being updated for each
proposed cool-down and alternate facili'cy interface fluid
supp.!y system. Evaluation of system response time to
assure engine and facility safety are in progress, as are
analyses of fluid and _ystem requirements to maintain an
adequate fluid storage supply.
Calculations are in progress to interpret the He llne and
supply requirements for two cool-down schedules and NES
integrated test requirements. The results -f these
calculations and recommendatious were transmitted to
SNPO-C.
Coordination meetings were held in Cleveland to schedule Interface
Systems procurement and installations consistent with ETS-1 actuation
requirements. A subsequent 28 May meeting resulted in the_e declszons:
, There will be no Emergency II Cool-down line in the ETC intermediate
shield. Appropriate revisions to the Interface System design and procure-
ment were made as a direct result of these decisions.
Vendor and fabricator contacts continued in an effort to msinimlze fabrication
i and procurement lead times and to produce satisfactory components. Procurement
i for the Interface System piping components and fabricated _terials proceeded
on schedule.
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_h-.-ETS-i interface System Design was revised and redrawn for an ins:allation
_o_t._stizate _nd _:,=____-_"_=._.e_.._-_T-i,-:7.nterface Systems status was periodically
".ranzm_ ._ to SX_O-C.._.
A ccmol-te analysis. £?$-i Cooldo_-a System Pressure Drop _ual_,}is ;_as submitted
to $/;PO-C to indicate an EI'S-I 8aequacy in respect to )i_ coo!do_.m r_cqu[rements
__8tawere prep.area on coo!-dowT: system valve properties and transmittal made
avs"-I_I=_=_-_for the._ Engine gro._p incorporation in the Coo!-do_m Simulat_o.u
Cum;-uter Program.
I
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3.2.5 ETS ACTIVATION PLAN
Data for updatiag the S_O-C ETS-I Management Network and Activation Network
Summaries was monitored. Field surveillance and guidance was provided for tile
activation plans and procedures for the ETS-1 Complex.
In conjunction with the above: a study was completed to more adequately define
the effort involved in the conduct of each NTO activity, including NES integrated
testing, through XE-Engine testing. This effort included facility experimental
plans in sufficient detail to permit an analysis of time span requirements.
The facility experimental plans include definitions of scope, summary and
objective, pre-test, test, operator and facility systems requirements, post-
test/securing operations, data analysis and corrective action, general instruc-
tions, and control room procedures.
Charts were prepared to cover gas and fluid utilization for specific sequences
of operation.
Count schedule bar charts were also updated in support of the Gas and Liquid
Utilization Summary Schedules.
# • ,
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:.2.6 ENGINEERING SUPPORT
._,_ort_-were continued to provide tecnnieal assistance and eng.ineering support
:' or. the ETC cute.uric seal gate test fixture and *.he FIC sea! gate design verifi-
K
cation test program.
' Studies were continued for including low source radiation sFeeimen holders in
[
the Engine Test Compartment to provide a known sample for calibrating the
.[ facility neutronics system located in the side shields.
l Engineering Support and Documentation preparation was provided for the develop-
ment of the Engine Test Compartment activation test plan for a test program
t')be conducted at ETS-lo This preliminary ETC Test Plan is in process and is
approximately 90% complete. A preliminary ETC/NES Activation Schedule was
completed.
As a result of raising the ETS-I Facility thrust structure, an analysis and
recommendation was transmitted on 7 April 1965 to SNPO-C, regarding modifica-
tions required at ETS-I for the XE Shielding Engine Test Compartment Interface.
Drawings and a preliminary cost estimate were prepared for modifying the Engine
Test Compartment to permit a 12-inch diameter penetration through the Inter-
mediate Shield to satisfy the cool-down requirements existing at that time.
The need for this line was later eliminated.
A preliminary design of the ETC Gas Sampling l%Amp and Analyzer System is _n
progress. Calcu!aticns are being made for the sizing of the GH2 Cooldown Line
and calculations wer6 completed on the ETS-I Engine Test Compartment Radiation
Shield.
I
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3.3 ETS-1 INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL (I & C) SYSTEM
EC_G ETS-1 Liquid Level Capacitance Probe Operational requirements were
re-evaluated, and the results were transmitted to SNPO--C and EG&G for incor-
poration in the applicable documents.
The installation of the Miscellaneous Craft Work Packages was monitored and the
necessary field change coordinated to ensure compatibility with facility an0
I&C requirements. Recommendations based upon the EG&G I&C System installation
interface were made to SNPO-C relative to schedule slips. Approximately 15
Miscellaneous Craft Work Meetings with EG@G, CATCO, and SNPO-N were held to
resolve various installation problems, including scheduling.
The TC&P installations, which were completed during this quarter, were monitored,
and trouble sheets to effect necessary field changes were prepared. S_NP_Owas
advised regarding contractor's installation delays. Engineering evaluations
_;ere performed on the cable test results received from the TC&2 contractor.
Evaluation of questionable thermocouple cable test results continued.
The following activities were performed during the quarter:
Establishment with EG&G of the recording locations of the para-
meters required for the I&C System checkout;
I_termining those signal conditioning cards which are utilized
with the facility parameters;
Engineering calculations to determine precision resistor values
for signal conditioner calibration, range, and completion networks;
Engineering surveillance of the I&C System installation;
Reviews of various EG&G documents, including updated system design
drawings, preliminary system checkout procedures, operation and
maintenshce manuals;
Preparation of a preliminary Data System performance procedure;
and coordination of the I&C System Interfaces with other construc-
tion packages such as shields and interface systems.
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: 3.5 EMA9 FACILITY COMPLEX
>esigns and layouts for soft roof walkways, roof safety rail, E-MAD Facility
fencing and perimeter lighting, emergency generator, security and bonded
storage area, tool crib, personnel doors, emergency exits, and outside
lighting were prepared and submitted to SNPO-N for review and approval.
A specification for installation and checkout of the E-MAD closed circuit
, TV sysbem _as prepared and submitted to SNPO-N for their use in placing a
TV installation contract.
Fnotographs and detailed measurements of the Post-mortem Cell dimensions which
interface with Post-Operative Cell Material Transfer System (POCKS) were
determined. Re-evaluation and justification of the basic operational and
engineering requirements for POCMTS were also provided.
Engineering review and coordination was provided to SNPO for the Master Slave
Manipulator roller tube assembly design proposed by Central Research
Laboratories, Inc., and to rectify the interfaces between the facility and the
cell service area rectilinear manipulator.
Designs of the E-MAD add-on equipment, i.e., metallograph, microhardness tester,
gross and increments3, gamma scanners, etc. were reviewed, and specific locations
were defined for the equipment within the E-MAD area.
A list was prepem_:d of all post-operative equipment which will either be trans-
ferred from R-MAD or be newly procured for E-MAD. A preliminary cell assignment
was then set forth for each piece of equipment, giving consideration to opera-
tional and building constraints, and product flow.
Comments on the Wall Mounted Handling System Acceptance Test Plan were submitted
to SNPO-C and Vitro Engineering Company; the Overhead Positioning System
Acceptance Test Plan review and acceptance is expected to be complete by 1 July
1965.
A study "_msprepaled and presented to SNPO-C and Vitro Engineering Company
representatives detailing the funding and minimal facility equipment recom-
mended for an operational core disassembly and examination cell to support the
_RVA Engine Program.
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3.6 TEST CELL "A"
During this report period NRX-A3 testing activities utilized %/heTest Cell "A"
Facility until 2 June 1965. After the removal of NRX-A3 to the MAD Building,
the facility was decontaminated so that normal modification and preventative
maintenance activities could resume.
Prior to the time of removal of _q_X-A3 to the )lAD Building, modification
designs were finalized and approved_ and specific work orders were written
so that materials and long-lead items could be procured. Detailed work
schedules were prepared and work begun to meet a tentative Facility Checkout
Experimental Plan on 19 August 1965.
In addition to the above_ fabrication of cryogenic piping for EST was started.
)61terial for EST auxiliary gas system and the EST reactor flare boom was ordered.
Civil work was started for additional LI{2 conversion pump in dewar area. Local
control box relocation for nozzle cover boom was completed.
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3.8 NRDS RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS COMPLEX
_.'on_toz'ingof Radioactive Materials Storsge Facility (RMSF) construction -#as
: c,-.rformedand coordination and assistance was provided as required. Construc-
tion was Completed on concrete bur.kers One and T_o. Three miles of railroad
,, track and three miles of messenger system pole lines were completed, as was
approximately two miles of 1500-watt iodine Quartz perimeter lighting. The
, installation of four miles of security and perimeter fencing is expected to
i be complete by 1 July 1965.
l
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i 0 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT4.1 PROGRAM PLANNING AND CONTROL
The work during the period consisted of routine bi-weekly
updating,
reporting and evaluation of the active PERT' Networks. These included the
Aerojet portion of the NEX-A4/EST, REX-A5, NEX-A6, CFDTS, XECF/XE-I, ETS-I
and E-MAD networks.
I During the months of April and May considerable activity was devote_ toward
rearranging program plans and providing corresponding adjusted versions
of the PERT and Milestone reports. Summary networks for each of the testarticles and facilities were developed, as were the corresponding End Item
Milestone Charts. These documents were included together with data
I describing the agreed upon Subtask Milestones for CY '65 in the Second
Quarterly Milestone Report Supplement. This document also supported and
i hel_ed the schedular aspects associated with the Agency Budgets
define
for CY '66 and '67, submitted during the quarter.
I An activity of simultaneously developing Milestone and PERT procedures,
thus permitting a close interrelationship, was sufficiently completed to
I be used in preparing the Second Quarterly Milestone Report Supplement to
the Quarterly Informal Progress Lietter. A description of the procedures
I was included in the Milestone Report.
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' FISCAL CONTROL
,,'£ng the reporting period, cost reports were prepared and submitted in
r,eeordanee with the requirements of the work statement. In addition_ the
annual budget study for three years of the development program was prepared.
Liaison between SI_O-C and REO_ Fiseel Oontrol eontinued on a revised eost
reporting format.
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During the third Quarter of Contract Year 1965, the following reports were
published, all titles being unclassified:
EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION
Publication
RePort Title Date Classification
2275 (Rev.) Materials Properties Data Book 4-2 Uncl.
2277 (Rev.) Radiation Effects Data Book 4-2 C/RD
2277 (Rev.) Radiation Effects Data Book 5-29 C/RD
2_20 (Rev.) Instrumentation Data Book 4-30 S/ED
2578 (Rev.) Program Requirements Document 4-22 Uncl.
RN-S-OI34 Preliminary Report on Nuclear 4-26 ;C!RD
Rshlation Heating of Compouents in
the NERVA Engine
RN-S-OI58 Pressure Vessel - Nozzle Seal Assy. 6-11 CONF.
Confirmation Test 1070N Evaluation
, I_N-S-0205 Upper Thrust Structure S/N O000001 5-5 Uncl.
Static Structural Test Evaluation
RN-S-0216 Lower Thrust Structure S/N O000OO1 4-28 Uncl.
Static Structural Test Evaluation
' RN-0560-I0-35 Informal Progress Letter No. 35 5-15 Uncl.
(Technical Section)
: I_--DR-O059 Management Controls for NEX/EST Testing 4-21 Uncl.
I_N-_M-OI_5 Basic Loads & Structure1 Design 6-Z Uncl.
Criteria for the NEX/EST Engine
RN-_4-O171 Evaluation of the NRX-A2 Pxessure 5-5 Uncl.
Vessel & Propellant Inlet Line
R_-_,i-0187 Simulated Guide Tube - Pressure 5-3 Unel.
Vessel Closur,_ Joint Test Evaluation
RN-TM-0207 Failure Analysis Report - S/N 2H Nozzle 6-1 Uncl.
RN-_M-0209 Evaluation Reports NEX-A Pressure Vessel 6-25 Uncl.
Closure Seal Cryogenic Test Series II
RN-S-0215 NRX-A2 Nozzle - _lamber, Tungsten - o-14 CONF.
Rhenium Thermocouples
RN-TM-0217 Structural Analysis & Non-Nuclear 6-II Uncl.
Components for NRX/-_ST Engine System
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LIMITED DISTRIBUTION*
, • , ,
Publication
Report Title Date Classification
RN-S-OI09 Evaluation Testing of Bendix NT-C2 4-2 Uncl.
(Rev.) Series TPC_ Actuators
RN-S-0210 Final Test Report for Phase I of the 5-11 C/BD
Countermeasure Radiation Effects
Program
RN-S-0212 Systems Analysis Procedures & 4-1_ Uncl.
• Techniques
RN-S-0213 CFDTS Pre-Test Predictions _-28 Uncl.
2 Vols.
_-S-0217 Final Report for Phase I-B of the C/RD
Countermeasures Radoiation Effects
Program
RN-S-0218 Preliminary Test Report for Phase I-D .5-11 C/HD
(Kiwi-_NT) oi the countermeasures
- Radiation Effects Program
R_-0560-i0-35 Info1_al Progress Letter No. 35 _ _-15 Uncl.
(R & QA Supplement)
RN-0560-]0-_5 Informal Progress Letter No. 35 6-5 CONF.
Milestone Supplement
RN-0560-10-35 Informal Progress Letter No. 35 6-_2_ CONF.
Milestone Supplement Revision "
RN-DL-OC38 Presentation to SNPO - Cost Review 4-1_ Uncl.
Contract Years 1%5-1966-1967
RN-DR-O058 Presentation to SNPO - Cost Review 4-20 "" Uncl.
(Reprint) Contract* Years ].965-1966-1967
RN-_R-O015 _ Monthly Fiscal Report (_March 196_) 4-22 Uncl.
RN-FR-0016 _onthly Fiscal Repor_ (April 1965) 5-21 Uncl.
_N- _R-6017 Monthly _cal Report (May 1965) 6-23 Uncl.
__ Prelimlnary D_ft - NRX/EST Safety 5-1 C/RD
Evaluation Report
* Limited distribution reports include those published aS internal reports
a_
I
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: T_e mmm_ry motion picture for CY 1964 was completed and the First Answer Prin +
! was forwarded to SNPO-C. Work continued on the photography and script preparation
i
i for the CY 1965 report film.
I
At the end of this reporting period, work was in process for the preparation
' and submission of RN-A-O00_, entitled Budget Estimate i967 NERVA Developmentk
Pro6ram.
! NERA weekly Highlights TWX's numbers 0090 - OlO1 were issued for weeks of 6 April
I through 24 June, all unclassified.
I
I
i
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4.4 CENTRAL DATA SYSTEM
A -IeL_:!ledDrawing Data Retrieval System was established which generates a
rep-)rtfor drawing product description, number of drawings, average ratio to
top assembly drawings.
A system was established to provide test data from I_O to REON Central Data
$ontrol. Test data are sorted in alpha numeric order which makes them
accessible for engineering review. Microfilm is placed in cartridges in the
same sequence, which enables the engineers to view the data on the Recordak
Lodestor Reader-Printer. and to generate hard copies as required.
Geometrical cross-section 8_nalysis of I_qRktest stand configurations was provided,
nozzle volume was calculated, and general support was supplie_ for irradiation
analys _s.
Test .datawas supplied for NRX-AI, NI_-A2, NID[-A3 and Kiwi in the following
fo1_ns: ..
Oscillograph, CDC, and Sanborn rccords
Digit al printouts
Cal-Comp plots
Test data reports
SC-4020 plots
Magnetic tapes ._
35ramapc,'ture car is
16mm cartridges
16mm mic,ofilming continues on NRX-AI, NRX-A2 and Kiw" Test Data, with an
index_ng System for locating specific data which provides viewing or repro-
ducing capabilities.
Analysis and programming was provided for the following documents:
Project Status Report
Program Requirements Document
e
NRX/EST, A4, AS, XE-I &nd CFDTS Measurements Requirement List
*V
:, % . ° :
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Support Equipment Provisioning Lists
Government Specifications and Standards Index
REON Parts Listing
Support Equipment Technical Description Handbook
35rammicrofilm aperture cards of drawings on the NERVA Program were provided
to SNPO-C and WANL on a regular b_is.
16mm microfilm of indexed NERVA Specifications was provided to SNPO-C.
9
°_
• #
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4.6 SPECIAL PROGRAMSERVICES- TECHNOLOGYUTILIZATION PROGRAM
_,lo changes in operating procedures occurred during this quarter. Submission
of informal monthly progress reports was instituted for Subtask h.6 to
provide statistics on techniques, and procedures of gathering TU information.
These reports have been submitted in _:ay and June for the preceding months.
The second change involved the Flash Sheet format, which was revised by
S_O to provide more detailed information, particularly concerning any
possible patent action by the co_tractor or contractor recommendations to
i_ASA. The innovation description was shifted to the Tech Brief format to
avoid a later rewrite by NAS&.
During this period, 37 items were reported to the TU office, with 7 items
carried over from a previous period. Of these ll were rejected as not
constituting a true innovation, 15 were pending final action as of 30 June,
and 18 were submitted to SNPO-C. In acquiring this data, 260 interviews
were conducted with engineering and technical personnel, and 97 documents
were reviewed.
Technology Utilization documents received from NASA during this period
included 157 Tech Briefs and book on ad-_nced bearing technology (SP-38).
Thi_ latter document and 8 of the Tech Briefs are potentially useful to
Aerojet and are in the hands oi the engineering personnel involved.
J
-- l ]
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5.2 AGC LRO CRYOGENICS LAB (TEST ZONE A)
The pump impeller spin test system, previously damaged during a test conducted
in March, has been reconstructed. Reconstruction of the system was accom-
plished by the latter part of April.
Two lO,O00-1b cryogenic dewars were received from Cryogenic Engineering Co. on
14 June. The dewars will be installed in the Cryogenics Laboratory for use
in fatigue and impact testing of metallic specimens.
% e
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5.3 AGC LRO TEST ZONE H
/',,."toverall view of _esting Complex H-4, H-4A, H-4B, H-5 and H-6 showing all
b.1_ictankage and piping systems is shown in Figure 70. The supersonic
diffuser cart and chamber section shown in the center foreground is desig-
nated as Test Stand H-4. Directly behind Test Stand H-4 within the super-
structure and beneath the smallest spherical vessel is Test Stand H-4A with
Test Stands H-5 _nd H-6, respectively, to the right of H-4A. The concrete
apron adjacent to the left side of Test Stand H-4 is the site of Test Stand
H-4B. Extending into the right foreground from the Testing Complex is the
CFDT_ ejector system. The LH2 catch vessel (VH-IO) and flare stack are
partially hidden behind the right side of the complex.
The _.ctivati_n of Test Stand H-5 was accomplished on 15 April with the
initiation of CFDTS-1 testing. A series of six-get start tests were condc.cted
during which the feasibility of the "bootstrap" concept was demonstrated.
A handling fixture to facilitate the installation and removal of the TPA for
the CFDTS was received on 20 April. Installation of the fixture on the CFDTS
handling cart was accomplished on 22 April.
in Figure 71, the CFPTS handling cart is shown on the rails in front of the
test position H-5. The cold.-flow machine can be seen suspended within the
superstructure in Test Stand H-5.
CT.eckout of the two-stage ejector systems for the nozzle and turbine which will
be utilized during the next group of CFDTS tests to be initiated. Initial
attempts at ejector performance tests were unsuccessful due to the inadequacy
of the actuation system for the main flow control valve. The pneumatic actuator
furnished with the valve permitted extreme oscillatlon in ejector GN2 flow rates.
Substitution of a hydraulic actuator in lieu of the pneumatic actuetor resolved
the difficulty through the improved response characteristics of the hydraulic
actuator.
Subsequently, several pre!iminaz_ flow tests of the e_ectors were conducted
with satisfactory results. However, final checkout of the systems will not %4
accomplished until just prior to the next group of CFDTS tests when the hardware
i-
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effluence of GH2 can be utilized. The uniting of the hardware effluent flows
with the flow of "spoiler" gas within the ejector systems is a necessary
condition for testing the adequacy of the ejector systems iu maintaining a
controlled backpressure condition.
The CFDTS ejectors and some of the associated piping systems are shown in
Figure 72.
TPCV testing, with heated hydrogen as the d_ive media, was initiated on
28 April. With the commencement of TPC"_ testing on Test Stand H-4A, the
activation of the primary NERVA non-nuclear test facility in Zone H is complete.
Duration of heated hydrogen &rive TPA tests on Test Stand H-6 continue to be
limited by problems involving the GH2 high pressure receivers. Because of the
possibility that hydrogen embrittlement of the receivers is oc2urring as a
function of high pressure (5,000 psi), the existing system has been downgraded
to 3,500 psi. In order to augment the GH2 supply for Zone H, 3 high-pressure
G_ receivers from the M-I Program are planned for relocation from E Zone to
H Zone.
The high pressure receivers in _est Zone "H" are shown in Figure 75 The
concrete "sleeF_rs" to the left of the existing receivers, are for installation
of additional receivers to augment the GK2 supply.
The "Velan" hot gas control valves that had failed at the stem guide, as had
been previously reported, have been repaired and returned to Aerojet. _ne
valve stem guides were m_de removable and "Haynes (Stellite) 25" was installed
in lieu of the orlgin_ "8tellite 24" as the stem guide material. The valves
have been reinstalled in the hot gas system and are operating satisfac orily.
Figure 74 shows a "Velan" hot gas control valve and actuation system in operating
position as the turbine drive valve,
_m inspection of the hydrogen heat exchanger was conducted on 4 June. One of the
_upports for the radiant tube section had burned through and some deformation of
the tl'"_ bundle was noted; in addition, deterioration of the exterior of one of
the tubes was apparent.
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Investigation into the cause of the heater problems indicated that the tube
supports were too rigid. On 28 June, the heater fabricator (T%_jmanEngineering
Co. ) initiated a "fix" for the tube supports° The original rigid parallel
supports are being replaced w_th steel rods woven through the tubes in the tube
bundles. The support offered by the "woven" support is more flexible than the
original clamp type support and is more adequate for adapting to the stresses
imposed by the expansion of the tubes when the heater is illoperation.
Th _ hydrogen heat exchanger facility is shown in Figure 75, as seen from high
in the 5-story superstructure of the NERVA testing complex.
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Figure TO
NERVA Testing Fac_lltles
H Testing Complex
Sacramento Plant, AeroJe_
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i Figure 71
I
CFDTS Eandllng Cart
in Front of Test Position H-5
Sacramento
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Figure 72
Two-Stage Ejector Systems
and Associated Piping
for CFDTS Nozzle and Turbine Testing
Test Stand H, Sacramento
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Figure 73
GH2 Hlgh-Pressure Receivers
H Test Area, Sacramento
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Figure 75
R_Irogen l_e_t-ExcbangerFacUltY
Test Are_ I_,_cx_mentO/
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5.8 AGC LRO/SRO MISCELLANEOUS LABORATORIES
Spec,fication 9270-5383 for a cryostat for calibrating high sensitivity RTT's
has been finalized. The design concept includes a liquid hellum cooled
cryostat with a large copper test block inside. The RTT :s to be tested will
be inserted in the copper test block and be compared tca platinum resistance
standard to be also inserted in the block. The standard is to be ITBS
(Weshington) calibrated. The cryostat will calibrate up to 12 RTT's during
a run and will operate over the -425 ° to -__'97° range.
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SECTION Iii (CONTINUED)
: TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
TASK 6
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6.2 GOVERNMENT PROPERT";
A hydrogen, leak alarm system for the te_o bays of the Cryogenics Laboratory
has been designed and procurement of components initiated. Completion of the
system is anticipated for August 1965.
!
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SECTION!!1 (CONTINUED)
TECHNICALDISCUSSION
TASK 7
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7.0 NRDS GENERAL SUPPORT
... ; ".
Detailed test site [schedules'were prepared for NRX-A3 and NRX-A4/_T reactor
testing, assembly, "disassembly, post-operative inspection, hardware delivery
dates, required document preparation dates, and Test Celi "A" activities.
The procurement of propellants and pressurants was scheduled, commensurate
_rith requirements dictated by test activities. ."
Revision 1 to the 3rd Annual Edition of the Program Requirements Document
(Report 2578) was prepared.
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7.I TEST CELL "A" OPERATIONS
A. TEST CELL "A"
On-site test engineering necessary to ensure compliance with the test objectives
and requirements detailed in NRX-A3 specification was provided.
Test Cell "A: facility operations for NRX testing, were continued; this included:
Assignment of personnel to direct and conduct the technical activities of TC"A"
operations.
Establishment of requirements for Machinery Maintenance and Spares.
Approval of modifications to Test Cell "A , including those necessary to support
Engine System Test, so they are properly initiated and/or implemented.
Daily maintenance of the Test Cell "A" systems was provided by the test opera-
tion team, and direction was provided to the support services contractors
i (Pan AM and FG&G) in the maintenance of the facility and subsystems of which
|
they have established responsibility.
[ B. CONTROL SYSTEMS
L Limiter circuits were installed, ch_.ked out, a_id used during NEX-A3.
A reactivity computer was designed, built, and checked out, and used during
NRX-A2-EP-II to measure drum integral worth.
The ram positioning stop drive motor_: were replaced and checked during NRX-A3.
During NRX-A3 after EP-IV and prior to EP-V, filters were installed on the
hydraulic systems inputs into the flow shut-doom and scram chain.
l
Station 8 and Station 20 averag_g chassLs were redesigned and rebuilt to
correct problems during the A3 series.
The tie-rod exit temperature averaging chassis was modified to correct a
discrepancy which prevented the automatic averaging and rejection of these
temperatures.
A new flow shut-down flow program was incorporated on PCV-41 gas control valve.
:he design objectives and criteria to be use_ in EST control systems were
established.
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C. NUCLEAR ANALYSIS A_D ENGINEERING SUPPORT
.-
A second rabbit gun, located radially from the reactor, was designed and
installed at Test Cell "A". This rabbit gun, in conjunc.ion with the axial
rabbit gun, was installed in order to investigate the relationship between
axial and radial leakage from low to high reactor power. Checkout of both
rabbit guns was completed in preparation for the NRX-A3 test series.
The design package required for installation of the side-by-side accelerometer
test was completed and issued. Engineering follow and coordination was pro-
vided during installation and checkout of this system. _qe system functioned
properly t.hroughout the NRX-A3 test series and was removed subsequently to
test.
A test program was carried out to verify the cause of abnormal oxygen analyzer
behavior _uring the NRX-A2 test series, in which the analyzer pegged negatively
at reactor power levels greater than 15 Mw. A temporary gamma shield was
installed prior to NRX-A3 testing which will be replaced with a permanent
shield to overcome this problem.
f_L1preparatory work for the NRX-A3 dosimetry program was completed by NTO
personnel. Off-site shipments of irradiated dosimeter materials were completed
and analysis of dosi_.etry data at NRDS is in progress. In conjunction with the
dosimetry program, DOSCO, a dosimetry program was expanded to increase its
flexibility for data reduction.
Detail design was completed to permit installation in Test Cell "A" of a L_
vaporizer to provide GH2 to tank farm using dewar-stored LH2, and replacing
a presently i_talled unit of marginal capability. This design package included
the required structural, electrical,-and piping details.
In support of the NRX-A3 test series, the power calibration data, rabbit gun
data, and test data were analyzed.
An analysis of an LH2 pipe rupture accident within the Flow Control Room (FCR)_s
completed to determine the relief area required to preclude structural damage
|
to the FCR structure. As a result of this study, detail designs were prepared
, to significantly increase the FCR relief area and thus limit the internal pres-
i sure buildup.
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Engineering coordination was provided for the installation of the new gaseous
nitrogen bank at TCA.
TCA radiation survey data, obtained during the NRX-A3 test series, has been
collected and is currently being analyze_ to define shielding requirements and
material activation problems.
D. DATA ACQUT_STTION AND ]NSTRUMENTATION
Channel engineering and data processing were accomplished for the six experi-
mental plans of NRY-A3.
A data evaluation team was formed, consisting of AGC, WANL, EC_, and NTO, to
check channel engineering documents against established requirements prior to
the end-to-end instrumentation check and to evaluate EP-I data to uncover data
system or setup discrepancies prior to each EP.
The following new work orders were issued for EC_ direction:
Ir.stallation, design, and checkout of 8 low level multi-
plexers and iO0 data amplifiers. Partial delivery of
components to l_I'O has been made and acceptance tests are
in process.
i.e_gn anO _,u_,allation of a calibrator for the narrow
band systemo
!
! Procure.mart and installation of a tuneable-filter dis-
i criminator for checking out the wideband system.
i The foiiowing s_ecial work items have been completed:I
', Replacement of damaged instrumentation in the Dew&r "C" :"i
I _. area.!
i Drift problems on 6 CEC differential pressure transducers
have been uncovered. Solution of problems concerning the
demodulator system and low excitation on strain gage pres-
i sure transducers.
An investigation was made on tie rod temperatures follow-
ing NRX-A3 _:._-]'Vto determine maximum temperatures reached,
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and to establish whether continuation of testing
_s possible. _is analysis confirmed predicted
values, and the "go-e/qead" was given for EP-V
and VI.
A study was completed on several accelerometers to determine their maximum
output values beyond the full scale setup range.
Data system accuracy is being checked by a new Data System E,_luation Procedure.
E. DO_TATION AND REPORTING
Final drafts of all NRX-A3 Post-Test Procedures were issued, including:
NEX-AB-P18, Test Car - Test Cell Disconnect Procedure.
NEX-A3-P19, Test Area Radiation Survey.
NEX-A3-P20, Disassembly Procedure.
NEX-A3-P23, Test Assembly Post-Operative Examination
Procedure :
Final drafts of these NRX/EST Procedures were issued:
NRX/EST-P1, Reactor/Vessel Receiving Inspection
NRX/EST-P2, Non-Nuclear Hardware Receiving Inspection
NRX/EST-P3, Engine System Assembly (Mechanical)
NEX/EST-P_, Engine System Assembly (Eleqtrlcal)
Review drafts of these NBX/EST procedures wereissued:
NRX/EST-PS, Test Article Mechanical Assembly
NEX/EST-P6,_Actuator Inst_llation and Checkout
NEX/EST_PT,'?fest'Asse_ly Electrical Hookup and Checkout
'. NEX/EST-P8, Test Car/Test Cell Mate-up
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Reports of the NI_X-A3 Test Series were issued, including:
NTO-R-O030, Pre-Test Report, NRX-A3
NTO-R-OO25, Three-Day Report, EP-I
NT0-R-0026, Three-Day Report, EP-II
NT0-R-O027, Three-Day Report, EP-III
NT0-R-O028, Three-Day Report, EP-IV
NTO-R-O029, Three-Day Report, EP-III-A
NT0-R-O031, Three-Day Report, EP-V
NT0-R-O032, Three-Day Report, EP-VI
NT0-R-O035, EP-IV Anomalies Report, NI_f-A3
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F. TEST PLANNING
The NRX-A3 test series, encompassing seven Experimental Plans, was co1_pleted
at NRDS on May 28, 1965. All major objectives of the test plan were accom-
plished. In addition, many of the secondary objectives were satisfied,
yielding a considerable amount of knowledge concerning the reactor operating
map and various parameter transfer functions. The NRX-A3, as mounted ready
for test on Test Car T-7, is shown in Figure 76.
Of the seven Experimental Plans, two were full-power runs (in excess of llO0 _)
and a third a restart to approximately 400 _,_w. The reactor was operated in the
power range for a total of 33 minutes, of which 16.1 minutes was at full power.
The full-power run of NRX-A3 is shown in Figure 77.
The seven Exp@rimental Plans and the specific objectives accomplished in each
test,are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs:
1. EP-I-NRX-A3, April 7, 1965
INITIAL CRITICALITY
During this EP, initial criticality was obtained and the differential worth of
the control drums, from 180 ° to criticality (89°), was obtained through piece-
by-piece removal of the central poison wires. Gaseous nitrogen (88 lb/sec)
and hydrogen flow tests (24 lb/sec) _ere performed to confirm predicted pres-
sure drop information. A liquid hydrogen test was then performed (to 22 lb/sec)
to gain information on propellant reactivity worth and hydraulic performance of
the reactor system.
2, EP-II-NRX-A3, April 14, 1965
POWER CALIBRATION AND DRUM WORTH TESTS
The major objectives of this test were:
Actuatlon of power calibration devices;
Determination of differential and integral worth measure-
ments of one control drum from O to 180°;
hetermination of the bank worth from delayed critical
using the rod drop method.
' (Text continued on page 288)
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Figure 76
NHX-A3 Mounted for Test
on Test Car T-7
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Figure 77
Fall-power Run, NEX-A3
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. ___-'-___-_,....- _, Azri! __!,!965
_'=::-'_,','_rCAZ.TB_A:ZC_ _LJW -'_-_"_2_ SC_/.D-DOWN PC_R TESTS
.....Th-__,_-_n_-_.objective_ of --_':o......r_st were:
:erfo_ance of liquid _g-/roge::flow startup profiles to
optimize the technique required for the F-ail-Pewer Run;
Setting of low-- and high-&_wer neturon-detector positions;
Actuation of low power dosimetry;
Ferformance of scaled down f'A!1!power run as a systems
cheek for the u_coming full po__r test.
_. LF -.._ V -.,_,,.,z. - 6 , ) "5) !_2
1ST FVL:--?rJ.'_E9, RUN
•During this EP, pa:-ticular requirements of the _RX-A3 Test Specification per-
-_- _-_:_ _ationstaining to ful F._ r o_'_" were.partially satisfied. A spurious signal
from the facility pump _uM trs_nsducer caused a flow shut-down 3.5 minutes
after full power was attained. V_ediateiy upon the flow shut-down, the reactor
was scrammed and emergency GH2 co618_nt was provided. The initial emergency
coolant flow was sufficient to maintain acceptable reactor temperatures;
however, after the !_quid inventory in the propellant was exhausted, an upstream
venturi choked, thus r._-duc_ngthe coolant flow- rate. At this time reactor
temperatures exceeded their limits until the Test Officer manually increased
G}{.,flow. The effects of'i:hese high component temperatures required detail
:nv,:_:gation, th_r_.:o)prac::.uaingan immediate restart to full power.
. E:'-_:::I-A-_:RK_A3,May 13, 1965
- _, ,_..'._<,-,.._ _z ..AN1 _-:AZ_h-D_q._POW-ER T_ST
•%,h •[.._st:.stwa_ a re.-run of _ T_'"Z-:'-.___primarily to determine if t,le flow shut-down
of EP-:V resulted :,:ac:y serious damage to the test item. Coolant tube in
the nozzle as viewed remotely on TV (see Figure 78) showed appsment failure
(an ll_u._on which was z.m....d by swabbing w_ith paint). Based upon results of
t.n_tests as compared with previous EP data; it was concluded that there was
no detectable change iT.the continuity of the flow passages on the nozzle and
reactor. Tn addition, no ,=vidence was found to indicate any structural defects
in the reactor or nozzle."
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Dark areas on corrugations
showedpossibletube rupture
FigureI'8
Divergent Sect"Ton of Nozzle
Remote View during EP-IV
I
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g. EP-V-_X-A3, Msy 20, 1965
RESTART TO FL_ POWER
The su-:cessful conclusion of this run satisfied those sections in the Test
Specification pertaining to operation at full power. The reactor was operated
in the power range for 16 minutes, of _nich 13.1 minutes were at full po_mr.
Lk_ring the full-power hold there was evidence of a slight reactivity loss,
at constant rate, totaling approximately 50%. This was w311 within _he pre-
_c_d reactivity losses. There were no operational difficulties encountered,
and all components functioned in accordance with design predictions.
7. EP-VI-NRX-A3, May 28, 1965
ALTERNATE STARTUP TO FUll. POWER
The primary objective of this EP was to explore ti_ereactor operating map in
the medium power region, In accomplishing this objective, many other secondary
ob3ectives were met, which are of prime _mportance in development of new con-
trol techniques. These experiments are listed below:
a. Startup fr__m low power to medium power with locked
drums and flow rate control from zero fl(ra (LMw)
' to 10 lb/sec (35 Mw).
b. Locked dr_nn - flc:-rprogrammed test £_'om i0 ib/sec
t (35 Mw) to 46 ib/sec (3t0 Mw).
c. Contro.L-_ystem frequency response measurements atL
various points cn the operating map, %_ich provided
u_eful information for the design of EST control
sy_ tem_.
On June 2, _ .'65,the iJRX-A3 test asoembly was successfully disconnected from
Test Cell "A" and returned to the R-MAD Building for disassembly
Twenty-four !:our and 3-Day Reports were issued for each EP. The 36-Day Report
i is scheduled for release July,6, 1965.
m
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7.3 R-MAD AND POST-MORTEM OPERATIONS
A. NPD(TEST CAR ENGINEERING
Test Car T-7 (NRX-A3) was disconnected from the test cell, moved out of the
test cell compound, and then remotely remated to the test cell. Recoupling
of the electrical coupler and subsequent electrical checks showed all systems
operating satisfactorily. Car T-7 is presently located in the hot dump where
it is being allowed to decay. See Figure 79.
Test Car T-2 has been assembled from a basic frame to the point where it is
presently ready to accept the I_X/EST pump package. All Phase i wiring is
complete and electrical checkout.@ are being made. TTie connector plug, counter
weights, privy structure, privy roof, hydraulic and pneumatic piping, 2" front
deck plate, 2" front privy wall, and o_triggers, have all been installed on
the car.
Final design of the modifications to the Titan I decontamination unit which
will be used to clean test-car piping has been signed off. The modification
work has been started and all required hardware has been purchased, or is in
the process of being purchased.
Design of a NRX/EST facility flow test car has been initiated and is about
50% complete. Hardware for this test car piping is in the process of being
purchased.
Test Car T-6 electrical cables became water soaked during the time the e_m
was out in the hot dump decaying to an acceptable level. These lines have
been pumped dry so that the ear is now ready for use.
B. ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS
i. HRX-A3
The test article was assembled in accordance with appropriate procedures.
Pad support was supplied to assist in test article prcparatiorl for the
successful experimental plans.
Remote recovery, including a remote re-mate of the test article_ was com-
pleted on June 2, at which time disassembly and post-operative examination
was started,
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Figure 79
NRX-A3 on Test Car T-7
In Hot Dump after Test
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The modified car frame weldment arrived at site o_ April 8. Numerous defects
were noted; those affecting the structural integrity were repaired. The
connector plug weldment was received and re-inspected. Numerous defects were
noted and repaired.
The build-up of the EST test car is about one month behind schedule, due to
hardware and administrative problems. However, test car build-up is about
75% complete and is not exs_ected to be a constraint on test assembly prepara-
tion.
C. DISASSF_MBLY OPERATIONS
Set-up of the disassembly areas and hot cells was completed and operationally
checked out prior to receipt of the test article for disassembly on June 2, 1965.
LASL's photo system for element photography was completed and operational at
the time the test article w_ recovered.
Disassembly was started on June 2, and is completed; post-operative examiea-
tion is being done as planned.
During disassembly operations, which were conducted on a two-shift basis,
_here were very few breakdowns or tooling discrepancies. Those that did
occur are the subject of a separate report.
in addition the following was accomplished:
Handling trays were built for transfer of material to
?ost-Operative Examination from Disassembly
A3-GSE modifications were coordinated.
A Lennox periscope u-as installed _ud checked, and subsequently
removed. The Kollmorgen periscope in Upper Bay was
installed and checked out.
: Tooling in Upper and Lower Disassembly Bays was installed
and checked out.
! Design l&¥outs for A-5 tooling and equipment were reviewed.
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Radioactive shipments to WANL, Large were coordinated.
Disassembly of reactor" was started on June 3, 1965, with
estimated completion on July I, 1965.
D. POST-O_ERATIVP] EX_41NATION
i. In the Hot Cell operations and control, a completely new Hot-
Cell Post-Operational Examination control system, was planned and executed,
included the following:
Production control card system adapted to increase the
efficiency of parts flow through hot cell.
Time study of operations applled to increase efficiency
of individual hot cell operations and overall cell usage.
2. NRX-A3 P-23 Post-Operative Examination procedures were
completed.
3. Equi2ment
Disassembly and Post-Operational equipment was designed,purchased, and installed
to facilitate operations.
4. Element re21ication, system
After the basic process feasibility was established by WANL, Pittsburgh, the
following items were completed:
Design and procurement of special mold jigs and fixtures.
Specifying, locating, and procurement of required Silastic
rubber processing equipment.
Determination of radiation damage effects on Silastic Room
Temperature Vulcanizing Process.
Check-out and installation of equipment in hot cell.
E. RAD!OCHEMISTRY T_ABORATORY
Four different categories of work were performed by the Radiochemis'_ry section:
Seven types of computer programs were prepared and put
into use. These cover the preliminary data reduction
!
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and final data computation required in connection with
the whole body ionization measurements and axial gamma
scan efforts on NRX-A3. Programs are in use for pre-
paring cask insert maps and making lis$ings of deca_
corrections for a number of fission products of interest.
Calibration wires from the NRX-A3 EP-II-run were analyzed
for neutrcnics calibration purposes. In addition, rabbits
containing depleted uranium and nickel discs were irradiated
I
i during NRX-A3" EP-II_ EP-III, EP-IV, EP-IIIA, EP-V, and EP-VI.
The total fissions generated on each of those runs were cal-
culated from the Mo-99 and Co-58 produced in the uranium
and nickel respectively.
n
u
A number of samples were analyzed to determine their
neutron activation products in connection with the various
t
I NRX-A3 power runs. These included water, oil, glass bottles_
I concrete, dirt, and rocks exposed on or in the vicinity of
i the Test Cell "A" pad, plus fall-out filter paper samples
i collected by the LASL H-8 group.
Gross ionization measurements were started on all NRX-A3
I
fueled elements. Axial gamma scanning of some 20 pre-
selected elements was also begun. Data from these two
examinations will be used to determine relative radial
and axial fission distributions in the NRX-A3 core.
F. PHOTOGRAPHIC LABOP_T ORY
A standarddistribution of photographs has been established for all photographsi
and motion picture footage on the !_RX-A3 for off-site purposes. To date, 2800
photographs have been distributed plus 1500 feet of film in 16mm color.
NTO Photogr.phic Laboratory po__chased, and ACFI installed, a total of ten
lO00-watt quartz iodine lsmps in the Upper Bay area of the hot cells at
R-MAD to facilitate better photographic services during post-mortem of NRX-A3.
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SNPO-C approved the use of an existing trailer for additional space plus the
equipment to provide a better NTO Technical Photographic Laboratory. Upon
completion of this additional space, NTO Photographic Laboratory will be in a
position to reproduce, in small quantities, color corrected photographic
prints.
A system for photographing test articles at Test Cell "A" from a safe distance
is being worked on. Plans are being made to introduce this for NRX/EST opera-
tions. Equipment for this operaSAon is being purchased.
I
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7.4.1 STEAM GENERATOR TEST
A water-flow test was conducted to determine the plenum cooling Jacket pressure
drop. Functional tests were also performed on the steam generator pressure
switches, and adjustments made where required.
Eighteen Steam Generator tests, per EP-I, have been satisfactorily conducted,
including the following individual "Idel Tests" on each of three modules:
two 10-second runs, two 180-second runs, and two 1020-second runs.
Six of the seven EP-II Steam Generator tests were completed (see Figure 80 )
with satisfactory results. Four additional tests were added in accordance
with the Test Specification3 Supplement No. 5.
Post-test inspection of Module S/N 0016 of the steam generator revealed one
of the water fingers to be broken off and missing, but there were no damages
nor abnormalities within the plenum. The broken finger was replaced with one
from the spare module.
Work requests have been issued to the Support Services Contractor for fabrics-
t$on of an extension of Flare Stack FS-5003, and the procurement of a flame
arrestor. These two items wli alleviate scorching of the fire protection
electrical-control system on top of the Test Stand under adverse wind condi-
tions and will economize on the nitrogen purge in the stack.
During leak check on Injector S/N 0018 preparatory to completion of EP-II,
a leak was noted at the injector-to-combustion chamber interface. Further
examln'zion_ after disassembly, revealed visible evidence of hot-gas leakage
at the injector-to-chamber seal. Injectors S/N's 0016, 0017, 0018, and 0019
(spare), were disassembled for inspection and the following was noted:
S/N 0016 - Cracks plainly visible around the
periphery of the injector face and
negligible crack noted in injector
insert weld.
S/N 0017 - No visible damage.
S/N 0018 - No visible damage, except for incom-
pleted weld at injector face cooling
spud.
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' ETS-I Stea_ Generator Testing
i Medium Power Run, EP-H
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g_ n
o/N 0019 - Burned out second stage combustion
chamber and bulging of the main
chamber inner liner in a number of
areas. Also_ negligible crack noted
in injector insert weld.
Various system modifications were performed_ such as:
Installation of an emergency manual-operated vent valve in the
propane system;
Fabrication and installation of gauge/valve panel for the LO2
Storage Vessel Dewar, V-28013 to pro_-ide a consolidstion of
existing pressure gauges and va].ves which are presently
located thro_.&hout the system;
Rerouting of the Main Steam Generator LOX Vent Line to a more
favorable location;
Various modifications to the temporary Instrumentation and
Control System to make it compatible with the test program
requirements.
After approval of procedure NTO-I-O035 for the ETS-1 Process Water System
Test l_ogram by SNPO-C, Process Water System testing was initiated on the
redesigned water system. Data are being analyzed and a report will be
prepared.
Modifications were initiated to the appropriate console to make it compat-
ible wit- the Thiokul Steam Generator Control System and the facility.
The .:c!dcheckout panel for the Steam Generator permanent I&C System was
designed and fabricated. The necessary wlri_g tabulation for the transfer
of the Steam Generator cabling from the transducer boxes to the blast wall
_erminal boxes utilized in the permanent I&C System was prepared.
The Communication System used for the Steam Generator Test Program was
installed and checked out.
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7.4.3 INTERFACE SYSTEM INSTALLAT;ON AND CHECKOL,T
I
FeLt:cation was ccmpleted c.nthe manifold for ±he r._dific_.tiencC :_._"..arnkpres-
....-'::_tionlines :o include a ..__ .-oSag_ ;tarsi:-_ r-_.g_.:_--.c._ _.c.=5_m cf _.he
_....._-:-._.-,_- n o- _"_""""iO_,._o _ __. valve:. ,C-a.:.-In,:.
Drawings for !he modification of Line 9-C-H-8" xere prepared tc permit test verifi-
--_-tionof the *_-_^_+'-.__.____=..,.__flew s-alc lat!ons of -.he07L sjls:em in suppor% of the
I_RVA -_hau_ System Du__t_ +Les_.
l_ Specifications_---+_o..+r'?.-eDared.and vendor s:.fcmittals"_ere _.eviewed for a LN 2
vapori zer.
_ermission has been requested of _'0-C to DLr2h_.se a kigh pz.eseure LH2 vaporizer
to replace Zhe existing low pressure m_it and the mechanical :.ompresser system
at ETS-i.
+' I
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7.4.5 FACILITY SYSTEMS CHECKOUT AND ACTIVATION
A. GASEOUS SYST_4 ACTIVATION_ oPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Modification was completed on 17 each s/4" Security "RSV" Valves incor-
porating teflon back-up rings on the actuation piston. To date, no
evidence has been observed of leakage past the actuation piston "0" rings.
A satisfactory proof-test was completed on the high-pressure gas vessel,
V-3205, with GN2 at 3750 psig to permit sub.sequent operation at a 2500-psig
working pressure. The vessel has been recharged with gaseous helium in
support of the cryogenic systems checkouts.
The fabrication of a pressure gauge/valve panel was initiated for the high-
pressure gas system in Area "32". The purpose of the panel is to consolidate
system gauges and valves to enhance operation and facilitate maintenance.
A satisfactory operational check of the GHe and GH2 compressors was com-
pleted. All leaks were corrected_ with exception of the unloader valves,
which will'be corrected during a system-down period.
B. CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS CHECKOUT (PHASE III)
Work continued for activating the LE2 Storage Dewar, V-3801_ and associated
plumbing° A leak was located in the transfer line jacket w_thin the annular
space of V-3801. A leak-rate test was performed and witnessed by a CB&I
representative. The data obtained from the test indicated that the leak
was in excess of the normally allowable limits. Repair of the questionable
area has been performed by CB&I. Effectiveness of the repair work was under
review.
A satisfactory vacuum hold test on the ar,uular space and an ambient leak
test of the inner vessel of the high-pressure I_2 run vessel, V-5OOE, was
completed.
A vacu,am hold test was initiated on the annular space of the low-pressure
LE2 run vessel_ V-5001_ for leakage evaluation. Fabrication of a 4" dump
line system and a liquid-level indicator system for V-5001 was initiated
i to facilitate subsequent LE2 flushing operations during Activation Checkout
tests.
l
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A satisfactory vacuum hold test was conducted on the annular space of LN 2
storage dewar, V-3601. Procedure NTO-I-O029 for the LN 2 system checkout
has been approved by SNPO-C.
C. I_TRO_.NTATION AND 00_TROL ACT_IT_S
E_4_ineering support was provided during ETS-i Facility Systems checkout,
operation and maintenance ope__ations.
Rerouting cabies continued for solenoid valve boxes, S_4B-6 and -7, for
incorporation into SVB-10 and -ll __n support of the Interface System instal-
lation.
Fire Protection Zones were activated, inollding the removal of the control
from the Master Control Panel to the Steam C_nerator Control Van. Checkout
tests, conducted by the Automatic Sprinkler Company, were monitored.
Engineering and technical supervision was performed to determine which heat
sensing devices were activatSmg the deluge system in the Test Stand zone.
Specifications were prepared for the Dat_ Processor Program for Data Patching.
The diagnostics programs for the digital-data checkout tests, " %ta System
final-acceptance testB, and the calibration checks were completed. Work is
continuing on the channelizazion-check program 8.nd the "Road Map" Program.
Scbroutines for certain of the programs have been completed with continuing
effort on remaining subreltines.
Design modification work was initiated to incorporate the Fire Protection
System into the Safety System, and a proposal was completed to make the
fire protection 8_.d C02 packages compatible _ L.h the Safety System.
uco:dl a:ion _as performed t9 resolve the Measurement Requirement..'[-cess_.:y-- "rList for the XE Cold Flow tests an the Faci ity Checkout. Channel-engi-
neering input data were developed for the ETS-1 shields and exhaust duct; and
Cha_mel-Request forms were initiated for incorporation of functional assign-
ments for channel e_ineering.
Prepa_.ation of _he I&.C System Operations and Maintenance Manuals was initiated.
!
...... r - -- F ., I
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Spare Parts requirements and ne.cessary procurement documents were defined
for the I&C System.
Funebional requirements for the ETS-I Data Link were prepared# _n conjunction
with EG_G, and presented at a meeting of __cpresentatives of SNPO-W, SNP_O-N_
SNPO-C, LASL and other _ organizations.
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7.5.2 E-MAD ACTIVATION
A. M_z_..&G_
Efforts were provided for planning, liaison, integration, and coordination of
all E-MAD related contract activities and for directing, review, and schedullng
of effort to support the acceptance, operation, maintenance and activation of
the E-MAD Complex.
Planning and scheduling of efforts was provlded to support the acceptance,
operation, maintenance, and activation of the E-MAD Complex.
Planning and scheduling activities were performed for the E-MAD Complex on such
items as the facility equipment and system installazions, acceptance tes:;s,
activation documentation and performance of Shielding Integrity Check Tests.
An updated activation network was completed and issued during April 1965.
Continuous monitorzng was ._intained during the disassembly of the NI_X-AS reactor
at the R-MAD Facility with specific interest on application of the operation and
facility locations of the disassembly of the components to the E-M_.D _cillty.
B. E-MAD ACu_I_[A_j'iO)
Activation status tests e_5 activation status repol°ts were prepared for the
Counting Room (Room 107), _ Health Physics Office (Room 108), the Core
: Assembly and Storage Area (_oom i12)_ the Air Lock (Room 113), the Engine
Receiving and Inspection Room (Room _':"L.4), -he Main Cold Assembly Area (Room ll5),
the Vestibule (Room ]_ "_heWT-1 _i_rn_abG_eand the V-2 Cranel -----_} •
_.e Wall Mounted Hand!ing System and Rectilinear Manipulator were received,
!
l installed, and acceptance tests were initiated during this report period.
The Overhead Positioning System was received and installation is complete.
Acceptance tests are s..__duled to begin on i July 1965.
[ The Floor Mounted Handli_ Sys Œ14l wasInstaiied and acceptance tests were
1 initiated.
l
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Nine pairs of Master Slave N_nipulators with roller sleeve assemblies and t_o
shielding plugs were installed in the master slave manipulator holes of the
: post-operative cells. Acceptance testing of a total of ten pairs of eight
foot pivot to pivot Master Slave N_nipuLators has been completed with l_iOE
: operational support.
The Receiving Dolly (Provisioning List No. 5226) was received and checked out
after damage incurred during the shipment was repaired. The RF transceivers
from the Manned Control Car and the Locomotive were received and checked out
; during a preliminary check of the RF commmnicatlon _long the railroad track.
" D. SHIELDING INTEG_ TESTS
! The final report for Phase I of the Shielding Integrity Check test has been
i _ompleted for final review. Phase I is comprised of the Main Hot Bay (Room
]22) and the Crane Maintenance Balcony (Room 3_)-
The procedures for Phase II of the Shielding Integrity Check test are complete
and have been approved, but Phase IX of the SIC test was postponed due to delays
in the installation of the Ma._ter Slave Manipulators. All wall and ceiling grid
work is complete. Phase II comprises the walls between the Post-Operative Cells
and the galleries and the ceilings of the cells.
Phase III of the SIC test was completed. _,o areas associated with blocked-up
pass-throughs in Rooms ]27 and 130 were accomplished as an addendum. One
violation requlred further work after confirmation. The second repair has
been completed but has not yet been re-confirmed. The Phase III Shielding
Integrity Check test final report is complete, with the exception of the con-
flrmation of shielding integrity of the deficient areas, which will be obtained
during the conduct of the Phase II Shielding :Integrity Check test. Phase III
comprises the Hot Hold and Transfer Tunnel (Room ]28) and the Cell Service Area
(Room173).
Site Support Services RAD/SAFE Monitors were used durlug the Phase III SIC test
and were directed by the SIC Test Director and _ Health and Safety.
E. DOC_ON
An SOP for Inspection and Testing of All Hoisting and Rigging Equipment was
completed.
I
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Preliminary heating_ ventilation and air conditioning SOP's arm be".:g prepared
for issue. Preliminary operational development procedures for th_ F!er Mounted
_ng System were prepar,ed for review.
Appr:xi_mtely 50% of the :-equisitions processed for the E-_I_iDM_ ......1_unl.._Shop tools_
stoaks_ etc. were filled during this report period.
F. FACILITY MODIFICAE_[ONS
T=h_ _f-i _arntable deck-plate was modified to eliminate warl_ge incurred as a
result of heavy loads passing over it.
An experimental intercell was erected between Cells 166 and 171.
The OPS haunches were modified to accommodate the installation of the busrall
_rp_rt brackets.
Facility gasy electrical and public address system piping was modified in the
Cell Service Area to provide proper interfacing with the rectilinear manipulator.
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7.8 TRAINING
These chapters of the ETS-1 Instrumentation and Controls Course were completed:
NERVA Program Orientation
Description of ETS-1 Complex
Instrumentation Fundamentals
Introduction to Facility Control System
Facility Control Systems
Electrical Power System
Television System
Introduction to Data Acquisition System
Analog Recording System
Events Recording System
Digital Data System
Introduction to Test Stand Control System
Process Systems Controls
The following chapters are in process of completion:
General Capabilities of I & C System
Com_anicatlons System
Channel Engineering
Safety Systems
Signal Conditioning System
Timing System
Engine Control System
The training schedule summaries for E-MAD Operations for (1) Factory Training
and (2) On-Site Training are shown In Tables 8 and 9, respectively.
These E-MAD training activities were completed during this guarter
Mouth-to-Mouth Resuscitation and Closed Chest Heart
Message (Several one-hour sessions; 166 trainees
including ETS-1) o
WMHB factory traln_ng at Pittsfield, Mass. (4 trainees).
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Fire Protection at E-MAD_ for E-MADFire Wardens.
(Four 2-hour sessions completed- 7 trainees).
Rigging for "cold" operations. (two 2-hour sessions;
9 trainees)
E-_hD Nuclear Orientmtion Course (now in progress; three
2-hour sessions completed to date; ll trainees)
The following one-week_ ihll-time courses were completed:
Control Data Corporation Computer Fundamentals
CDC 3200 Computer Programming
CDC 3200 Computer SCOPE-COY_PASS Programming
Seven additional NRX test operators were qualified on April 2_ 1965.
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